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PORTLAND DAILY
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Established June 23, 1862.

PORTLAND,

5.

Vol.

BAY

LATEST

STATE

MAINE STATE PRESS, is published at the
ame place ovety Thursday morning at $2.00 a year,
*1 variably in advance.

lumber
Office,

Rates of Advertising.—One inch 01 space, m
engthof column, constitutes a “square.”
$1.60 per square daily first week: 76 cent* l»cr
week alter; three insertions, or less, $1.00; con tin n
ng every other day after first, week, 50 cents.
Halt square, three insertions or less, 76 cants; one
week. $1.00 60 cents per week after.
Under head of “Amusements,” $2.00 per squaie
per week; three insertions or less, $1.60.
Special Notices,$1.23 per square lortuenrst insertion. and 25 cents ivi square for each subsequent

vnuAun
illi ha mu

Black

i> e i» o t

Cedar,

Cherry,

Ash,
Butternut, White wood, &e.

Boards, Plank. Joist, Arc., to which they respectfully invite the attention of purchasers.
Also common and Hard Pine, all qualities, rough or dressed for Floors, Sheathing, Are.
Spruce Floor
Boards worked And kiln-dried, ready for immediate use.
Ouv facilities for supplying the wauts of Builde rs are unsurpassed, ami
at a distance ordering by
mall, by giving relialile reference, can depend upou haviug tbeir orders tilled in a satisfactory wanner—thus
saving the time and expense of a visit to the city.
Veneers, Slabs and Logs of any desired quality, at less than New York prices.
Price List of Mouldings, Lumber, 1 )oon«, Brackets, &c., furnished on application.
Address orders and communications to

Advertisements inserted in the “MAINE STATE
Press”(which has a large circulation in every parol'the State) for $1.00 per square for first insertion4
and 50cents per square for each subsequent insertion.

{^"Rosewood

AT THE

JOSEPH
j

Nov 29—eod3m
E.

In

Singing'

Speaking,

Lemons, Lemons!
SATURDAY NEXT, at 11 A. M., without reserve,

ON

7S

Refreshment Tables abundantly laden with

Hall.

Theatre,

Heeriny

Bidwcll A

Lciuiccii A managers.

Browuf,
-*

lVilsoa,

Boxes

Nov. 29th,
AND EVEN’S,

THANKSGIVING DAV

Fat on

—ALSO—

H. F.

29 dlw

nov.

ME.

EATON, Principal

TO JLET.
First of January, the Store now occupied by
the subscriber, So. 31 Free Street, Up-

THE
stairs.
nov

Tom's

Cabin!

With a superior CAST OF CHARACTERS, NEW
SCENERY, APPOINTMENTS, Ac.
83r*Full particulars in Daily Programmes.

JOHN E. PALMER.

29 dlw

Miss Newton,
CLOAK MAKER, (formerly

&
DRESS
Street,) is

ou

Middle

now at No. 40 Adam*
Unreel,—
she would be pleased to see her old customers
well as new ones.
nov 29 dlw*

where
as

WANTED.

dtcl.

$3000

Association, Ex-No. 4,

Ocean

School.

NORRIDGEWOCK,

The great moral Drama of

November 27.

Family

no29dtd

rf^HE Winter Term of the Eaton Family
X School will commence the Second Monday in
December, to continue Thirteen Weeks.

Friday Evening, Nov. 30th,

Uncle

Lemons !

In prime condition.

Hinge manager.

Thursday evening,

WILL COMMENCE

FifUi Annual

Course

$4000

to

tor two or three ye^irs, for which a
good bonus will be paid, and security given on
real estate worth $lo,ooo.
Apply immediately to
WM. H. JEKR1S, Real Estate Agent.
nov28dlw

WANTED

THEIR

of Dances,

#4,000

AT-

Wanted!

MECHANICS’ HALL,
—

Ball

WITH

Thanksgiving Night!

on

To be

Three Assemblies

followed by
on

or four thousand dollars for
or three years for which the Rest of Hrwill
be given, and interest paid at the rate of
carity
nine per cent per annum.
Address
Box 2058 Portland, P. O.,
or
W. H. JERRIS, Real Estate Agent.

Three
(wo

A

Tuesday Night*,

Nov 28dlw*

n

Bail ouCbriolinas Night, a Grand t'iremen’e military and Civic Ball on
New Year’s Night.

a

Owner Wanted
Copying Press left at my store night of July

4th.
FR
nov2Tdtf

E. COREY.

MANAGERS:

President, EDWARD HODGKINS,
Vice-President, S, S. HANNAFORD,

Secretary, A. H. JACOBS.
Treasurers, F. J. BAILEY, B. D. Page,C. H. Phillips, H. D. Tripp.

JgJTTickets for tbe Course $6; ticket* for each of

the Balia $1,50; ticket* for each of the Assemblies $1;
for tl»o Gallery 50 cents. To lie obtained of tbe Managers and at the door.
Music by Chandler’e Quadrille Band.

D. II. Chandler Prompter.
Dancing to commence
at 8 o’clock. Clothing checked free.
November 27, 1867. eodfiw

U. S. Marshal’s Notice.
United States of America, 1
District of Maine, s. s.
i
to sundry Monitions tome direcud
from the Hon. Edward Fox, Judj*e cf the United S ates District Coart within and lor the District
ol Maine, I hereby give public notice that the fol.
lowing Libel and Informations have been hied in
said Court. *ir:
An Information a -am.st one Horse called the “Nellie W. Locke,” seized by the Collector of the District of Portland and Falmouth on the thirteenth
day ot October last past, at Portland in sa:d District.
A Libel against Twenty-two Quintals of Pollock
Fish: One Half Barrel qf Herring Twenty-seven
Barrels No. 1 Mackerel: One Barrel No. 2 Mackerel: 310 Lbs. Rusty Mackerel: 73 Empty Barrels. 22
Barrels Salt, seized by the Collector of the District
of Portland mid Falmouth on the fifteenth clay ol
October last past, at Portland in sakl District.
An Information against One Water Wheel: One
Lathe: Lathe Bench and Turning Tools: One Board
Plane: One Grind Stone and Bench Twelve Circular
Saws: Six Saw Shafts: One Clapboard Machine: One
Lath Machine: One Match Splint Machine: One Face
Planer: One Machine for preparing Match Blocks :
One Power Cross Cut Saw: One hand cross cut saw;
One anti one half gross Stamped Matches: ninety-three
One cent Stamps, and all the Shafting, Belting,unstamped Matches, Stoves, and oilier Furniture in
the Mill andJJry Home connected therewith: Chest
of Tools, Monkey Wrench, Ifc.. $c., seized by tbe
Collector ll Infernal Revenue for the First Collection District :f Maine, on the twenty-seventh day
of October lost past, at Holds, in said District.
Which seizures were for breaches of the laws of
tbe United States as is more particularly set forth in
said Libel and Informations; that a hearing and
trial will be had thereon at Portland in su’d District,
on the First Tuesday qf December
next, where any
persons ini e eeted therein, may appear and show
cause, if any cau be s hown, wherefore the same
should not be decreed forfeit, and disposed of according to law.
Dated at Portland this seventeenth day of November, A. I)., 18GG.

Wanted-Business Men
every County in New England, to receive and
fill orders and collect
IN
subscrli tions, for the
most
on

popular and rapid selling Booles and Engravoffered for sale, including “Lincoln and His
Family,” and
Washington and l/is Family
matched Engravings, executed by. Sartain, iVom the
fir eat National Paintings by Waugh and
Schussele,
$3.75 each, or $7.50 per pair. The new and beautiful
Sacred Engravings by Sartain, entitled “Praucr”
and “Samuel,” and “Fleetwood's Life
of Christ,” illustrated, revised and enlarged, containing G40 octavo
ings

Deputy U.

No-. 17—rilFi

QUINBY,

S.

Marshal Digt. ot Maine.

CHARLES STAPLES & SON,
Iron

Founders,

Boiler Makers & Machinists.
subscribers having rebuilt their Work Shops,
rpHE
X are now
to take orders for
and

prepared

Machinery

lion Work of all kinds.

now

pages.

The sale of our works of art is immense, without
precedent In the liistory of engravings,
Experienced canvassers will find itihighly advantageous to examine our publications, which possess su-

perior merit, and for saleability have
Apply in person, or address

PURSUANT

F. A

made to order.
Having able and experienced pattern makers and new
tools of modern design, can supply patterns with

and at a moderate cost. Repairs of all
kinds of Iron Work attended to with despatch and
at reasonable rates. Having a large and well equipForge, can furnish forgings and shapes of all
kinds for Steamboats and Locomotive work such as
Nhaft*, Crank*, Pi*ton Rad*, Car and
Engine Axle* and Shape* to pattern or drawings, from 10 tons to 100 pounds weight.
They are also Selling Agents for MERRIMAN’S
PATENT BOLT CUTTER, the best Machine ever
invented for the purpose, pei forming double the
amoaut of work of any other now in nse.
FOR SALE, a 'll horse power Locomotive Boiler with new tube sheets and new set of
tubes, in first rate order, and warranted safe with a
pressure of 100 pounds to the square inch.
A NEW TEN HORSE POWER PORTABLE ENGINE, an excellent Machine, can be seen running
at oar Foundry.
CHARLES STAPLES & SON,
Cor. Com. St. and Brown’s Wharf,
novlOe d3m
Portland, Maine.

promptness
ped

MEN’S

equals.

Sale Wanted.
GOOD second-hand one. Size at least 12 by 17
the bottom. Inside. Price low. Address
WORTHLY BROS, Brunswick.
November 26. dlw

A

on

Wanted.
GOOD single second-hand Sleigh and

A

Robes.—

Address Box 2163.

November 26, 1866.

dlw

Wanted.

Flour Barrels

Wanted.

"ITTE

Pay 30 cents each for first class Flour
Barrels suitable for sugar.
LYNCH, BARKER <K CO.,
novl3dtf
139 Commercial street.

▼ ▼

■4

Wanted.

/'A BUSHELS good Pumpkin Seeds by
KENDALL & WHITNEY.
Nov 13—film

i-YJU

Ag-ents Wanted.
T7*0R tho ftold Medal Sewing Jlnchiiirs,
A In every City and County in the Union. The
Hast complicated two-.hvea i machine in the world.
Address
A. F. JOHNSON & CO.
Nov. 6 lmd
334 Washington St. Boston, Mass.

Wanted Immediately.

Good American, Nova Scotia and IriRli
Girls to do housework, cook, $-c., in prifamilies and hotels in this c‘tv and country.
Situations sure. The best wages paid.
Also 50 Girls t > work in Factories.
Farmers and others wanting men for any work
will do well to call on us, as we will supply them free
of charge. Address or apply at the General Agency
Employment Office, 3514 Congress Street, up stairs.
COX & POWARS
late WHITNEY & CO.
sept26dtl_
■4

vate

Agent!

Wanted!

To canvass for the cheapest and the best selling
book in the country.
HEADLEY’S

HISTORY

OF THE

GREAT

for

GRIST MILL WORK AND GEARING

no

R. II CURRAN,
Winter Street, Boston, Mass.

48
Iw

November 26.

Iron Store Fronts and Columns
buildings promptly furnished.
STEAM ENGINES AND BOILERS, SAW AND

REBELLION!

Two volumes complete in one. 1200 Royal Octavo
Pages, sold for Five Dollars.
£3r*Many agents are making from $50 to $100 per
week canvassing for this work. Sold by subscription

only.

Sole and

exclusive rights given of uncanvasaed ter-

ritory with liberal

commissions.

For circulars and terms applv to

or

address

FITCH,
No 233$ Congress St., near City Hall,

Lock Box 1722.

Portland,

Maine.

no21d3w

Agents
FOR

“

Wanted !
MOORE’S

FRANK

Women

of the War,"

WONDERFULLY POPULAR !
has it

month
already become, (not
since its first issue) that hundreds of people
SOyetpopular
for it from all sections of the
one

writing
From one City alone, 17‘i
are

country.
persons have written for
this Work,—could not wait for Agents.
Four ot Adams’ large size Presses are running on
this Book, and the demand exceeds our supply. Experienced Agents and others, who possess intelligence, energy, and perseverance, and want Profitable Employment, will find by eng.'vging in die sale of
this Book, all they desire. Many now in the field arc
meeting with astonishing success.
For fall particulars send for circular.
C. A. CHAPIN,
Room 9, 21$ Free Street, Pordand.
nov 13 d&wtf

LOST AND

FOUND.

Lost!

In

English,

WEBS,

Scotch and American.

CHECK on the First National Bank, dated NoA vember 2411k, 1866, stoned S. J. Smith per R. II.
Hinkley, for twenty-five hundred dollars, payable to
C. S. Clark, Esq. The finder will ohltoe the owner by
leaving the same at the office of S. o. Smith, Esq.,
270 Commercial
November 26.

Street,
dlw*

OWNERS

Charles Custis & Co.

WANTED!

WANTED,

the following articles at POLICE
0^^255^' for
:
Bureau, Bedstead, Tables, Sextant,
Bedding; Ladies Wearing Apparel,
Diabea, S^*Sian?
&c., lost m the late lire.
no16d2w
rid,iT

Morton Block,

ni

FOMSRESS STREET.

Board.

nov28dSt

To

Capitalists!

PROPRIETOR of a very extensive Coal
propertour square nules containing
many seams
or mtmmnons and oil coal at Nova
Scotia,v/lslies Ibr a
a
with
partner
Capital of Fifteen Thousand Dollar*.
Inquire of JittfES WHITE, 77 Washington st
Boston.
no2»d2w

A ty ot

A

Steam

For Sale.
Engine mid Pump attached,—

Woodward’s Patent : three horse power.
to
UPHAM & ADAMS,
deodlw
Commercial Street.

Apply

Nov. 2.

F. PAFE & CO.

THE

CABLE.

ian Outbreak in Ireland.
the

Activity on

English

the Part

of

Government.

The Omnibus System of Paris.—I wish
say a few words about the omnibus system
Paris not only for the benefit of those who
propose visiting here, but also as an example
to our horse cars ami cmuibusses.
There are,
then, as you may conjecture, oumibusses runfrom
the main centres to every part of
ning
the city, ail under the supervision of one company, which in its turn is subordinate to the
Prelecture of the Senate. At the
place de la
bourse, the Madelaine, the Pont Neuf, the
Tontagne St. Michael, and many other prominent statitions, you see neat little
square buildings which are omnibus headquarters; and
here are long lines of the vehicles
always coming and going, and hiking up what passengers
bound for each particular destination.—
e
,\n these tasteful little stations are comfortable seats, where you may wait with ease
until the omnibus you wish
arrives; and meanwhile a police functionary, who is seated at a
desk, (all functionaries, of whatever sort of
rank, wear uniforms in France) hands you a
small, square ticket, with a number, of large
type printed upon it; this indicates your turn
in taking your
place in the omnibus—for often
they are full, and the company goes on the
righteous principle of “first coma, first served.”
When the
right omnibus comes along, you
emerge with such other passengers as are goin»
the same route, and the conductor
standing at
the door of the vehicle receives
the cards which
have been distributed at the
station, and allows
the holders to
go in as these are handed up to
him; letting him who holds “1” go in first “2”
second and so. till the seats are ftill.
Andh’ercln is the
superiority (for great superiority is
often owing to
small things) of the
apparently
D rench omuibus
system over our own, that the
number admitted is
rigidly limited, and is never allowed on any account to be
exceeded. All
the Paris omnibuses have seats on
top—comfortable, easy seats—and this part is called the
Imperate, for what reason I know not, unless it is that it is an exalted place. The “interienre” is divided off into single
seats, to prevent the possibility of
overcrowding, and the
number of them is always 12. The cost of a
course is six sons for
the‘•intcrieure”(six cents)
and ha If that for the “Imperigle
consequentthe better class of the omnibus riders take
ly
their places in the latter, while the former is
usually occupied by laborers and mechanics in
their inevitable homely blue blouses.
Then there is the
very convenient system
called correspondencies;*’ that
is, if you wish
to go to some point beyond the route of the
omnibus, which, nevertheless, it is convenient
to take
part of the way, you pay two cevts
more and receive a little ticket crowded with
hiroglyphics, which enables you to take a second omnibus when
you leave the first, whereby
you may quite reach your destination. Thus
ridea
number of miles foreightcents,
you may
or if you prefer the
“Imperiale” (as you will if
you are a smoker and unincumbered with ladies) for five cents.
What struck me, too,
particularly, in riding
about in the omnibuses was, the
great regularity of system, and (to an American) extraordmary neatness of the vehicles themselves, the
affability and promptness of the conductors,
and the rapidity and ease with which
they
travelled. And, turning my thoughts to those
choked up, uncomfortable, low and
tight, juggling, rumbling omnibusses, with surly conductors and half famished horses, which are
too common in the streets of Boston. I
conld
not help making a comparison favorable to that
in which I was riding.

land and the United States,

The Russians in Central Asia.
The Russian Empire is in point of
territory
far ahead of all trther countries of the
world,
its
present area being nearly double that ot
China, and nearly three times that of the United States, and it still continues to extend at a
rapid rate. The independent tribes lining the
southern frontier hare
gradually been absorbed, and China and Persia have had to cede
provinces equal in extent to the largest States
ot Europe. During the last two or three
years
the advance of Russia in Central Asia lias attracted particular attention. There is a country, enclosed, bv Russia, China, British India
and Persia, and known by the names of Turkestan, Turau or Independent Tartary, which is
furnishing the most recent additions 'to Russian
territory. It contains about one-fifth of the
territory of the United States, with a nomadic
population of only about 7,000,000, belonging
to various tribes, and consists of the
territory
of the Turkomanni, the little Khanate of
Magmene, and the three more powerful Khanates of
Khiva, Bokhara and Kilobaud. Intestine wars
have been the chronic malady ot these
regions
from time immemorable, and as
regards their
foreign relations, they were on the whole restricted to outrages against the few merchants
and travelers who ventured to penetrate into
the inhospitable land. For some time Russia
has begun to gain a firm footing in this country. It has destroyed the Khanate of Khokand,
the largest and most populous of the
Khanates,
embracing an area of more than 300,000 English square miles, and a population of about
3,000 000. La^t year a considerable portion of
the Khanate was formally annexed to Russia
under the name of the Province of Turkestan.
Recently, the Russian papers inform us of the
formal annexation of Tashkend, one of the
most important cities of the
country, which
already numbers 100,000 inhabitants, and is
the
rapidly becoming
greatest commercial city
of Central Asia. The general expectation is,
that the remainder of Turkestan will be annexed in the course of a few years, and that
thus Russia and England will he brought face
to face in India,
The growing power of Russia is one of the
most important features in the political
history
of our century. There is this important difference between the annexed territories of Russia
an l the colonies of the other Great Powers .f
Europe, that most of the latter are sure in the
course oftimeto resume their
autonomy, while
Russia will, without doubt, thoroughly absorb
all the tribes of the annexed territory, and thus
constitute one nationality which, it can hardly
be doubted, will be and remain the most powerful of the world.—N, T. Tribune,

PLEASANT Room, with hoard, suitable for a
gentleman and wife, or two single gentlemen, at
No 66 Clark street.
no24dtf

A

TO LET.
Board, a pleasant front

in tho

two

—

fiersons

Municipal Election in Portsmouth.—The
municipal election in Portsmouth, N. H., on

Tuesday, resulted
Jona. Dearborn

furnto one
Of16 tt*

Western part
the City,
WITHOUT
ished,
gentlemen. Address Box 42'Post

or

Frightful
Condition
of
Spain.
The Paris Temps' Correspondent in Spain
draws a deplorable picture of the condition of
that country : “With Narvaez, whose advent
to power was so admirably prepared by the fusillades of O’Donnell, a merciless reaction has
come upon that unhappy country.
At this
moment the peninsula is a prey to the frightful orgies of obscurantism, violence and despotism. The so-called moderadoes who have
acquired power are effecting the ruin, exhaustion and demoralization of the Spanish people.
Proscription has struck, or is on the eve of
striking, all that is elevated amongst the liberal party in arms, in literature, and in public
life. Spies and informers are everywhere; the
monks are masters, and education is to be received at the confessional.
A sign from Father Claret or sister
Patrocinio, who have more
influence than ever over the Queen, begets a
The treasury is empty; the
mighty stir.
taxes must lie paid in advance; but whilst the
contractors of public works remain
unpaid,
convents are built in the royal residences with
the money squeezed from the tax-payers. The
municipal elections have been held throughout the country, and the
government party are
chanting the victory they won; but a little inquiry shows that not one elector in ten lias
voted, and that those who voted are either
in government offices or persons beonging to the church. Commerce and trade
are at their last
gasp; no one knows to-day
what to-morrow may bring forth. Indignation
is so general and despair so profound that everybody, except those who profit b. the extravagance of the existing state of things, is expecting an immediate catastrophe. Such, in a
few words, is the position of Spain, and it is in
the midst of these terrible symptoms of disorganization that Narvaez and his colleagues are
piously agitating, in order to save the Pope’s
temporal power, or at least to induce the Pope
to come to them if he should abandon Itome.
The Roman question is that which troubles
these conservatives in delirium, who do not see
the chasm yawning at their own feet.”

room

of

single

Jones(dem.) 841
tering
of

votes

in no choice

by

tha

(rep.) receiving 825,

people^

and Frank

As there were 18 scatJones lacked two votes
Under these circumstances the
votes.

thrown, Mr.

REVIVAL OF TBE ALABAMA AFFAIR.
The Empire of Mexico Ended.

London, Nov. 27, Noon.—The steamship Damascus, which left Quebec Nov. 17th, touched
here to-day, en route to Liverpool.
The Fenian troubles in Ireland have assumed considerable proportions, and there is no
doubt a serious outbreak has occurred, Two
regiments of Nationol troops were urgently
ordered to Ireland yesterday afternoon, and
transports were being prepared all night last
night at Portsmouth. A large detachment of
marines was also sent over to Queenstown from
the war steamer Plymouth.
A gunboat at
Chatham was ordered to sail for Queenstown
Much
alarm
was
felt
at Cork and
immediately.
throughout Ireland generally.
The London Times of this morning believes
that Chief Organizer Stephens will soon arrive
on the scene, if, indeed, he has not
already.
The Globe editorially hints that a more serious trouble with the United States is
really at
tho bottom of the Fenian outbreak.
A telegraphic dispatch was received yesterday from Washington by the United States
Minister at Paris. The dispatch was very long,
occupying many hours in its transmission, and
it is believed it relates to the Mexican onesnon.

The Morning Herald of to-day says that the
United States Minister, Air. Adams, has revived the Alabama case. A Cabinet meeting will
soon be held, when the case will
receive the
consideration which its importance deserves.
London, Nov. 27, Evening.—The Morning Herald believes the Government of the United
States will endeavor to defeat the Fenians plots
at the proper time.
A marked sensation is manifested here at
the prospect of an immediate outbreak in Ireland. All the London papers to-day, except
the Post, simultaneously use
strong and bitter
language against the Fenians, and warn them
that they will receive no
mercy.
The Times says: “The rebellion must be
stamped out as we stamped out the cattle
The News says: “England must put down reseditious movement which her
misrule has stirred
up.”
The Telegraph declares that “Aleasures must
be taken which will render it certain that the
very fii st symptoms of a revolt shall be stamped
out with an iron heel.”
The Star says: “Englishmen dread the odious
necessity of crushing any rebel movement.”
The Standard says: “Captured robbers should
certainly be left to the just vigor of the law
and there should be no hope for them from the *i
United States.”
The Morning Herald, referring to the condemned Fenians in Canada, says: ‘‘There should
be no loop-hole of escape for tntu-e offenders,”
London, Nov. 28, Noon.—The movement of
the Government against the Fenians continues.
Another regiment of infantry will go to Belfast
immediately. A box of uniforms and arms has
been seized at Liverpool. The box came from
the United States.
The Daily News denounces the fierce threats
of its contemporaries, and says the rebellion
must be suppressed in a soldierly manner.
Berlin, Nov. 28.—The story that Count Bismark had been disgraced and resigned is officially denied.
New York, Nov. 28.
The morning papers have the following specials :
London, Nov. 27.—The Fenian alarm is on
the increase. Several ships of war have been
ordered to Ireland. The excitement in London is intense, and approaches only in
magnitude to the scare on the occasion of the news of
the outbreak in India.
Paris, Nov. 27.—It is the settled conviction in
Government circles that the Empire of Mexico
is ended, and that Maximilian will soon arrive
here. The Government has sent a proclamation to Gen. Bazaine for publication in
Mexico,
when Maximilian leaves that country.
The Commercial publishes the
following:
Paris, Noy. 28.—Napoleon has just telegraphed to hi3 aid in Alexico to hasten the evacuation of the French troops.

lentlessly the

THE IRISH REBELLION.

Great

Excitement in New York
anil

Brooklyn.

New York, Nov. 28.
W hen at a late hour last night the extras
appeared on the streets with the exciting news
from Ireland, the effect upon the city was unequaled since the news of the great victories of
the rebellion.
Places of amusement were
thinned out by the people anxious to hear and
discuss the event. Hotels and other places of
congregation were thronged by anxious and
excited persons, who freely indulged in congratulations and hopeful expressions. The Fenians rushed to the meeting
places of their Circles, hoping to get additional information. Telewere sent to circles in distant cities and
grams
instantly enthusiastic responses were received.
Stephens, the Head Centre, was invisible, and
it is confidently believed that he has reached
Ireland. It is said the Treasury oi the Fenians
was never in better condition than at this moment.
The same excitement which existed in this
city last night prevailed in Brooklyn. The
Irishmen of that city were excited to fever heat
and kept up a constant call for fresh dispatches
over the Atlantic cable.
It is dAied on the very highest Fenian authority that President Roberts has given arms
to Stephens or in any way connived at his efforts to get men in Ireland slaughtered merely
to justify James Stephens’ criminal
folly. The
Fenians in Ireland are destitute of arms, and
any attempt at rebellion there at present will
only result in the butchery of armeid men. The
story that Stephens has sent large quantities
of arms to Ireland is untrue, as ne converted
everything he could into cash.
The anxiety to hear from the Fenian insurrection in Ireland is very great. The very
meagre and unsatisfactory telegrams purporting to come over the cable, give rise to the bein f that the English Govortment is
exercising
censorship over the Atlantic telegraph, or that
sensation news is manufactured by interested
parties iu this city.
Aruis aud officers are known to have been
sent to Ireland from this
city. One regiment
of State militia has furnished one hundred
and fifty men as officers, and a
large accession
is expected from the British
army.
Pram California.
Sab Francisco, Nov. 28.
Tlie steamer takes hence 500 bbls. of flour for
New York via Panama, an order having been
received for the finest grades for shipment to
England. The message was transmitted by
cable and overland telegraph, and the order
filled and advices returned to the sender of the
order the same day by telegraph.
Gustin Dartois has commenced a suit against
the Alta California newspaper for $27,000 damages tor alleged libel in regard to the seizure of
the brig Basco, by Dartois and party, for which
the plaintiff was designated as a pirate and
robber.
Libel Suit Against the N. IT. Tribune.
New York, Nov. 28.
Judge Nelson, in the U. S. Circuit Court, delivered an opinion yesterday in the libel case
of Isaac Cook vs. the Tribune Association.—
The
alleged libel charged the plaintiff with being a defaulting Paymaster, having lost $500,000 by gambling, aud that he was a full-blown
knave and scoundrel.
The plaintiff was postmaster in Chicago, aud proprietor of a newspathere.
The alleged liliel charged him with
per
being a party to numerous peculations in ofNelson declared judgment for the
c.‘
plan tiff in all demurerg to pleas, with leave to
amend on the usual terms.
ICumored Movement by Tbaddeus Htevens
for
Irapeachiug the President.
Buffalo, N. Y Nov. 28.
The Advertiser has a
dispatch from Washthat
Tbaddeus Stevens has called a caulogton
cus of the radical members for
Thursday, to
firing about a concert of action for the impeachment of the President.

election.
new City Council choose in
convention, one o^
the highest candidates for
Petition for a Territorial Government.
Store to be Let.
Mayor. As two
wards were carried by the
No. 206 Fore street, foot of I’lnmb, now ocRepublicans, and
New York, Nov. 28.
STOKE
cupied by Heald Brothers, will be fur rent and one by the Democrats, Mr. Dearborn will be the
A special Washmgton dispatch to the EvenI
oecupancy on or about the 1 Hit December proximo, successful man. The new
a petition is on its
Post
|
says
ing
way from
school law was acApply to .7. K. BRAZIER, 47 Brackett street, or at
E. M. PATTEN &
1 Louisiana, asking Congress to erect a territorinov27tf
00., Plumb street.
cepted by a vote of 746 yeas to 695 nays.
i al
for that State.

fice, Portland.

nov

an

government

Pram Washington.

Washington, Nov. 28.
This morning the grand
jury found four true
bills of indictment against Leonard
Hyack
President of tbejlate Merchants’ National Bank
of Washington, charging him with embezzlement and misapplication of the funds of the
bank, with abstracting a large amount of notes,
and with withdrawing bills without
authority
with intent to defraud.
The grand jury of the Criminal Court has
also found a true bill against Sanford
Conover,
for perjury. It commences by
reciting that on
the 9(h ot April last, the House ot Representatives instructed the Judiciary Committee to
enquire whether there was probable cause to
believe the murder ot President Lincoln, and
attempted assassination of the Secretary of
State, were incited or procured by Jeff Davis;
that in the course of their inquiry it became a
material matter and question with them whath
er a certain deposition in regard to the
complicity of Jeff Davis in the plot made at the
instance and
of
procurement
Sanford
Conover, alias Charles A. Dunnan, before
Judge Advo«Ate Holt, by one Joseph A. Howe,
undo the assumed name of William
Campbell ; fflid also certain other depositions, and
among others one made at the interest of Conover before the same party by one W. H. Roberta alias Joseph Snevel, should be received as
evidence.
It further recites that the affidavits
of Howe and Roberts came before the committee on the 8th of May last, and testified that
the affidavits were made at the instance of
Conover; that they committed the contents to
That on the same day Conover
memory, &c.
appeared before the committee, and testified
that the affidavits were true.
The Fenian Prisoners.
Toronto, C. W., Nov. 28.
In the matter of the Fenian
prisoners, the
judges have no given their decision on the application to set aside the verdicts and grant
new trials.
It is rumored the cause of delay is
that the courts intend refusing the
rule, and
are
preparing an elabratory written judgment
setting forth at full length the grounds on whioh
the decision is based. If so, it is the intention
of the prisoner’s counsel to apply to have the
question referred to the Court ot England,
which must concur that the objections are well
founded, otherwise the judgment already given stands in full force.

course

policeman named
this

was

The Postoffice will be open at the usual holiMechanics’ Assemblies.—We understand
that the managers of these popular Assemblies are making arrangements for their annual course of dances.

COURTS.

time.”
—An exchange informs us that Bierstadt, th»
artist, was married in Waterville, N. Y., on
the 21st instant, to Rosalie Osborn, of New
York city. Mr, Bierstadt has just erected t
Irvington a residence costing $50,000. and commanding one of the finest views of the Hudson.
It is really a studio with house attached.
Th*
studio is eighty feet in length, with walls thirty-tour feet high; galleries for art studies, and

Miss Carrie Owen acknowledges the receipt of one box children’s clotliiug from the
First Universalist Society of Lowell. Mass.,

Judge Fox, In an able charge,
which occupied about one hour and a
half, gavo the
case of United States v Treat to the
Jury. The Jury
retired soon after 11 o’clock, and at the
aiUournment
of the Court last evening had not
agreed upon a verdict. Court adjourned to 9 o’clock
Thursday morn—

for the benefit of sufferers

by

the great fire.

THE STATE.

—A

course of lectures for the benefit of the
School is in contemplation in Augusta.
—The New Masonic Hall in Augusta is to be
dedicated on Tuesday afternoou next, Dec. 4th,

ing.

High

Jonathan F. Treat v MilesS. Staples,
Replevin of
a vessel on which the Collector of
Internal Revenue
of tho Fifth District undertook to serve a warrant of
distraint for Internal Revenue taxes. After the testimony was elicited the case was continued on report.
Rowe fbr plaintiff. Talbot for defendant.

lovely views from its windows. Mr. Bierstadt’*
“Storm in the Rocky Mountains” goes to ft®
French Exposition. He is now engaged upo®

by Bethlehem Lodge, F. & A. M., and Trinity
Commandery, K. T., the ceremonies being conducted by Grand Master T. T. Murray, of this
city, assisted by D. D. G. M. James M. Larra-

MUNICIPAL COURT.

a new piece with monntnins, plains and
sir*
set glow, entitled “Emigiauts Crossing th®
Plains.” He has nearly completed a
bird’s-ey®
view of Yoscmitc Valley—larger than
any u$
his previous pictures. It is painted to fill

bee of Gardiner.

JUDGE KINGSBURY

PBE8IDINO,
Wednesday.—John Fitzsimmons, John McGlinchy, Thomas Glenn, aud Sarah Duddy, on Bcareli and

—On Saturday morning, as we learn from
the Farmer, the building owned by E. D. Norcross, at the upper end of Water street, Augusta, and occupied by him as a hardware store,
and by Lewis Tibbetts’ boots, shoes and clothing, was damaged by fire to the amount of
about $1,500. Fully insured.

seizure processes, paid *22.26 each.
Thomas Clements, for drunkenness and disturbance, paid a fine of *3 and costs,
James Kelly and Barney Jennings,
lads, wero
brought up for throwing stones in the streets. They
were defended by J. H.
Williams, Esq., and wero

order given three years ago by Lo Grand Louis*
wood of New York.
—The Quebec Chronicle relates a curio n®
case of superstition:
A few days ago, when a
skull was taken out of the earth, at tho spot believed to be

Champlain’s grave, an Irishman,
suffering from toothache, deliberately raised ig
to his mouth, and with bis own
grinders, drew
from its sooket, one of the teeth still
adhering
to the long buried relic of humanity. A day
or two after he was heard to
remark, in a tons
of gratitude and admiration,—“Bo gorra, that
must have been a good man
(meaning, of course,

—The Gardiner Reporter thinks that $15,000
will be raised in that city towards a railroad
to connect Wiscasset with the Portland & Ken-

discharged.

of libel against the liquors and vessels
lately seized on the premises of John Flaherty, David Costello appeared as claimant of the
property,
and his claim was sustained and an order of restitution was issued.
case

nebec line at that place.
There are three
routes proposed—to Bath, to Richmond, or to
Gardiner.
—We learn from the Lewiston Journal that
the house, shed and barn of John
Haley, in
Auburn, on the Hotel Road, 2 1-2 miles from
the village, were destroyed by fire early yester-

Chdbch BBiLWKa.—The question is often

the person to whom the skull belonged) for I'm
entirely cured of the toothache.”
—Sunday, the 25, was observed in Quebec, as
a day of solemn thanksgiving for the deliverance from cholera during the past season, and

asked,'“What progress toward building a Congregational Church on Ihe burnt district?” I
cannot learn that
anything very effectual has day morning, with their entire contents, inbeen done as yet, by either the Second or Third
cluding five head of cattle, ten or twelve tons
Parishes. True, one Society has asked tor funds
of hay, farming and shoemakers’ tools,
&c., &.
from abroad, to erect a
building in memorial of Mrs. Haley was severely, though not fatally,
Dr. Payson. I understand the
response has not
burned. Samuel W. Dexter in
attempting to
been very generous,
probably for the reason save some household effects, was crushed unthat little or nothing has yet been done
the
der falling timbers and burned to death.
by
Mr.
people themselves. The feeling is general that Dexter was merely
stopping in the house as a
one Congregational
Society is enough for that protector, for the night, in the absence of Mr.
part of the city, and with uuion and enterprise,
Haley. A Frenchman named Dumas was
it could be made a strong one.
Many persons somewhat burned in attempting to save goodsin that locality stand ready to
engage heartily
The loss is not stated, but those who know of
in the work if they could have the usual inthe property, estimate it at $3,000. Insured for
ducements of such undertakings, viz: the
$1300.
choice of teacher, church officers,
—A grand ball is to be given in Bath
&c., &c.
to-night
The four month’s effort to build on tho fame
by the members of ex-Engine Company No 3.
of Dr. Payson has failed, and
properly enough. It promises to be a splendid affair. Raymonds’*
“God is not the God of t)ie dead, but of the liv- band of this
city furnish the music.
ing.” Payson’s work was well done, Rnd “his
At a citizen’s meeting hold in Bath on Tuesrecord is on high.” The best “memorial” to
day to discuss the sulyect of a railroad from
him is an imitation of his
that city to Rockland, it was voted, on motion
piety and zeal.
I repeat, many are ready to embark in buildof Hon. Henry Tallraan, that the Mayor obing a new house. They will begin by making tain from the next Legislature authority for
generous contributions themselves; will expect
the city to loan its credit to the amount of
the Parish property of the two Societies to be
$000,000, in aid of the proposed road.
turned in, and after doing
—A Wilton correspondent oi the Maine
something substantial themselves, will seek generous assistance
Farmer describes a slab of granite of rather refrom their friends in the upper part of the
city. markable dimensions. It was twenty-two feet
Appeals abroad can then be made If necessary. long, four and a half (ect wide, and on afl avI am almost tempted to say, what I have neverage only about two and a half inches in thicker yet divulged, that I have in
ness.
my pocket the
It came from the quarries in Jay.
reliable offer from abroad, to present this church
—-A gentleman residing in Boston offers
when built, with a large bell and
clock, equal Bangor, his native place, 12,000 to build an oror superior to
any in this city.
phan asylum, on condition that hor citizens will
Nobth End.
raise a sum for its adequate endowment.
It is
estimated that this will require $25,000 more.
The Poultry Market.—The market
yes—A fellow of East Pittston, named Shay, reterday was well supplied and the turkies were
hired a team at Gardiner to go home as
unusually ehoice. Prices ranged from 23 to cently
30 cents a pound. For geese 22 to 28 cents: he said, and a boy was sent with him to return
with thc4cam; but after going a mile or two
for chickens 20 to 25 cents; and for ducks
$1.23 to $2.00 per pair. The prices from the the boy was tbreibiy put out, and the driver
started for

—Six full

rigged ships,

ed wounded.
Another encounter between officers aud
burglarg occurred during the night, iu which a burglar was captured. The police force is so inadequate that the city is overrun by desperadoes.
Only thirty-five policemen guard the city at

night.

Pram Portress Monroe.

Fortress Monroe, Nov. 28.
C. C. Clay and wife came here this
morning
from Baltimore, to make a Thanksgiving to the
Davis family.
The annual Conference of the Methodist
Episcopal Church at Norfolk to-day concurred
in the recommendations of the General Conference respecting the change of the name of
the Church, whereby the word “South” was
dropped, and ou the question of the admission
of lay members into the council of the Annual
and General Conference.
Charges against Gov. Cannings

of Colorado.
New York, Nov. 28.
The Tribune to-morrow will contain a reply
by Senator Chaffee, of Colorado, to Gov. Cummings’ recent defeuoe of his course. Charges
are brought of unfairness and
usurpation of
power of the canvas of the recent elections,
and also a fraudulent certificate was attached
to the table of territorial votes used
against the
admission of Colorado last winter.

Mob.Law in Kentucky.
New York, Nov. 28.
A Cincinnati dispatch says Levi
Crowders,
Tom Stephens and Peter Goode—all notorious
characters—who were confined at Lebanon,
Ky., on the charge of robbery, were taken from
jail Saturday night by a mob of about two hundred men from an adjoining county, and
hanged. No resistance was offered by the authorities, although thirty soldiers were in line while
the proceedings took place.
#

Miscellaneous Dispatches.
Troy, Nov. 28.
The steam tug C. H. Heaitt, engaged in local
towing purposes, blew up in the Hudson river,
just opposite the city, at twelve o’clock to-day.
The captain and pilot, Thomas
Classey and
engineer, H. Phillips, were blown a distance of
nearly thirty feet, and so badly mutilated that
neither can recover.

Maryland Politics.
Baltimore. Nov. 2a

It is rumored that Reverdy Johnson will
take a seat in the Cabinet and that the Democrats will elect Governor Svrann to the unexpired term of two years in the Senate.

Reception to Senator Fessenden.
New York, Nov. 28.
The Union League Club
gave a princely entertainment to Senator Fessenden, of Maine,
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to-night.

boy

!

the stove boat.

be In our favor.
—The most astonishing fish story yet told is
the statement by Professor Agassiz that in

Brazil they have

Brunswick,

! where he

belonged.

a

species of Ash which

can

climb trees!
-It is stated that sharks are sold in P: fin
fish markets. They are classed in the
oily tariff as “curiosities," but become fish in the hands
ef purchasers, and figure in the bills of restaurants as sturgeon or tunny.
One lately sold
was more than nine feet
long.
—General Sherman ami some of his friends
recommended Colonel George Ward Nichols
for the position ofsecretary of legation at Paris.

Colonel Nichols is the author ot the “Story ot
the Great March,” and was fomerly on General Sherman’s staff.

The Meteoric Shower in Ehgland.—Tho
received by the Cunard steamer
lull accounts of the shower ot
meteors observed in England and Scotland on.
the morning of the 14th instant. The
display

foreign mails
Scotia, bring

magnificent, especially in London, where
the sky was covered with flashing meteors in
such numbers as almost to defy computation.
In other parts of England, the number was
was

new, about $100,000, and steamers of the same
dimensions from 50 to 100 per cent. more.

|

South Carolina Legislature.
Columbus, S. Cv Nov. 28.
Legislature has adjourned till Friday, in
deference to the President's Thanksgiving
proclamation. The usury laws will certainly
be repealed.
The

government, since before, we had exchange
against us, and the balance of the postage will

each above 1000 tons

Washington, Nov. 27,1800.
The conservative paper of the largest circulation in this city is publishing a series of significant editorials noon the future of the South.
I In its issue of this evening it says:
“There never was a more mistaken idea than
that of the hardship of the terms demanded by
the North as the condition precedent to the reyesterday.
admission of the lately rebelious States to ConThose who preferred spareribs could be acgress. One may search the history of every
civil
war and its consequences as far back
as
commodated with handsome ones at 15 to 18
the history of nations has been preserved, to
cents per lb. Beef was plenty, but not so much
find terms granted to the nnsucccssiul narty
as lenient and truly fraternal as those which
in demand, as everybody must have a fowl on
Congress, on behalf of the victors in our war
Thanksgiving day.
now offers the South.”
The article quoted concludes:
A Fine Monument.—The last number of the
“Never were ink and breath more signallycontains
an
Transcript
incendiary .article, thrown away than in arguing, at this tune, to
show
that the Constitution fails to give the
which naturally recommends itself to our Radvictors in the late war complete power over
ical sympathies. An old resident, who signs
the terms upon which the lately rebellious
his communication “P." after referring to Mr.
States Bhall be premitted to resume their poAllen Haines’ presentation to the city of the
sition in the Union.”
Hon. Thaddus Stevens, who is busily
only remaining column of that fine building,
preparing for the work of the coming session, intends
the old exchange, continues as follows:
to call up his enabling act at an early day. He
Let me suggest as an
appropriate disposal of also expects to press a limited confiscation bill,
this relic of two fires—that it form the shaft of which will prevent the return of lands
assigna monument in commemoration of the Great
ed to fVeedmen and lands upon which our milFire of July, 1866. The base or pedestal should
tary cemeteries are located, and some other
be suitably inscribed, and as the Fire Monuclasses of land, to the hands of prominent rebment of London is surmounted by a gilded els.
The French minister has, on two occasions
pyramid of flame, the Portland Fire Monument
might be surmounted by the city arms—a within a week, stated positively that the only
phenix rising from a bed of flame—a device information he had regarding the Campbellnow rendered doubly
Shcrman mission was what ho had gathered
appropriate.
The monument should be located somewhere
from the newspapers.
within the burnt district, perhaps in the centre
Commissioner Rollins has consented to the
of the new Park, but I would suggest the cenuse of his name as a candidate for the Contre of the new market place as being nearer gressional nomination in his
district.—Dispatch
the geographical centre of the great conflagrato Boston Advertiser..
tion. The fire department, I have no doubt,
will take pride in raising the funds for such a
A Russian Imperial Marriage.—The marmonument. Portland has yet to boast of havof the Czarewich and the Princess Dagriage
a
I
ing single monument, and very much doubt
mar took place in 9t.
if there is another city of its size in the NorthPetersburg, with great
ern States that has not at least one.
ceremony, on the 8th instant. A correspondent writes:
THANKSGrvTNQ Turkeys.—Every housekeepAt a certain part of the service the Czareer connected with the Press, received yesterday
wich and his bride stepped forward from the
circle of the Imperial family, and haviug been
from the excellent publisher a seasonable tokconducted by the Emperor to a raised dais,
en of remembrance, iij the shape of a fat turjoined in the prayers or the Metropolis. Later,
key. If the thoughtful donor sought to in- two younger princes
of the blood, one of whom
crease his popularity in the office by this charI recognized as Prince Alexis, approached and
held
above the heads of tbe bridal pair the maracteristic act, he lias probably failed. Honorariage crowns peculiar to the Orthodox ritual.
ble dealing and a considerate regard for'the
resemble in shape and size the Episcopal
They
welfare of all with whom he has to do, have
tiaras, and seem to be of silver wire, or some
such
since
secured for him a degree of good
material, interwoven with silk. This sinlong
gular ceremony continued for about twenty
will wltich may be strengthened but can hardthe officiating princes being repeatoflminutes,
ly be increased.
ly obliged to change their hands from weariness. Suddenly the music became
softer, quickFancy Goods.—Our readers are advised to
er and more melodious.
Its eloquent notes
the speedy consummation of the haltake a look into the store of Rollins & Gilkcy,
predicted
lowed act. To this tune the bride and bridecorner of Congress and Preble streets, where
groom were led thrice aronnd the altar by the
wiil
find
assortment
of
a
they
fancy Metropolite. Then they were
splendid
pronounced to
goods, and toilet articles. If any of them are be mau and wife.
in want of medicine, they will find pure artiI
The C arbine the
of Italy —Garicles at this establishment.
Or, if they aro baldi has jnst writtanGospel
the following letter toM.
to
the
find
the
choicest Lorigiola, who communicated to him a plan for
given
weed, they will
a rifle
cigars.
meeting at Padua: “My Dear Lorigiola
—Bravo! I compliment you, and wish yon eveI
Sturgeon's new work, Morning by Morn- ; nr success in the realization of your project,
i
people should be made to understand, onee
ing, Sunnybank, by Marion Harland, Life and I The
for all, that tbe carbine ought to be tbe gospel
Times of Luther, Washington Irving’s Span- 1
of the nation, and that only when well exerish Papers, never before published, Doctor I oised in the use of that arm will they be able
John’s by Ike Marvel, &c., may be found at H. I to say proudly, ‘We are Italian!’ Continue,
ami 1 will aid you with all my power.
Packard’s, No. 337 Congress street, corner of
G. Garibaldi.”
Entirely yonrs,
Oak street.
Accident.—We are informed that the depot
While you are waiting for dinner, read the
master on the Portland and Kennebec Bail
graphic sketch of whaling adventure, on the road, at the station at Morrill's Corner, 'Westthird page of to-day’s paper. In all matters of brook, was
severely injured on Tuesday by bedetail, it may be relied upon as perfectly au- ing jammed between two cars which he was
to
thentic, having been written, as it purports
: shackling. We did not learn his name but were
be, by a sailor
before the mast, who was in ! informed that he was taken to

27.
shot in the

is
—11
anuouneeu
mat tne l'ostmastorGeueral has concluded a treaty with Great
Britain, by which postages each way are to 1 «
reduced to twelve cents. The postage in all cases
i* to he prepaid, and is to be kept by the government of the country in which the letter is
mailed. The reduction of the rates by one halt
is important, and the result will naturally be a
considerable increase in communication between the two countries.
The advantage, of
this arrangement is thought to He witli our

measurement, have been built at Bath the past
summer. A 1200-ton ship is now worth, when

King,
Staples, and Nathaniel Staples, in Limington,
which sold quickly at 31 cents per pound.—
Some fine Bromen geose in the same shop
brought 30 cents per pound. This firm ran off
over two tons of poultry from their
place, yesterday.
H. W. A. Deering, Wilson,
Pettingill &
Fullam, Chenery & Tavlor, Greenough &
Morse, and other provision shops displayed a
bountiful supply of handsome fowls and a
good business was transacted at all the shops

burglar
morning. The thief was
endeavoring to get into a house on Clark street,
and as the officer approached him fired. The
officer fired two shot9 back, but the thief escap-

for the ingathering of the harvest.
—The Round Table makes this good point:—
The rebels, jnst when their cause was caving
in, proposed to arm the negroes; tho democrats,
now that they are in the very article of
death,
The nepropose to give the negro the ballot.
gro did not save the rebels, and be will not
save the democratic party.

down east, but was overhauled at
Damariacotta, taken back, and sent to jail. So
says the Reporter.

wagons did not vary much from what was
asked at the provision shops.
At the shop of Messrs. E. G. Pennell & Co.,
we saw some of the handsomest chickens in
the market, raised by Wm. Boothby,

a

Those who over-tax the voice in singing or public
speaking, will find “Brown’s Bronchial Troches”
exceedingly osetul, enabling them to endure more
than ordinary exertion with comparative
ease, while
they render articulation clear. For Throat Diseases
and Coughs the Troches are ot service.

Henry Lewes has retired, 0:1
ill-health, from the editorship of th i
London Fortnightly Review. No one is as
y. t
appointed in his place.
—A graduate of the Female High School of
Newhurypovt was neither absent or f
in;; her whole term of four years,
third scholar of the same family with the san.a
record. Happy the men who get these girls for
wives. Their dinners will always be ready “o*
account of

day hours.

SEPTEMBER TERM—JUDGE POX PRESIDING.

In the

army.
Mr. George

-—-

UNITED STATES CIRCUIT COURT.

Wednesday.

sian

Thanksgiving Day.—The Custom House
will be closed to-day.

Wm.B, Hayden.
THE

Chicago, DL, Nov.
Moesch

by

Rev.

■

most popular of the season. It is intended by
the managers, who understand how to arrange
for a good time, thaf the present course shall
exceed all others.

—

Encounters between Policemen and Burglars in Chicago.
A
hand by

_

Dr. Shailer.
Casco Street Church.
Thanksgiving Day
Services.—Prayer and-conference meeting at 10 and 2
o'clock. Sermon in tbe evening at 7} o’clock. All
cheerfully invited and provided with seats.
First Universalist Shurch, Congress Square, Rev.
E. C. Bolles. Pastor.
There will be services to-day,
commencing at 11 o’clock A. M,
High Street Church will l>e open to-day, and a
sermon by the Pastor may be expected at li o’clock
A. M.
There will be Thanksgiving services in Park St.
Church this morning at the usual hour, and a dis-

dressed the Rio Grande
Thursday, with a brigade ot United States
troops, and occupied
Matamoras.
The movement creates great excitement.
1
Washington, Nov. 28.
lherc is no doubt whatever, as it has this
morning been obtained from an official s urce,
that this Government has telegraphed Minister
Bigelow, requiring him to make certain representations to the French government concerning the delay of the French troops in evacuating Mexico. Whatever reliance may be placed in the article taken from Flake’s Galveston
Bulletin, stating that Gen. Sedgwick had
crossed the Rto Grande on
Thursday with a
brigade of troops and occupied Matamoras, it
is
certain
It
that the President at noon to-day
bad received no information whatever concerning the subject. It is thought, however, in military circles that there is some ground for the
report.
A report prevails that a collision has actually occurred between the United States and
French troops. Nothing reliable, however, is
knewn. Gen. Sheridan despatched the troops
on his own
responsibility.
Gen. Sherman is invested with
large discretionary power, and his original instructions
the
comprehended
project for a joint French
aad United States protectorate,
pending the
popular vote of Jnarez on Maximilian

plague.”

a Ball on Christmas night,
and a Grand Firemen’s Military and Civic
Bail on New Year’s night. The course given
by this Association last winter, was one of the

Tuesday nights,

Religious Notices.

Sedgwick

New Yoke, Nov. 28.
The Posrs dispatch says the Government has
received a dispatch from Gen.
Sheridan, wherein he mentions the rumor of the
occupation of
Mexican soil by American
troops, hut discreditsi*. The reports are, no doubt,
exaggerated.
The World’s New Orleans special says Gen.
Escobedo, with a small escort, had arrived outside of Matamoras on the 10th, his
troops
amounting to fifteen hundred men and six
pieces of artillery. Escobedo had demanded
the immediate surrender of
Matamoras, giving
Canales until the morning of the 22d to do
so,
informing him that if the demand was not acceded to, he would attack Matamoras. Canales
replied curtly, positively refusing these terms.
Cortinas has levied a loan of $8,000 on the citizens of Bagdad.
Ortega was at Brazos.
The French commander,
Bertholm, who eseorted the conducta from
Guadalajara to Manseito, heard of the approach of Gen. Regules,
ai d started out to meet him at the head of 150
men, hut fell into an ambush near Calina
and was killed, together with nearly all his officers. Great consternation prevailed at Cali-jet that place was entirely defenseless
against any attack from Gen. Regules’ forces.
The Liberals are reported to have committed
atrocities upon the prisoners who fell ingrejt
to their hands. The French forces would not
leave Mazatlan as soon as the 18th of November.

paper
morn-

VAUIET1E8.
—The article on Correlation, aptly entitled
“E Pluribus Unum," which appeared in tho
Galaxy of November 1, was written by Fit s
Hugh Ludlow.
—Mr. R. H. Stoddard bas withdrawn from
the Round
Table, with t ie literary department
of which he has
been identified from the start.
Macmillan & Co. London, announce a bool;
on the
campaign in Germany, entitled “Th I
even Weeks’
War; its Antecedents and it*
ncu ents,
by H. M. Hozier, military corresof
the
pondent
London Times with the Prus-

The Ocean Association Ex 4’s will commence
their annual course of dances, by a Grand
Ball this evening at Mechanic’s Hall, to be followed by three Assemblies, to be given on

There wi'l be Thanksgiving services at the Chestnut Street Church, at 11 o'clock.
Sermon by Rev.

New Orleans, Nov. 27.
dispatch received from Flake’s Bulletin at
that Gen.

$^"*To-day being a legal holiday, no
will be issued from this office to-morrow

ing.

United

Slates attd French Troops.

announces

Term.

To Let—Store.
Dress and Cloak Maker—Miss Newton.
Auction Sale—E. M. Patten & Co.

Tl»e City ot Matamoras Taken
Possession of by Gen. Sedgwick.

Galveston,

Great

NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.

Bay State Lumber Depot.
Eaton Family School—Winter

States Troops.

A

amusements this Day ani,
Evening.There will be two performances at the
Theatre,
in Deering Hall, one in the
afternoon, the
at
which the drama of
othei in the evening,
Uncle Tom’s Cabin will ho performed.

Kfew .tdirriiannniia To-Day.

Invasion of Mexico by United

Commencement of the Fe-

Terms Eight Dollars per annum, in advance.

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.

AFFAIRS.

Reported Collision Between

Anticipated Trouble between Eng-

J. PATTEN

Under-Sliirts !
AND DBA

BY

EUROPE

in

good things!

A pleasant opportunity for social intercourse,and a
GOOD TIME!
'£3T” In all respects an appropriate and attraqAb
entertainment for Thanksgiving Evening!
Doors open at 6 o’clock. Exercises commence at 7
o’clock. Tickets 25 els—under tw elve 15c.
no27dtd

NEWS

to

AT AUCTION.

By Members of the Sabbath School.

O. E.

CO., Auctioneer.,

A-

PLUMB STREET.

Exercises

aud

PATTEN

N.

West Congregational Church,
On Thursday Evening, Nov. 49th, 1860.

Interesting

FROM

parties

ENTERTAINMENTS.

Grand Thanksgiving Festival

November 29, 1866.

--:-•
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....

PRESS.

Oak,

Chestnut,

Sycamore,

DAILY

Thursday Morning,

No. 441 Tremont Si., Boston.

Maple,

MEXICAN

NEWS

,

Itavc established in connection with their well-known “Bay State Moulding Mantt®*ten8*ve y®*’1* for
purchase and sale of Lumber, giving especial attention to SEASONx£S
woods and now offer for sale a large and well-selected Stock of

Walnut,

MORN ING, NOVEMBER 20, 1800.

B¥ TELEGRAPH TO THE

PORTLAND

THE

nsertion.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

KEW

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS is publish*!
everyday, (Sunday excepted,) at No. 1 Printers’
Exchange,ConnneicbU Street, Portland, by N. A.
Foster, Proprietor.
Terms:—Eight Dollar? a year in advance.

TURRSDAY

| smaller, and at Liverpool

a storm

prevented ob-

servations; but wherever the shower was visible, the most brilliant effects of color were produced, and some singular phenomena attended
the course of the meteors. The Times of the
15th has the following account of the
display
observed in the neighborhood of Paddington

Green:

The fiery shower iorctoul hy the science of
America and Europe for the night of the 13—
14 of November of this year, was seen in full
splendor yesterday morning between the houri
or 12 and 2. From about eleven o’clock occasional meteors might be seen
gliding along tho
sky from east to west, but these were only tho
avant-covriers of the great legion that followed
at a later hour.
The numbers increased after 12 o'clock with
ffreat rapidity. From Paddington Green, a.
fairly open position, 207 meteors were couuteo.
between 12 and 12:30, and of these, the
greater
number fell after 12:20. The next hundred
were counted
during the six minutes that succeeded the half hour. Soon after this it be
came impossible for two
people to count tlm
whole that were risible from this position; and
doubtless lrom positions with a purer ntmosand a wider horizon, the spcctaole muss
ave been one of
surpassing splendor. Indeed
from a window at Highgate, looking N. N. E.,
but with a circumscribed view, an observer
counted 100 meteors in the four minutes between 12 ^2 and 12 U16, nnd no less than 200 in
the two minutes between 12:87 and 12:80.
As the constellation Leo rose over the houses
north of Paddington Green and cleared itself
of haze, the divergence of the meteor paths
from a point within it became obvious, nut
merely in the directions of the streams that
shot from or through the zeDith, but in tlioso
that left their phosphorescent seeming trails in
the sky towards every point of the compass.
Sometimes these rocket-like lines of light
would glide out like sparks flying from an incandescent mass of iron under the blows of a
Titanic hammer, but with tho distinctive features, first, of those lingering lines of illuminated haze in their track, and secondly,of
their rarely appearing as if they
originated
in the region of the sky from which then■

Ebere,

course

evidently diverged.

Sometimes the meteor was nTange and almost!
red in its oolor, whereas tho luminous trail
seemed almost always, probably by contrast;
with the surrounding light, of a blnish hne.
In one splendid instance the trail, after having
nearly
together with the rockethead that had produced it, hccame again lit up
and visible coincidentally with a reeuscitatiou
of brightness in the body of the meteor. Now
and then a little illuminated puff ball would
appear in the middle of the constellation Leo,
generally more or loss elongated or elliptic in
form, os it seemed to be more or less distant,
and at the same time convergent from an imI aginery point that seemed about 3 deg. 8 l>y
j E. of the star gwimn Leonis; and one, as near
|I as could be • ertained to such a point, waa
simply a star that waxed and waned, and dis! appeared as one looked at it.
| Sometimes a minute point of light, like
; fire-fly, would dart with an angular, jerkin;;
motion and zig-zag course hither and thither,
but still as if away from Leo.
It will be perceived that the correctness of
the N. Y. Herald’s cable dispatch in relation t »
the matter is fully established, ami that Prof.

disappeared,

Loomis who pronounced it “evidently spuriwas mistaken.

oils,”

Hautfobd Erect. —We have to uutouneii
Republican victory. The tow oof Hart,
yesterday put itself in line with the sound
Republican cities in the Union. The Copp. r
heads are beaten out of thoir Maiakoff. Wo
have the not very painful duty to annonne >
that whereas last spring Mr. English. Democratic candidate for eovernor, had a majority
in this town of 479, Mr. Stillman, Republican
selectman, has now a majority of 17ft.
\V
accept this victory as an onion of the total di
comfitnre of Copperheadism next spring—th
burial in one grave ot the Coppers and th : e
Johnson allies who have only made them w»->W
in the hour of battle.—Uwrtford
£vaiii\g

another
ford

■

~

DAILY PRESS.
PORTLAND.

ing ourselves with offering to each and all
the choicest good wishes of the season. May
joy and good-lellowship abound at every

feast be sweet
may the Thanksgiving
of every one, and from the sacred
associations and lofty inspirations of this dear
and hallowed festival may we gather yet more

board,
to the

Thursday Morning, November 29, 1866.

and more of the pure and heroic spirit of Us
pilgrim founders, gather lor our private lives
tresli growth in every grace and virtue, and

STATE OF M-A-INEBY THE GOVERNOR.
A

lips

for out public duties a fresh resolve ‘‘that the
nation shall, under
God, have a new birth of

PROCLAMATION
FOR A DAY OF

Public Thanksgiving ami Praixc.

freedom, and that the government of the people, by the people, aud for the people, shall
not perish from the earth.”

In obedience to that usage having its ori
of obligation and gratgin in a profound sense
itude to the All Wise Disposer of human
most cherished asevents and hallowed by the
sociations, I do, by the advice of the Executive Council, appoint Thursday, the twenty-ninth day of November next, to be observed by the citizens of thiB State as a day of
Public Thanksgiving and Praise to Him for
the blessings we have enjoyed during the year
hat is now hastening to its close.
The continuance of peace in our country
while other nations have been afflicted with
war: the exemption of our State from that
tearful pestilence which has desolated other
lands; tho bountiful harvests which have
crowned the labors of the husbandman, furnishing ample supplies of food for our people,
banishing even the apprehension of famine,
the cries ol which are heard coming up from
the remote portions ol the earth; the great,
ol life;
prosperity attending all the pursuitsfrom
tno
tho rapid recovery ot our country
wounds of a frightml civil war the continuance
the
and
freedom
of the blessings of education
of religious worship; and the manifest purunder sore
pose ot the people ofr this country
disappointment, that manhood of every combe
recognized within
plexion and clime shall
its domain, aud impartial justice assured to all,
are pregnant causes for thanks and praise.
I therefore invite the citizens of this State to
unite dlfcrding to the custom of our fathers
with prayer and anthem to commemorate the
return of this festal day, remembering from
their abundance the poor and distressed in our
midst, and to invoke the continuance of Divine
avor and the pardon of our
trangressions
through the grace of our Lord aud Savior.
Given at tne Council Chamber at Augusta,
this twenty-ninth day of October,in the
year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and sixty-Bix, and of the Independence or
»j the United States of America the ninetyfirst.
•
SAMUEL CONY.
®v His Excellency the Governor:
Ephraim
Flint, Secretary of State.
i

West.

The Fenians.

Petrolia, C. W., Nov. 23, 1866.
To the Editor of the Press:
As I write the suo v—the first

of the season

—is fast falling, having
days
since, and already the ground is covered to the
deptli of nearly a foot. But day before yesterday the mud—and such mud as is found only
commenced two

litre and in similar

depth, carriage

whee

places—was of uncertain
s sinking to the hubs, and

the ruts behind them

quickly

head friend

closing up nearly

comparisons,

vidious

was

not

and

so

well to make inthe conversation

subsided.

|

A few weeks since the Fenian trials in progross at Toronto were the all-absorbing topics

distance, expecting to reap his reward in the
shape of tolls levied upon the travelling public
and the hundreds of heavy teams engaged in
the transportation of oil, lumber, engines, merchandise, etc. But for his efforts—single-handed and alone—it would be impossible for a span

To

Editor

the

the Press:

of

I

Please inform the public through your columns whom the government has appointed in
this city, agent to collect the one hundred dollars extra bounty, voted by the last Congress to
soldiers who served in the late rebellion.
A. M.T.

of horses to draw over three or four barrels of
oil at a load, and though by his efforts he has
enabled teamsters to haul in the worst of travelling from seven to ten barrels, yet because he
charged a toll equal to one half the cartage of

There is

hear

now

well

to

a

1

1

»,

BARGAINS

DRY

irom the home circle come back to it once

long severed

meet

again in
gi'eeting, the board groan3 with the weight oi
the feast laid upon it, old tends are forgotten,
old animosities laid aside, and men’s hearts,
filled with thankfulness to God, have no room
for tmkindness to each other.
As on this

particular thanksgiving day

we

east our eyes back over the year which is
wearing to a close, the first thought of all our
min is is

likely to be that it has been for the
world in general and for us in particular, a
year of unusual disaster. Iuto it have been
crowded a succession of calamities such as it
would be hard to find a parallel for in the history ot any year. War, and famine, shipwrecks
and hurricane, and flood, and tire have all
been busy,and almost every quarter of the
world is marked with desolation by one or by
another of them. But in the midst of all
this we have been singularly favored. The
proclamation of our excellent Governor well
sots forth some of tbe blessings lor which as a
nation we have special cause to be tbanklul;
and it is not difficult to follow up his enumeration with a much longer list. For tha*, however, we will1 not pause here.
purpose is but to touch upon a

Our present
point or two

which we as a city and community cannot atL
ford to let pass out of sight.
it ever a

people

were

favored

with

an

op-

portunity ior seeing bow God's goodness
brings blessings out of calamity, good out of
evil, we are that people. Doubtless to many
persons the terrible misfortune which fell upin the summer seemed a nearly incurable disaster. Yet six months have not gone
on us

by, and already we begin

to count the benefits

which are to flow to ns from the very greatThe beautiful city
ness of our misfortune.
which we saw vanish away iu smoke and
flame is rising again, stronger, fairer, moreexcellent than before. The various forms of
trade and industry which we feared to see
languish and die, teem rather to have gather
ed a new impetus from their
temporary repression, and in all the circles of business
never was there visible a mote intense and
vigorous activity than now. The pleasure of
circumstances has forced out all that was best
and strongest in our btgbiess
community,
and shown us degrees of euergy, of patience
and of steadfast courage such as we had not
dreamed of, and such

as

no

misfortune

eau

crush and no difficulty can daunt. It was
worth something to learn what we were really capable of in an emergency. Then, too,
we have been
taught in a way most grateful
to our

feelings what a wealth of sympathy
and ready kindness there is in the world,
how promptly the great heart of the publ.c
responds to the call of suffering and distress.

Not the least among the blessings for which
we would thank God to-day should be reckoned some new knowledge of the generous
human sympathy that binds ail men together,
and in the presence of misfortune “makes
the whole world kin.’1 And last, though surely not least, shall we have quite learned the
lesson which our heavy sorrow, and its manifold consolations and compensations were
meant to teach us if we fail to be reminded
by it that God’s ways are not our ways, that
all our hopes and plans,
prospects and possessions are In the hollow of His hand, and
that with no more potent weapon than a
ehfid’s toy He can bring all to
in an

naught

all our
earthly props from befeet ?
we did not set out to preach a Thanksivlng sermon, and we leave that to those
ho will speak from their proper place in the
arious pulpits of the land to-day, content-

hour, sweep
neath
But

our

Bothwcll, where “corner lots” were held at
fabulous prices, is now confessed to have been
“played out” so far as all speculation is concerned, and this playing out process has served
to create a stampede absolutely astonishing to
those who expected to reap a rich harvest in

stock,

Come at Last!

Mains’ Elder

Wine.

Berry

We take pleasure in announcing that the above
named article may be found for sale by all City
Druggists and first class Country Grocers.
As a Medicine Mains’ Wine is invaluable, being
among the best, if not the best, remedy for colds and

fleecing the “flats.” Sojne of the wells at B.
are producing satisfactorily, though the general feeling, I think, is decidedly against that
pulmonary complaints, as well as one of the most
and in favor of this locality, as an oil produc- agreeable Beverages. Manufactured from the pure
juice of the berry, and unadulterated by any impure
district.
ing
ingredient; we ran heartily recommeud it to ilic sick
as a medicine, and to the well, as a beverage.
The collapse in the oil business has been
produced by the ruinous decline in the price
To the days of the
aged it addeth length,
of crude oil. In December last it sold for
To the
it addeth
•*

$9

per barrel, gold, and was quick at that high
figure; to-day it is difficult at this place to realize $1,50 at the tanks, and sales at even $1 are
reported! This decline has resulted from tho
large amoun t of production and a supposed
large excess of supply over all demands to bo
made the present season; though I think this
is greatly exaggerated, and that the
daily production is not one-half what it is put
down at in the estimates. The striking of new

occurrence, has had the tendency to beget a
feeling in the minds of purchasers that, by
holding off, they would procure a supply at almost any figure, and the fears of producers
that, in consequence of accumulation, they
would soon be unable to sell at any price, have
contributed to precipitate the very state of

will soon be exhausted or greatly lesiened, and
the new refineries going up at various points
will, in a fe w months create an inoreased demand that will be sure to prevent large accumulations in future. For the present the oil
business may be considered at rest,—as held in
abeyance,—but it will awake, and the almost
exhaustle.-s supplies of the oleagenous fluid
entombed beneath the stratified rocks of this
extensive plateau will yet be brought forth,
and its exhumation will afford employment
for thousands, and return rich profits for wiseinvested funds.
An important invention is just now being
tested by the Grand Trunk and Great West-

ly

Railway Engineers, which, if successful,
will prove of the highest interest to oil producers. It is an attachment to a steam boiler,
stationary as well as portable, for using petroleum for fuel, and the inventors claim that a
twenty-horse power engine may be operated
with one gallon of oil per hour, and that a
train of twenty cars may be run forty miles
with twelve gallons, worth, at $4 per barrel,
ouly forty-eight cents 1 This attachment, which
is not expensive, is now
being applied to an
ocean steamer at
Montreal, and will soon be
ern

tully tested. Its success is not doubted by
practical scientific men.
The recent elections in the States have
grat-

ified thousands on tliis side of the
boundary,
who watch with nervous interest all that is
going on among your people. They show that
there is very little danger of any man
playing
the tyrant and usurper to the extent of
riding
rough shod over the liberties of an intelligent
people, and of cheating them of the just and

legitimate fruits of the great baptism of blood
through which they have so recently passed.—
Those oi your people who have imagined that

all the radicalism of the
country was confined
to New England have
for it is on-

ly

greatly erred,

necessary to become moderately acquainted
with Western sentiment and Western newspapers and political lectures, to satisfy a person that Massachusetts even is a
highly conservative State when measured by some of the

great and magnificent commonwealths which
make up that portion of the “Great
known as the North-West.

Republic”

Speaking of Massachusetts reminds me of
her two newly elected colored members of
Legislature, and this indication of the real pro-

Bargains

the market aft'orcls.

goods

in

Dry

Goods

We shall continue to sell

our

at our former

nov

27

s N

d&wtf

The Best

/

SlyJe

of Gaiters for Ladies, Misses and
had of T. E. MOSALEY & CO.,

VERY

LOW

PRICES,

And will -not be undersold by any
examine onr fine line of

one.

and

Boston.

WTSTAB’S

n

Shawls and Cloakings.

IXAS JBEEN
HALF A

With

USED

We have paid particular attention to our WOOLEN DEPARTMENT, which
comprises all the latest
styles of Foreign and Domestic Cloths: Heavy Beavers for Overcoats. All Wool Double and Twist Cloths
for Men and Boys’ Wear.

B

E

M

NEARLY

CENTUBT,

astonishing success in curing
Coughs. Colds. Heamriifio, Son* Throat,
Influenza, Whooping Cough, Croup.
Liver Complaints, Bronchitis,
Difficulty of Brcathiug,
Asthma anal every
affection of

if“5(o Trouble to Show Goods.

EASTMAN BROTHERS

cation of

his ined

cine in all

cases

Pulmonary Complaints,

Nearly Opposite Mechanics’ Holly

E. Boyden, M. D., Exeter, Me.
Alexander Hatch, M. D., China, Me.
R. Fellows, M. !>., Hill, N. H.
W. H. Weiib, M. I)., Cape Vincent, N. V.
W. B. Lynch, M. D., Aubora, X. Y.
Abraham Skillman, M. D., Boundbrook, X. .1.
H. D. Martin, M. 1)., Mansfield, Pa.
The proprietor have letters from all classes of our
feRow citizens, from the halls ol Congress to tlie
humblest cottage, and even bevond the seas; for the
fame and .virtues ol Wistnr’. Bulanin have extended to the
uttermost bounds of the earth."
without any attempt on our part to introduce it beyond the limits ol our on n country.
Prepared by SETH W. FOWLK & SOX. 18 'I remold Street, Boston, and sold by all I>* uggists and

HALVE!

Cures in a very short time

Eebis.

Your
MilIE

HO

Own

above
ted to examine our

respectfully invistock which is
arc

and

Using

Pennsylvania

Agency prices.

Roots, Shoes &
At

Also

Moccasins,

comer

Dome Office of New York; National
Exchange
Office of Boston, Narragansett Office of Providence;
Putnam Office of Hartford; Standard Office of New
York, and other reliable offices, are represented by
this agency.
John Dow.
F. W. Libbey.
jy25dtl
St.

VRON, OREENOITOII & CO., Fnrs,
Hats, Caps and Hobes, 164 Middle St„ over T.
Bailey » Co._
juUTtt
TKfE & CO., Wholesale
WOODMAN,
Dry Goods, No. 4 Galt Block, Commercial St.

STEVENS, HASKELL & 0HASE.
Commercial St., Portland, Me.

•

can be found at the store
C7K. Babb, Clapp’s Block, No. 9, where we
oiler a good assortment of Clothing and
Furnishing
Goods at low prices.
jul 16

QMITH & REED.

good

was ever

an

BEWARE GF COUNTERFEITS.
IS-Be particular in Rsking for Pennsylvania Salt
Manufacturing Co’s Saponifier.
nolWeod&wly

siery, Gloves,

now

site, No.

12 Union St, would be pleaslor Iron Railings, Doors,

ed to answer all orders
Window Shutters, Gratings,
Particular attention

paid

PORTLAND, M N£.
Office No. 17 Free Street,

&c.

to Gas and Steam fitting.

THE EASTERN EXPBENN CO. are now
X
permanently located at No. 21 Free street, and
prepared to do Express Business over all the Railroad and Steamboat routes in the State, and West
by P. S. & P., Eastern and Boston & Maine RoadB
to Boston, connecting there with Expresses to all
parts ol the country.
For the convenience of our customers on Commercial an i Fore streets, an order book lor
freight Calls
will be kept at office of Canadian
Express Co., No.
Fore street.
,f. N. WINSLOW.

tf_

M.

PEARSON,
Gold and Silver Plater

SIGN
Over

XTATHAN GOULD, Merchant Tailor, has removed
to No. 16 Market Square, over Sweetsh ’s Apothe
cary store.
jylO—ti
Shoee, Halt* and Clothing.
Benj. Fogg
may be lour.d rojf iy to wait on
cust uners at No. 4 Moulton street, foot
Exchange.
*
jul20
BOARS.
domestic Cigars
imported
sale by
C.
Cjull3tl178
MITCHELL & SON,
Fore
200 M.

Importers

and

C.

at the

CARPET

116 TBEWONT

HALLS,

STREET,

Which, together with a large Stock ol

Window

PAIR,

—BY—

&

CO,

A

31 COMMERCIAL

—AT—

Leach,

Parker

&

Shades

and

Upholstery Goods,

Co.,
d2w

and

CHILDS, CROSBY & LANE,
No. 110 Tremont Street, Boston,
sepl8d3m
Nearly opposite Park St. Church.

Know

Gen tlemen,

^5
BY

Fork Auctions.
Window Shades and Draperies made to order
Lace Curtains, in great variety, at LOW PRICES.

New

CO.,

CofcetsfS

You

yon

can

It?

ONE OF

THOSE

Perfect Fitting Shirt Paliei'ns l
Cutf from Measure at the
Novelty Custom Shirt Factory,
Where you can also have
made to order, at short
Prices.

no23dtf

Maine.

Shirts of all kinds, cut and
notice, and at Reasonable

!•* Csagrws St.,
Up-Stairs, Portland.

AT

LAW,

change
Jy9tl

Entrance

on

street.
A.

promptly

I*.

no7dtf

339

Manufacturers of

CLOTHING,
have removed to
n

s T E IK. Ad:

REFIIEI)

A.

gTRQPT.

LEAIHE

STEAM

DEFINED

from

FAMILY,

VO. 1.
OLD V hi.
CHEMICAL OLIVE,
CRANE’S PATENT,
MlIIA, AM) AMERICAN! CASTILE,
All ol SUPERIOR QUALITIES, in paeka«rt>4 suitable f.»r the trade and family u*e.
Importing direct our chemicals, and using only the
best materials, and as our goods aro manufacture’!
under ihe personal supervision ot our senior partner,
who has had thirty years practical experience in the
huskies*, we therefore assure the public with eonilence that we can and will tunilsh the

Beat floods at the Lowest Prices!
Having recently enlarged and erected NEW
WORKS, contain” all the modern improvements, we
are enabled to furnish a supply ot
Soap* of the
Beni Qualities* adapted to the demand, for Ex*
port and Domestic Cou.umption.
LEAT1IE

Portland

Wholesale

Lescthe &, Gove,

331

Congress
3t,

oct

i

Brnggists,

L

B.

FOLLETTE,

HOSIERY

No. 148 Fore Street.

AY It

GLOVES,

HOOP SKIMS AND U0R8ET8,

17-dtl

Ladies’ & Children’s Underflannels,
HANSON BROTHERS,
Sign, Window Shade, Mar WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
lit—dtf

—AND—

New Store,

Ornamental Painter*.
17 Union street sra
w"rk entrusted to them In a
supe-

Si! 8h°P
h*u™
feafh,Lbr,In.ea8
attended
ly
T

°‘

to_

H. M.

No. 30

340 Congress

¥'ui*e found open through
“« day- All orders
prompiocMdlm*

H. W. SIMONTON &
opened
Furnishing
HAVE
taining good assortment of
a

French

Congress Street, (Up Stairs.)

oct24 dtf.

STREET,

Boon above Casco Street,
would respectfully invite the attention of the people
of Portland and vicinity to the

COLLECTION
CF

GOODS!

found at his store.

Stamping

Done to Order.

349

HOLIDAY

The

Best Assortment in the

Bounties, Pensions, Prise Money
And all other Government claims prosecuted by

At

Emery &

Drummond.

No. 8 Clnpp’M

It lock, opposite City Hail.—
Treasury certificates cashed, and pensions collected.
Geo. F. Emery.
D. H drummoxd.
Messrs. Emery <& Drummond have formed a general copartnership, and will also attend promptly to
all business entrusted to them ns Attorneys ami Counn
sellors at law.

_aug7—dtf

W. T. KILBORN «C CO.

City,

Having opened the new store
No. 33 Free Street,

AND

CHEAPEST PRICES!

Are now prepared <o offer their friends and the

public

TOYS

Work

OF ALL KINDS!

Boxes

Prangs

and

Desksl!

I.nrgr. New and

Other

Thing*!

Now is

a

good

time for

purchasers

Assorted Ninel, of

And all 0ood9 usually found in a

CARPET
To which
wo

resrocifully

STORE.

invite

your attention.

of

CHRISTMAS GOODSI
call, lor more time and attention can be shown
them in selecting, than at s more busy season.
November 28. dtf

to

_

Sold Out.
would recommend our former rstrons to our
successor, E. M. THOMPSON.
ocl3d3m*
Hnn.an Sc Swell.

WE

s

CURTAIN GOODS,
MATS,

ruig25utf

Congress Street,

well

CARPETINGS,

Benmiful Publication.!

Numcron*

con-

Clothing, tlcrlno Vest*, Collar*,
Culls, Worsted and Fancy Gooila.

ME.

CONGRESS

VARIED

CO.,
Store,

Hoop Skirts, Corsets,

Exchange Street,

AT

ILil

Ladies’

I’uder

_no21dtf
SOMKKS SEWALE,

NO.

Street, (Up Stairs.i

a

PAYSON,

POBTLAJtP,

__

And

tf

THE

397 ('.Mercial St, 47 Ik 40 Bench Street.
PORTLAND, MAINE.
March 20—ritl

CO.,

and Toilet Articles t!
Dressier, StationeryCUTLERY,

Tw. Doors above Preble Bowse,
PORTLAND, ME.
nov!9

LORE'S

BY ALL

MOXCET,

Morion BIocJc, Congress Street,

A

STEAM REFINED SOAPS 1
SOLD

SAMUELS,

w. F. PHILLIPS <£

THE

Attorney

SOAPS,

-viz:-

EXTRA,

Maine.

Maker,

PERCIVAL BONNEY,
^
Counsellor and
at Law,

GOME,

solicit the attention oi the trade anil
consumers to their Standard Binnds of

Mattresses, Feather Beds, kt.

to be

(A lew doors above the Preble House.)

SOAPS ?

For tin nil,

Has Removed to

No.

H.

n

J. T. LEWIS d> CO.

Manufacturer ot

executed.__sepltid&wSm

Hair

orders

all

Ex-

!rom Founders, Mannlacturers, Print^^goons, Hatters, amt Shoe-Makers,
C.

attend

Goods /

Market Square.

Wholesale Grocers Thronghoni the Slate.

“SSSi1ainter».or
others, on reasonable torms.
Bar-P. 0. Box 336 Biddeford, Me.
noidlm
BEDDING, BEDDING, BEDDING!

Mill-wright,

J.

i

BD,.M.i.e,

Will promptly

C. P. KIMBALL’S
Carriage Factory No. 2
No. 1G Feeble
St., Portland, Me.

at

HUTCHINGS,

GBAINER,
BIDDEN

PINGREE,

Pattern and Model
Machinist and
Shop

A.

STOCK BROKER.

STROIJT

OFFICE,

F.

E.

to do

SS5hS£2Jf™S

G. F. SHEPLEY.

,.20
0ct4—dGm

naLL.

Having taken tlie Shop No.

Manufacturers and Dealers in Enameled Slate
Chimney Pieces, Bbackets, Pith
Slabs, Grates
ImP°rter aid dealer inEnglish FloorPiles,TJ£SGerman and French Flower
Pols.
Hanging Vases, Panan Bisqne, and Bronze Statnetta
and Busts. Glass Shades add Walnut
Stands,
uuan and Lava Vases and other
wares.
>!2TUEM°NT STREET Studio Building
„„
_n
BOSTON, Mm.

Save

Cents,

HAVING

H.

on

Post Office Building, 2d
story;

SQTTABE,

tfNnrn lxncxstek

Penrhyn Marble Co.

In

Furnishing

Bo** and Shoes for Sale
Cheap.

JOSEPH STORY

L.

Successors to F. P. and M. T. Be)ford, at Mrs. M.
J. Nichols, U. S. Hotel
received a
jot of Tretoussc, best quality,
KM Gloves. Also Zephyr Worsteds, Sllnners
Howls, Hosiery, Ladles' Under Vests,
en Setts, plain and emb. Hdkfs., Muslin aud
Cam.
EdKtoFb Dress Buttons, together with all articles
usually found In a first classFancy Goods Store.
Their triends and the public are invited to call
and
examine them.
_nov 7 till Jan. 1, 1867.

PRICES l

Foreign Goods by every Steamer.
Domestic Goods daily from Manutacturers

STREET,

STREET,

SHEPLEY &

AND

Law,

few doors above the Post Office where he will be
happy to see old customers and new. He now has
every facility for conducting ids business in the most
satislnetorv manner.
n
sep‘,0d3m

COUNSELLORS

6 Deerfng Block, Congress Street.

Did

up

cheap.

lie found

AT 29 MABZET

jy££? Hair

TODDS
Dressing Rooms
Neatly fitted

and

new

D. CLARKE <€• CO

Wholesale Dry Goods,

CLOAKINGS,

Fancy Goods, all

Physician prescriptions carefully prepared.

street

Milliken & Co.,

LIME

New Goods /

CHARLES H. MARK,

Bol"

splendid line of

CLOAKS AND

New Store !

can

paid
aug22—fro

at

CLOTHING

Window

No. 3 Custom House Wharf,

!i4» CONGRESS
STREET,
Chadwick Mansion, opposite United States Hotol,
Portland Maine.
Bion Bradbury.
nov Ott
l.D.M. Sweat

A

Evanishes,
Glass, <£c.,<C-c.

Continues the 1'aintiug busiucssas usual

BRADBURY & SWEAT

Hair

Oil,

new

_n_
JABEZ C. WOODMAN,
COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

Jnll4

the late lire in Franklin street, Boston,
SELLING AT

Paints,

a

attention

Counsellors

PARRIS G TON,

WOULD

FOBES,

Dealers in

Boston,

_angSl-dtf_Portland,

from

CHARLES

combs and

Has saved his Library. Office at2 2'1-2 Free
in the Griffith
block, third story
„

P.

JylO

*®lrc*lant*’ Exchange, Nr. I Long

STREET,

slatingnails.

Deering

CO.,

APOTHECARY,
opened his
store, 31 St. Lawrence street,
HAS
and has
loll stock ol Medicines,
Perfumeries,

ROOFING SLATES,
Careful

of all colors, and
to shipping.

I.

No. 1 Galt Block, Commercial Street.

Advertisements received for all papers iu Maine,
and throughout tlic
country. Orders left at tlie Merchants Exchange, or scut
through the Post Oilicc, recelvo prompt attention.
augJO tl

WELCH and AMERICAN

A

Counsellor at Law,

Wharf1

**°X 8t

Dealers in

and

nty.
J3T*GoodCcat, Pants and Vest makers wanted.
WO CONf.RKHS ATREET,
one door West of New City Hall.
8eP*5
d:tm

Middle Street, Portland, Me.

1T4

WallVClothing Store,

Tremont Street,

112

English Broadcloths, Doeskins Cnseimeves. Tricots. etc., etc., which they will make
up in the most
fashionable style and substantial
manner, and at the
lowest possible cash prices.
Our stock of Ready-Made
Clothing is large, wel*
selected, bought for cash, which enables ns to sell
cheaper th .n any other similar establishment .n the

ADVERTISING AGENTS.

auglsntf.__Portland, Me.
A. WILBUR &
I
CO.,

113

A 4r S. E. SPRING may be found at the store of
Fletcher if Co., comer ol Union and Commercial streets.
iyU ti

ATWELL &

PAINTER,

No. 187 FORE

IN

HLADY-ItlADF, CLOTHING,

CUMBERLAND,

DRUGGIST &

,

TAILORS,

DEALERS

AND

BEAD OF MECHANIC STREET.

Jyjo tr

Has resumed business at

S8«

JulylOtf

bITale

o. s.

RICH Sc SON, 138 Exchange street.
• Coffins
and Caskets: also, Me talic Burial
Caskets.
jyjjg

ceive their orders.

244

„

OUT OF THE FLAMES t

Coat-makers wanted.

Federal street, up stairs.
iyll
CHARLES J. WALKlCB A: CO. may he found at
No. 150 Commercial street, store formerly occupied by N. O. Cram, where they will resume business, and be pleased to see their customers, or re-

door from Congress Street»
PORTLAND, ME.

May 18—dly

I

\VE HOUSE—NOTICE—Persons Lav ng lclt
orders at 101 Exchange street, can now find
them at 324 Congress street, opposite Median os’
HaU, where we shall continue our business in all its
various branches aud at lower rates.
82^ Ladies* Dresses dyed for $1,00. All other articles dyed at equally low rates.
jul 176m_
H. BURKE.
FEBNALD Ac SOW, Merchant Tuilors,
have taken Union Hall, entrance on Free
•
At.,
where they are ready with a good stock of Goods for
Men’s wear, which they will manufacture in
gar-

Street, first

MATHIAS,

CUSTOM

PAINTER.

aug‘M4m*

Manufacturer ot Silver Ware,

jul 3

LEVY &

_

SCHUMACHER,

FRESCO

—AND—

Counselloxs,

near

CHAS. J.

Near Middle Street.
n
Nathan Cleaves.

Temple

ERS,

AND ORNAMENTAL

Joseph Howard, jyfltf

_

M* HAND, Attorneys
JScJE,
Free Street
Middle.
•.-No.

ments to order.
¥3T* First class

Law,

Card.

stock of Clothing and

mv

At present to be fbnnd at his residence

No. 18 Free Street, “Arcade.”
auggldtt
HO WARD <£
CLEAVES,

at

sold

M«.

Furnishing
Goods to Messrs. Onn Hawkcs A Co., X recommend
my former customers to them.
no23dlw&w4w
CHAS. PEBRY.

Order, from out ot town solicited.

Mar 22—dtl

Wares, 4c.,

re-

HAVE

being opened

Small

commence

on

y

GOOBg,

READY to
again. C. M. & H. T.
Attorneys & Counsellors
PLUMMER White and Blacksmiths, having
ALL
built
the old

A. COBB &

assortment ol

exhibited in Boston. Is

LOW

*

Counsellors at Law, Morton
Same entrance as U. S. Ariyl2dtf

Block, Congross St.

offices.

my

Will be sold at very

It will make 12 pounds excellent hard soan or 26
gallons of the very best soft soap for only about 30 ets
For sale at all Drne ami
Directions on each box.

Hi

Portland,

PORTLAND, ME.
Coloring, Whitening and White-Washing promptattended to.

Late Merrill & Small, Wholesale Dealers is

WEBSTER if CO.,

“n,l Whits
>Vo01
Gloves, Paoer
Linen Collars, Ac.,
Wldch they will be plenseJ to show to all in want of
Clothing and Furnishing Goods at the Lowest
market Price*.
SALAMANDER SAFE FOR SALE.
ORIW HAWKEI A CO.,
202 Congress St., opposite Preble
House,
and

8TTJOOO AND MASTIO WOMEEB,
Oak Street, between, Congress and Free
Sts,,

i®1* Middle Street, Pari land, Me.
n
auglo—tf

•

ME

ROSS & FEEJS Y,

Carriage Trimmings.

FANCY

Plaster,

STRERT,.PORTLAND.

PLAIN

MERRILL BROS. & CUSHINOt,

Un<SM?.lr'F*nC?
Shirts, Woolen Hosiery anil

Having

GEO L. KIMBALL.
FREEMAN,
tty~ We pay <^ah for every thing we bay.
JelCt.

—and—

RS.ol

and Curtains!

CARPETINGS!
NEW

lye.

jallGtl

('emon?; and

P LAST E R

Saddlery Hardwa r e

EAGLE

LOVEJOY,

PEBLES, KIDS, LUTHtOB, Ac.

Me.

foreign and domestic

very fine assortment of

a

A

SAMUEL

Widgcry’s Whari,

CO.,

ME

Also

PURNISHINfc GOODS,

a

Commission Merchants,
BAILEY di
Importers and dealers in

G.

WEAR,

and hack Coats,

norS’flSdtf

Manufacturers ot

GROVE

OCtlgdtl_POItTLAHD,

HOYS’

jnst returned from New York and Boston
Wool and Wool Skins, HAVE
with
fine selecled stock of German, French
and
Alto

STURTEVANT,

JAMES

PORTLAND,

AND

Pants and Vests.

Successors to STEVENS, FREEMAN &
CO.,
Wool-pullers and Dealeis in

fSTOEES,

GENERAL

#
Watches, Jewelry,
tary Goods, No J3 Free street, Portland.
Same store with Geyer and Caleb
iyI2dtf
MI LLS although burned up, the ProL.
J. Hill & Co., are now preprietors, ^Iessrs.
pared to furnish Coffees, Spices, Cream Tartar, &c,
at their new place of business, No. 100 Green St.

H

&

Street,

Commercial Street,
Juneltl
_PORTLAND, ME.
FREEMAN * KIMBALL^

No. 3 Chase’s Block, Head Long Wharf
Portland, Me.

CHASE, ORAM

of

33

Groceries, Flour,

Dealer in
.Masonic Regalia, and Mili-

St.___

Lime,

Merchants,

PRODUCE AND SHIP

a.

Wholesale Dealer in

And Dealers in

JBEKKILL.

PACKARD, Bookseller and Stationer, may be
found at No. 337 Congress St., corner of Oak

DODGE,

MEN

Lawe

Woolens,

Free

1. P. HASKELL,
«■ CHAP HAS.

J.

Hanno W. Gage.
*

Commission

18

da via,
0. H. MESERVE,

Counsellors,

STAN WOOD &

Manufacturers
Counting Room
National Bank, No. 23 Free street, second
^ory.iyll tf

An Order Slate may be lound at Messrs.
Low,
Plummer & Co’s. No 83 Commerc al St, and at Mr C.
M. Rice’s Paper Warehouse, No. 185 Fore Street.
All orders rompily atten ed to.
Goods at :he low. st prices.
jullGtl

and

Sewell C. Strout
n
Jy7tt

First

AiMBKOSE

Arcade

and

f.

GAGE,

Office 113 Federal Street,
PORTLAND, ME.

H. J. LIBBY & CO.,
JJOT1CE.
and Commission Merchants.

nov2«__

Fine, Medium and Low Priced

-OR-

Attorneys

17—dtt

WBOLESALE OR RET All..

Wholesale only.

Carpetings

(Patents of 1st and 8th
Feb., 1889.)

Grocery stores.

Ac

UBBEY, Insurance Agents,
DOW
will be found at No 1 IT Commercial,
of

over

dtf

Goods

Preble House,

Overcoats, Dress

DAVIsTmesERVE, HASKELL & GO..

Gry

STREET,

Consisting of

Jya_.Tiinction of Free & WlddJo street

]

the

Furnishing Goods l

at

Importers and {Jobbers

fOnOBEH

Reauy-Hade Clothing“or

McCOBB <t KINGSBURY.

Attorney,

W)

Would Invite the attention of tho
pabllc to their large
and well selected Stock of

17S-Fore Street.

Counsellors

store lately occupied by MK.
CHAS. PERRY,

Opposite

BROKERS,
u°‘

the

AND

SON,

OFFICE OVER H. H. HAY’S

Particular attention given to writing Wills
and Legal Instruments.
&

Bl.OCK,

FT. H. WOOL A

Contracts, Deeds
July 01, ltcti.

O. M. & J). IF. 2TASH

Jul

and

LAW,

_a."*2du_Cbugreaa street.

Furnaces,

Having taken
MO.

FATENl'S,

WO. N CI.APP-S

|No. 8. Clapp’s Blank, Congress Si.

have resumed business at the head of Long
Wharf,
under J. W. Munger’s Insurance Office, and will be
pleased to see their former customers and receive their
orders as usual.
n
dtt
July 10, 1866.

NO. 5 DEE RING BLOCK.

Oct 10—d3mos

Salt M’fff. Co’s

CONCENTRATED

PAYSON,
3S Exchange St.
oulOdtf™

RUBBER BOOTS AND SHOES,

33

Counsellor

OF

'TS*"'

ORIN HAWKES & CO.,

tt

AT

*ro

C L OT H I TV O !

ME.

—AND—

y7

assortment

vitelHo 0vc him a'cali.‘n hlS *“

CLIFFORD,

SOLICITOR

DEANE^

STROUT

M.

LEACH, PARKER

full assortment of the above celebrated

Tour Waste Grtr.se

S APOISTIFTE R.

H.

/

We offeb to the tbade

l

BUY ONE BOX OF THE

OF

$5.50 PER

Hayward’s Rubbers

As

By Saving

Bank

«£•

of bis goods for RuBiuee*
very elegant,
of Goods for Ladies’
Talusas aud Capos.

ami some

Coats are
*nii
lie has aleo a tine

Druggist,

COUNSELLOR

augl7dtf

H. P.

MONDAY, Nov. 12, to the

VER HI XX,

New, Clean and Desirable.

As

1YECESHAKY!

OFFICE

on

p.
No. *19 Free Street.
STREET, BWROW

.lyaodtf

At

Soap

Will remove

ADJOINING MECHANICS’ HALL,
prepared to offer their friends and llit public a large and wcll,asorteri stock of

VC—sseadr.T.s&weow

Make

National

Merchants

C ABPETKfCrS! Slightly Wet, hot not Damaged !
Paper Hangings
500 PAIR
CURTAIN GOODS, &c.,
Extra Heavy Blankets
Purchasers of (he
goods

SORTS, BURNS, SCALDS, CUTS,WOUNDS,
BRUISES, SPRAINS,CHAPPED HANDS
CHILBLAINS, dc., &c
Ornee’s Celebrated
Salve!

ally.

THE

w. H.

cus-

Fall and Winter Oeereouts,
Consisting of Tricots, Caster and Moscow Heavers,

MAEKfcT SQUARE,
tPORTLASD,

SON,

He wouldparticularly call the attention oi his
and the public to lus stock of Cloths lor

Chinchillas, <Src.,

___

(Opposite the Market.-)
Where they will be pleased to see all their
former
customers and receive orders as usual.
n

R R MOVALd

Co., DKBXOI8

OLD

Is prompt in action, soothes the pain, takes out the
soreness, and reduces the most angry looking swellings and inflammations, as if by magic; thus affording reliel and a complete cure.
Only 25 cents a box; sent hv mail tor 36 cents
SETH W.FOWLE & SON, 18 Tremont St, Boston,
Proprietors Sold by Druggists and dealers gener-

DENTI8T,

lias Relieved his Office to 13 1»2 Free St
Second Hon6etrom H. H. Hay’s Apothecary
Store.
maylO
d&wtl

21

SEW BCILDINO ON LINE
ST.,

now

A

CELEBRATED

CONGRESS

CO.,

Can be found In their

J

WEBB, Attorneys anil
Connwellor*, at the Boody House, corner ol
Congress and Clestnut streets.
jy26

Having talced the Chambers

generally,

OK AC’ E’H

L

Stoves, Ranges

the office rear

at

WHIPPLE,

Wholesale

Manufacturers and dealers In

Street.

Marrett, JPoor &

Are

A

Dr. W. R. Johnson,

lor

Nov 1G—dim

311

V

BOOTS,

STREET,

of

has induced many Physicians of h'gh standing to
employ it in their practice, some 01 whom advis; ns
of the fact under their own signatures. IVc have
space only for the names ol a few of th> se

Dealers

CONGRESS

333

EVEN

CONSUMPTION.
unequalled success that has attended the appli-

The

line of

A full

&TA few more left of those Ladies fine MERINO
HOSE, for 26c.

THE TflltOAT, LUNDS AND CHEST,
INCLUDING

Quilts. All Wool Blankets.

heavy SHIRTING FLANNELS.

the most

O

T^ARIUS ft. INGRAHAM, Counsellor at Law,
^

DOMESTIC© !
let

CHERRY!

A. N. NOYES &

W.

and Vest Goods,

Whlcli be is rawly to make up at
short nolice.

Marquee,

WM.

Portland.
C. L. Quisby.

D- W' De^e-

or

FASIIIOAS,

supplied himself *lth allthe
Stv|(J,

Coat, Panlaioon

8—tt

Manu tar lin ers of

augiof.R£EnMAN’

JB*

Every kind and quality of Housekeeping goods. Linens. Damask, Cam'bbics, Toi-

—or—

WILD

augtdtf

Address Pos Office Box
1,958,
C. H. Stuart’s

Aug

HOrHE,

tomers

CONTRACTORS.

Leather,

&

HO-

-A

Spring-Beds, Mattreeses, Pew Gush Iona,
No. 1 Clapp’. Block-foot
Cbe.tnat Street,

JLr

In ftill vaiiety.

BALSAM

the most reasonable

on

and

Please call

FREEMAN

wo*,

*

16

Rich Dress Goods!

Children, are to be
Summer Smreet

GILMAN,

—

WOOLENS !

ELDERBERRY WINE.

MAINS’

dtt

business, and offere a choice assortClocks, Jewelry, Silver Ware.

j>24

strength,”
’Tis a balm for the sick, a joy for the well—
Druggists and Grocers buy and sell

things which they most dreaded.
But the evil will work its own cure. Scores
of small wells have already shut down, while
few new ones are being sunk. The oil surplus

Best

mighty

excess

wells, producing from ninety to one hundred
barrels daily, being things of almost weekly

GOODS!

P.

his usual
of Watches,

sume

i*™8-

J

GREAT

more, and hands

J.

——

n

w.

and

OP CHESTNNT

Spectacles, Cutlery, &c.,

Augusta, Oct. 8,1868.
My daughter snfieml from sccrofalous (tore eyes tbr

Lace

FURNITURE, LOUNGES, BED-STEADS

government agent anywhere ap- ] eight years and had become nearly blind. We cm! ployed many physicians without benefit.
Dr. Carcollect bounties, hut after the claim
no

Sides,

^ArthMfcHy

Masons, Builders, Blasterers

residence,

No. 233 1-2 Congress
Street,

N.

BLINDNESS.

Backs &

MU.

1VO. MO CI.ARK
STREET,

Upholsterers

ment

■

Leather,

LATEST

27 Market
Squave>
_POBTLAND,
c. H. STUART &
CO,

.Sc.,

G. DOWNES,
MERCHANT TAILOR,

n

HUDSON, JR.,

•ugadotu
*

RIVETS nud BUBS,
se,,t3atL „_Ml I C.ngrrM Street.

For the present occupies part ot tiie Store
NO. « FREE STREET
RI.OCH,
with Messrs. J. M. Dyer & Co., and is prepared to re-

We have seen and conversed with Miss Bacheldor
and her statement is full and aatislactory.—[Fen. Jour.

todeT,

Block,

Jlsr ABOVE THE

PBKRLE

ARTIST,

d3lu

(Successors to J. Smith & Co.|
Mauutaclnrer «f Leather
Belting.
Also lor sale

Belt

LAW,

n

J. B.

EF~Repairing
warranted.
n
aep3dtt
II. M. BREW E R,

AT

207 CongretM
St., IUortou

%7 Market Square.

Dealer In

HAS REMOVED TO

in both ears.
Miss E. O. BACHELDOR.

I'RKIi STRKET.

F

Waa established himaelf at

I

AT

Sept 24—dtl

Free St., Fortlnnd.

Congress St., opposite Mechanics'
JylOdtt

COBNEB
August 30, 1806.

ATTORNEY

TO WZV !

WM. C. BECKETT

CAltLETON,

done and

G.

as ever

peaWsokI

GLASSES,*

Hdl._“_

both ears tor
other nearly
Dr. Carpenter’s Remedies cured me. lean
as

w.

Street.

tf

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, Spectacles,
EVE

ANDERSON AND CO.’S
HOOP SKIRT AND 00R3EI STORE,
It removed to 328

ME.

Congress

S. L.

lluu»o

Spectacle*, Tools,

Law,

•

Driven from his old stand by the late fire.

House,]

Files,Arc.
IS

N<).

:tJJ 4.ONGRENS STREET.
duly 31 dtt n

I was very deaf and
constant and profuse discharge from
ten years: one ear was totally deaf, the

useless.

FOUKD

Preble

PORTLAND,

C. PEABODY.

H.

the

Silver and Plated Ware,
Jewelry,Silver
Hud Steel
Bold,

NO.

[From the Kennebec Journal of Augusta.

Portland, Maine, Nov. 26,1866.

Sep5tfh

MAY BE

Testimonial of Hou. Theodore Wyman.
[From Maine Farmer
Dr. Carpenter's Remedies have cured me of Catarrh
and Polvpus from which 1 suffered six years. Had
copious discharges, dullness in the head and mnch
difficulty in talking or breathing. I now have none
of these troubles.
THEODORE WYMAN.
State House, Augusta, Jan. 15,1866.

Homilies,

Soldier*’

jy9_

CALVIN EDWARDS A CO.,

CATARRH.

a

HOLDEN.

B.

above

~ilp

and Counselor at Law,’
[Chadwick

240
oct8-dly

WATCHES,

Near the Coart House.

received in this
State, and can be readily investigated by those desirous of so doing. Hundreds of other
certificates can
be seen at the Dr.’s Office.

and were

at

Law,

Dealers in

Office, 2291-2 Congress Street,

to ensure

all

are

_

at

geriiish <f

AT—

Attorneys and Counsellors

TESTIMONY.

The Testimonials below

whose hostile efforts proved so utterly abortive
so soon and so easily overcome.
Sfubwlnk.

FIRE l

Photograph Rooms,
—

A.

nOIHE

government, it would be disgraceful in Canada
to stain her hands with the blood of those few

sun, but an enterprising man of more
courage than discretion,^undertook lately the
formidable task of planking nearly the entire

setting

THE

B. F. SMITH & SON’S

Eye* Inserted Without Pain.

answer.

in a short

holes in the water.
From this place to the nearest railroad station, five miles, there has been as bad a road as
could be conveniently found this side of the

OF

Attorney

Hk^'VBI’T,

Block, L’ongrem St.,

Doors

Two

NO, 16 MARKET SQUARE.
n
dtt
aug20_
HOLDEN & PEABODY,

an

time, if the Fenian humbug subsides,
the act of commutation will he followed by a
full pardon. It is pleasant to hear Canadians
confess that, in view of the lenity and mercy
shown by the United States towards conquered rebels who did so much to overthrow the

a

OUT

a.

Counsellors
Morton

HP" I” most cases the remedies can bo applied at
home without interfering with the patients occupation.

HP"Bnt Letters must contain One Dollar

tion in the blood of Jeff. Davis. The common
impression is that the sentence will be commuted to imprisonment in the pentenitiary, and

as

aep7-dtt

CONSULTATION AT OFFICE FREE,

is, no sensible person believes the sentence will
be executed, and the proportion of the common people who desire that it should be is not
larger than that small proportion of your people who, at this late day, would take satisfac-

as

Office ill Clmdwick’a House.
Congress St., next above Stone Church.

New

Artificial

i

CLOTH lit a»
*

W. W. THOMAS,
dr.,

AND

*-•

COUNSELLOR at LAW
249

mnswuss carom,

JAMBS F. MILLER,

BRONCHITIS, NASAL and AURAL POLYPUS,
Discharges from the Ear, Noises in the Head, Scroftila, Sore Eyes, Films, Opacitus, and all Diseases of the
Eye, Ear and Throat.

penter cured her over a year ago. Her eyes remain
single barrel, many of the unreasonable pointed
has been allowed, a United States treasury
pcifectly well.
and unprincipled fellows not only reftised to
A
Mrs. RACHEL SCHOLES.
certificate is issued which will be paid by any
pay the paltry charge, but broke down his gates
Mrs. 9. resides in Augusta, and the above statein
the
is
no
U.
S.
There
Thanksgiving.
his
ment
is
in
paymaster
paymaster
given her own hand and 1b correct.—[(Imand committed other depredations upon
State of Maine and all certificates lor payment pel limner, Augusta.
fThe pilgrims, the revered fathers ol New property. Disgusted with bis enterprise, the
of bounties must be sent to the U. S. army
to turn over
[ifrom the Maine Farmer.)
England, and the iounders of all those great proprietor made an arrangement
paymaster at Boston, Mass.
the road at a large sacrifice to the Town CounAugusta, Oct. S, 1866.
and noble institutions which we turn to with
Dr.
cared me of dearness of fifteen years’
Carpenter
cil, by whom it is now run, and moderate tolls
such pride and londness, were not a people
standing over a year ago. My hearing remains perI fectly good. I reside in Union, Me.
SPECIAL NOTICES.
are collected without special annoyance. He
greatly given to mirth and festivity. Indeed,
LEROY Z. COLLINS.
consulted wisdom to better purpose
evidently
a
as
must
be
were
little
admitted
il
they
grim
A V Iluable Medicine.—;Dr. Poland’s White
iu the transfer than in the original project, for
the
Rockland Oazette.].
[From
a general thing.' They cared little for gaieties,
Pine Compound, advertised in our columns, is a sucalready the rails are laid to the village, the cessful attempt to combine and apply the medicinal
I suffered from Catarrh and Deafness
twenty-seven
Saints’ days
a..d holiday merry-makings.
ot the White Pine Bark. It nas been thoroughyears. Dr. Carpenter’s Remedies cured my Catarrh
gravel train is fast doing the work ot ballast- virtues
people in this city and vicinity, and the entirely, and greatly improved my hearing.
they ignored, as being among the devices of ing, and by the first of next month the travel- ly tested byhas
testimonials to its value from persons
Miss A. L. STAPLES.
proprietor
well knows to our citizens. We reccommend its trial
popery; and even Merry Christmas, with all
ler wishing to visit this important oil region
Rockland, April 19, 1805.
in all those cases of disease to which it is adapted. It
its dear and sacred associations, received the
his
vital
need
insurance
will no longer
upon
is for sale by all our Druggists.—Independant.
[From the Bangor Whig $• Courier.]
cold shoulder from them from the' tear they organs and viscera to protect them against the
!
Under the care of Dr. Carpenter, I have been en1 he Great Now England Remedy!
had lest it too might be tainted in some way
cured
of Catarrh with which I was
‘corduroy,” but will be able to enjoy a com; tirely
severely afDr. J. W. POLAND’S
i dieted, to the great improvement of my general health.
with the thing they had such bitter cause to fortable ride in the cars to the plase of his desMiss LOIS E. YOUNG.
now
and
men
of
horses
Hundreds
dread.
The sole and solitary occasion, tination.
WHITE PINE COMPOUND March 12,1800.
business between
throughout the circuit of the year, when they engaged in the transportation
Is now offered to the afflicted throughout the counTestimonial of Bet. Mr. W.O. Thomas.
find
try, after having been proved by the test of eleven |
ventured to lay aside the stern severity of their the present station and this village will
Having been afflicted with irritation and discharge
in the New England States, where its merits ;
years,
will
find
their
many
though
occupation gone,
have become as well known as the tree from which, in i ot mv ears six years and receiving only temporary reordinary routine and give themselves up to
I was induced to consult Dr. Carpenter last Feboil
from
tho
wells
do
in
lief,
to
conveying
part, it derives its virtues.
festivity, was on Thanksgiving day. When enongh
ruary. His treatment cured me. Mv ears remain
to the depot,—an average of perhaps one mile.
W. O. THOMAS.
The White Pine Compound, perfectly well.
they laid aside labor to thank the Almighty
Belfast, Oct. 11, 1885.
Eight months since when I wrote an article
CURES
tor the abundant blessings with which he had
for your columns upon the hazards and uncerHare Throat, Colda, Coughs, Diptheria,
rowned the year, they allowed themselves
DEAFNESS.
Bronchitis, Mpitting of Blood, and Pultainties of oil mining and of the oil business
It is a
monary Affections, generally.
tor just one day the unreserved enjoyment of
[From the Bangor Times.]
generally, it was my misfortune to wake up a
Remarkable Remedy for Kidney ComI had been
deaf fifteen years and bad beHis bounties. Perhaps it is because it stood
plaints, Diabetes, Difficulty of Voiding come so deaf Igrowing
whole platoon of interested parties, not in your
could not hear our
Urine, Dleeding from the F idneys and very loud speaker. Under Dr. minister, who is ata
for so much, because into it was poured in city and State only but even in a neighboring
Carpenter’s care,
Bladder, ©ravel aad other complaints. the Bangor House, I have recovered
my hearing, can
For Piles and Mcurvy, it will be found
one full draught all the concentrated mirth
oil district of this province, all of whom agreed
now hear as well as ever.
I reside in Benton.
very valuable.
Mrs. CLARK PIPER.
and jollity which might have spread them- that I was not only totally ignorant of the subGive it a trial if you would learn the value of a
Bangor, Oct. 1.
selves throughout the year, that it has kept ject upon which I wrote, but entirely at fault
GOOD AND TRIED MEDICINE.
to
the
of
estimate
in
opening
up
prospect
All the published Certificates of Dr. Carpenter are
its flavor so lre3h and vivid for us to-day.—
my
It is Pleasant Mafe and Sure.
bana fide.—[Maine Farmer.
and Dealers in Medicines generally.
We celebrate it still, as nearly os possible, those who had invested their money in such Sold by Druggists
Sold
at
wholesale
by
I exW. F. Phillips & Co.,
with the homely ceremonies which they in- speculations. If I remember correctly
The Certificates, published in our columns, of Dr.
to abide the decisions of
JF. W. Perkins & Co.,
a
Carpenter’s cures are bona fide to our own knowledge.
augurated. Always with its annual recur- pressed willingness
And W. IV. Whipple,
He is all he professes to be, and will not humbug or
to
settle
of
events”
allow
the
and
“logic
time,
deceive the public.—[Kennebec Journal, Augusta.
PORTLAND, ME.
rence there seems wafted down to us a faint
the points in controversy. That logic has alscp29-deow6ms N
perfume of that far-off time, and the memory
in
Dr. Carpenter has entirely cured persons in this
ready done its work. The present collapse
Warren’s Cough Balsam.
of the pilgrims is as much a part of the
city who have been under treatment at the Eye and
the oil business affords a more triumphant
The best Remedy ever compounded for Colds,
Ear Infirmaries without being benefitted.—[Belfast
as
feast
even
his
the
Thanksgiving
lordship,
than pleasant vindication of the predictions I
Coughs, Catarrh and Consumption, and all Age.
turkey.
then uttered, and shows that thosewho regard- diseases of the Throat and Lungs.
iYT'For sale by all Druggists. Manufactured by
Several marked cure:-* have come under our observWhat recollections cluster round the day Ied my cautionary remarks were wiser than
B. F. BRADBURY,
ation, and we have conversed with many others who
octl5d&wsN6m
Bangor.
have
Druggist,
been benefitted by Dr. Carpenter’s treatment,
How fraught with mingled joy and sorrow are those who blindly rushed into the vortex, and
and we have become satisfied that he is skillful in the
the associations it awakens. What phantoms sunk their money in speculations which in
class of diseases which he treats, and careful to promSURE REMEDIES.
ise only what he can perform.—[Bangor Whig Sf Cour.
out of a dead past, and faces pale and still,
very few instances have yielded the slightest
DU. T. K. J1A Y LOR, 17 Hanover Street, Boston,
See other Certificates in Portland Transcript.
has received the new Frencn Remedies and modes ot
mingle with the merry living groups that return.
novl9
treatment practised by Drs. Dumas and Ricord—Safe
d&wtf
At the present time the sale of oil lands is
and
warranted
round
the
board.
To
all
effectual
in
who
all
have
pleasant
Positively
gather
as difficult as it would be to get stocks taken
I Hseases of the Blood, Urinary anci
OrReproductive
ot
life
known enough
to feel the touch of the
gans, and all Irregularities and Complaints peculiar
in an oil company in your city, and I think I
to Women. Enclose stamp and receive ftill particufinger of change, the yearly return of this could not use any illustration that would more lars
n
oct3-d&w3ra
by mail.
cherished family festival brings with it a subIN
appreciably set forth to your citizens the
and
Chronic
RheumaiBoth
Inflammatory
dued and (half mournful pleasure, a joy sweet
dulness of real estate operations in this retism are being doily cured by Metc alfe’s Great
Rheumatic Remedy. Sold by all Druggists.
and solemn and tender as the pensive brightgion. If such be the condition of oil lands, it
Novi, dlmsx
ness of those mild autunn days in the midst
is not difficult to estimate the condition of
of which it comes. No harsh or unkind those who have invested largely in, expecting
secured the whole of Store No. 332
!
HAVING
Congress .Street, and made great additions to
thoughts have place to-day. The wanderers to make money out of the sale of, village lots. Long Sought For
our
we are now able to ofler the
«...

j

Blindess, Deafness, Catarrh,

being a good-natured, sensible fel-

low, suggested that it

terest seems to have died out, so that one seldom hears the subject alluded to. The truth

causes

oil—Important

generacy, Hon. John Morrisseyl My Copper-

BtSUftSs <'.4 111)*,

removal.
JAMES O’DONNELL

CAN

and cure-New use for crude
discovery—Recent elections—

communication—The

oil

Removals.

Oculist and Aurist,

collapse—Its

First Snow of the season—Plank road and Railroad

D R. C A R P t N TE R,

of conversation and of newspaper remark, but
now, when a half dozen or more poor deluded
victims have received sentence of death, all in-

Utter from ChmhUh

producing

MISCELLANEOUS.
gress of practical equal rights oalls to mind the
taunt of a Copperhead a few days since, who \
suggested that the Democratic members of the
House in that State must feel highly elated in [
being permitted to occupy seats on a level with
“niggers!" 1 replied that they would probably
he prepared to appreciate the honor that Rewould feel in
publican members of Congress
be consulted at the U. S. HOIEL, Portleader
land, on Friday morning, November 21, and until
sitting along-side of that distinguished
its
defiirther
of
and
example
notice,
upon
striking
ot Democracy

SPECIAL

>^)TICE.

M. C. DITNHAM, whose ability and energy
Y\T
11 are well Known, respectfully Informs the
people
of this city that lie is prcp;ired to clear out ruins,
clean out and dig cellars In a manner and at a price
that will certainly be satisfactory, by the day or
special contract. Refers by permission to A. W. H
ulanp, Esq, John Mussey,Esq,,Ins. Todd,Esq, M. (1.
Palm#'r, Esq, W. H. Fessenden, Esq.
Address or call, WM. C. DUNHAM, Massey's
Row, or 77 Free street.
oc23dtt

he passed the word to the boateteerer—“peak
your oar, Ned, and stand up/*
€
Grasping the “iron” firmly in both hands
the boatsteerer stands with compressed lips and
dilated nostrils, while the boatheader with motions only encourages us to spring on, till suddenly in a voice of thunder, he cries, “give it to
him, Ned—stern all, give him another—fltera
all—hard, you wretches, if you value llle to
stern, steru” and amidst white waters wo
which our boat seemed fixed immovably,
sBm on
gather up the back* hand stroke and

[Written fct the Free*.]
An Adventure in the Pacific#
BY ONE WHO WAS THEBE.

COPAHTrtERSllIP.

LUMBER,
J Sc.intling
punk, Sliiiigles
BOARDS,
hand;
constantly
sawed
order*
»n

Building

(ireat
FOR

They will sell on a credit of from one to ten years,
desircu uy me purchasers. From parties who
build immediately, no cj sh payments required.
Apply at the office o: the subscribers, where full
particular* may be obtained.
J. B. BROWN & SONS.
5tf
Portland, May 3, 18G5.

_«na

RCHITfiCTURK & ENtilXEERINU.
Messrs. ANDERSON. BONNELL * CO., have
made arrangements with Mr. STEAD, an Architect
of established 1 ©nutation, and will in future car it on
Architecture with their business as Engineers. Parties intending to build are invited lo call at their
office, No, 306 Congress street, and examine elevations and plans ot churches, hanks, stores, blocks of
J 12
buildings, frc.

t^arey,

WM. B.

Ladies

I—every man

j 2dtf

bovs: there’s

pull hard; spring hard, spring,
his old hump—an eighty barrel whale,” aud,
accompanying each breath with a vigorous
push upon the after oar, his eyes dilatedofwith
the
fiorcc excitement, as, catching sight
whale ahead, ho seemed like a fieud to our
9tartled selves swooping down upon an cscap-

floth^boats were now darting like arrows in

pursuit of the monster, who had broken water
at a distance from us of a half mile; and as
wo bent our backs to tl!e task before tis, we
could seo two other boats pulling away from
the ship’s side.
“Spring hard my sons, oh do spring,” coaxed our boat-header, as he perceived we were
up with the whale
rapidly coming
‘‘Only lay me alongside of that
and I’ll
a
man
pound of tobacco. PuH bard
givo each
if
you
would
you sarpints, pull,
go ashore

'fish,

orders for SOUTH.
Prepared
PINE LUMBER, by the cargo, deliverJ'J*1
ed with
dispatch at any convenient port.
Mc^ILiVERY. RYAN & DAVIS
April 17
Commercial St.
to execute

a

whisper—

“Pull, my good”boy s; there he lays like an
old fool—there he rolls; pull, my beauties;
there he lays like a log on the water; five dollars apiece, boys, only get me alongside; pull,
men,

pull;’

only
pull;
and his voice

ship’s lengths off; pull,
dying away to a whisper

two

NO.

Notice.

Our

New When Family Flour of tlio

celebrated brands.
CHOICE

No.

Dictator,

ON

such that

we can

Whitmore,

Bricks for Sale.

HO ODn
^^
w

OLD BRICKS and 60 perch of
i
Stone for sale by
CALEB SMALL,
114 Brackett street.

WE

\\TAREHOUSE
V
of
qnire
novldtf

on

Custom House Wharf.

hyNeach machine, turning out

En-

GOODS.

r|t
•*■■

and

White

Pulmonic

Syrup.

FOR TJIE CURE OF

Coughs, Culils, Whooping Cough, Croup, Asthma.
Catarrh, Imluonaa, LromhitLs, Spitting or Mood!
I'lounay, Iuilumation or tho Lungs or Chest, l*ain in
the aide, Night Sweets,
Hoarseness, Consumption in
•t» early stages, and all Diseases of tlio
Throat and
Lungs.
Tins remedy is too well known and too
highly es-

teemed to require commendation hole, it is re^aido.I
nocoMlty in every household, and is heai tilv endorsby the medical tkculty, clergymen 01 every doiiominatiun, mothers, editors, members or Congress, and
many of our most itiatioguishod men in public and
private Hie.

Coughs, Colds, Sore Throats, Ac.

Goods l

Letter tYom Bon. i). W. Gooch, Member of
Congress

Massachusetts.
Melrose, July 191868.

_

..

_

460

and

Dr. E. 15. fTxir.irrs—Dear Su
I have used Dr. rsiruiiltuh’s Syrup in
my fkinlly for
ax years, and havo round It an excellent
remedy mr
Couglis. CuliIs, Sore Throaty r rrd all consumptive
complaints, At*. I Iiavu reeoiuniended it to several
fnends, who have received gre.it be no fits from its use.
Letter .from a well known Boston Druggist if twentii
and Mtward °f Hanover Street
,,

Boston, March 9, lies.
H-d'ius usutl LAUOciKAH’S
PULMONIC SIRUP myselr aiul in my nukQy for
ihc past six years, 1 am
prepared to say that it Is superior to any medicine I have over known, for the
positive cere of coughs. Colds, Sore Throat and all
similar complaints. As I take cold very easilv, 1
have bad great onpori unity to tost the virtues of
this valuable remedy, and it lias never failed me
yet, however violent the disease. Having been iu (be
Drug business for over 20 years, I liave liad good opportunities of knowing the virtues of the various me tfelncssold, and pronounce LA ROOK AH’S SYRUP,
the
BEST of any arliclo eveu
presented to the
Yours,

CO.,
!

public.”

WHOOPING COUGH.
E. W. Mayer of Carlcton, N.
15., writes 7 Dec.,
K*t>: My son, live years old, was a few months sinco
suffering greatly Irom WHOOPING COUUII. I nev-

_____

V It o A 1 N s J

IS

HIGHTIBR
STVORR.”

The Gold Pen—Best and

Oheapeit

FOB
(lot the

same

of Pens.

Gold Pens 1

For sale at his Headquarters, No 25 Maiden Lane,
New York, and by every duly-appointed Agent at the

rTlRLOB

IN

ty Although temporarily

25 Union St.,
PORTLAND.

Lea

Perrins’

Coaialman

of

To be

NOTION),*!., Ac.,

at

letter from

Madras,

is

31

success

of

the

names

ol

PAPER

Give ns

a

‘I

•John

Duncan’s

NEW YORK, Agents for the United States.

BLANO HARD’S

Improvement

Engines,

Steam Boilers!

on

of

some

700

is thrown awmp,
The question la
onen asked how can this be
saved.
Mr
has invented a boiler that takes
perfect control of all
the heat and makes it do
in the engine. IfJs is
duty
in its construction; after the
very
is in
motion the smoke pipe is closed
tight, and the <faste
heat carried through
the
heaters, heating
sty 3am to

of

a

are

more than 600 being in use.
All warranted satislactory. or no sale. Descriptive circulars sent on
application. Address
I. C. HOABLEY & CO.

of

the

Mass.

Blancljkrd

enginje

simple

SIXTY

Short & T.oring,
free, Comer Center Stiee

11

Market

there can be
thrown from

VALUABLE

!

of

EXTENSIVE

STOCK

fires

WM. WILLARDk
Comer of Commercial Wharf and Commf rcial St,
Feb 24—dly

her

of

trustee

as

Samuel Elder

offer for sale, at public auction, on Saturday
at 11 o’clock, A. M.,
dayot December next,
*n
vr

w/ll

the 8th
the two
south side of

"i 20, on the
Dwellin'? w »*«e*
Dau forth Street in Portland.
1’iie two Atuutf^a v»a*.
* ..d separately, with a largo
anti convenient lot of land for each—a carriage way
of entrance on the lot No. 20, and a five foot passage
way will bo secured on the cast side of No. 18.
Salo on the premises. Terms cash.
For farther
inquire of the subscriber, or
of P. Barnes, No. 19 Free Street.
**

particulars

SARAH S. ELDER.
HENRY BAILEY & SON,
Auctioneers.

Not. 28, dtd

c.

AIT

w.

HOLMES,

CTIONEER,

360 Congress Street,
rtrsalc. of any kind of property in the City or vicinity, promptly attended to on uiomi>st favorable
termiL

novllhltf

fcLadies’, Gents/

For Ladies and Gentlemen.

©

L. BAILEY.

Horses for Sale.

the Horse Railroad Stable
ATHorses.

10 or 12 low
oc8eo»12m

STEVENS,

sep28-d3m

FOR

Instantaneously

priced

Silver

Plating

ARTICLES OP
Brnw, Copper, firrmnn Milvcr, flee.,
tba
Restoring
plating where worn off; and for Clean-

ing and Polishing

Silver & Silver Plated Ware.
This most useful invention of the age is a
preparation of pube
SILVEH, and contains no mercury, acid,
or other substance injurious to metals or tbo han'3
It is a complete electro-plating battoty in a bottle.

For sale by Druggists and Variety Stores:
HOME

RTEVEims,

A

MANUFACTURERS,.BOSTON,
sept28-d3m

JOHN T, SMALL &

Mass

CO.,

WHOLQRALE AND RETAIL DEALERS IN

Salt

Provisions,

Groceries,

—AND—

COUNTRY
WO.

12

PRODUCE,

LIME

STREET.

Highest Cash Prices Paid far Ceiatrr
Produce.

Oongigamew a will roc

in

Prompt Attention.

We take pleasuro in Informing the trade that we
have reeumed businees at St.iro No. 12 Lime
street,
where we should bo pleased to receive customers to
any goods in our line. We offer goods at the
I.OWEIT

JIARKET

PRICER,

and shall coDstantlv endeavor to make It the Interest
of enstomers to purchase of us.

JTOHW

T.

SMALL & CO.

Portland, Oct. 25, 1866.

oct30dlm

Wholesale Millinery!
JOHN lTpALMER,
removal to Siorc Nb. T Fr.-«
HAS
stairs, wiiere bo is prepared to oner

A

S t

Street, up

CHOICE STOCK

G

r ft w

oods,

AND MILLINERY!
AT

SATISFACTORY PRICES I
JOHN E. PALMER.
Portland. Sei»t 10.
^
_

Another Change of Jtsase t

Back to tbe old Middle St. Stand !

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers
—

OLD

AT—

TIME

G.

M.

PRICES!!

ELDER

Beg* leave to inform hie Mends, costumers end the
public gcnoially that having robullt his store at
NO. 9.'] KIDDLE AX BEET,
ie now prepared to sell at prices lower than the lowest all qualities and description* of Boots, 81k ,
Rubbers, &c.
Repairing done ns heretofore, and all description ot
work manulSctured to ordor.
nov22dtf

11

MITCHELSON & RICHARDS,
_on tllc premies*,
dtl_55 Factory Island, Saco, Me.
...

..

Copper

Co.,

Cower, Yellow Metal and
Sheathing and Xails,
Oopier and Yellow Metal Bolts and

Zinc

Spikes.

Dimension anil Brnairrs Copper rolled to
order.
For sale at New York and Deaton prices by
LYMAN. SON * TO HEY, Agents,
llSCommcrcia Street.
Tortland. Sept. 21.1 ess.
am

Trinidad^Molasses.
T*°nI>AD

iso

& CO.,
OammemM Street.

George 1.

Burroughs

9100

Patterson A ChadlHmrne,
K.rl.n Block, 2 doors above Preble House.
new Bounties, under the law approved Juls
28th, 1M«, Increase of Pensions, Arrears of Pa»,
Prize Money, and all other claims against the Gov,
eminent, collected at short notice.
The nettMtaru blanks have been received, and ol.iw
ants should file their claims pronpitt/.
Frank G. Pattebson, late Llont fith. Me Vois
Pacl CH.tPnociutE, late M«J. 1st Mo. OsOct l#-dtf

THE

CASH.

Skates! Skates!

g.

&

9ttO Rrondirny, Boston.
For sale by Grocers and Dealers everywhere.

WAR CLAIM OFFICE.

—roB’—

Cash!

Street,

MANUFACTURED BY

HOWE

$100.
-AT—

ELLIOT 4b McC ALLAH,
N° ” “"ket
Nov 24—dgw

Free

remove it.
Tnu* powder is prepared in accordance with chemical science, and upon a process recnliar to
itself,
which is secured by Letters Latent.
It lias been in
use for more than a year, and has
proved itself an universal thvorite wherever i
has been used.
Among
the advantages claimed are the
following;
It save* all the exfienso of soap used on cotton ax d
linen goods.
It saves most of the labor oi rubbing, and wear and
tear.
Also for cleaning windows it is nnstirp&SFrd. With
oue quarter the time and labor usually
required ii imparts a bountiful gloss and lustre, much superior to
any other mode. No water required except to moisten the f>owder.
Directions with each package.
And can be readily appreciated by a single trial.
The cost of washing for a family of live or six
persons,
will not exceed three cents.
Themanufheturers of this powder aic aware t>at
many useless compounds have been introduced to the
Public which have rotted the cloth, or foiled in removing the dirt, but lcnowine the intrinsic excellence ot
this article they confidently proclaim it as being adapted to meet a demand which lias long existed, and
which has heretofore remained unsullied.

IiTMCn, BARKER

and Children’s GREATLY REDUCED KATES

Cheap for

entirely

nov23dtf

Wear, ’just opened,

Very

Patented Way 99, lg<ML
This is an article ior waslilng without rubbing, except in very dirty places, which wih ivquuc a very
aught rub, and unlike other preparation* ottered lot a
like purpose, will not bot the clothes, but will
leave them much whiter than ordinary methods, without the usual wear and tear.
It removes grease spot* as it by magic, and softens
the dirt bv soaking, so that rinsing in ordinary ct6cs

| 150 5oLlSSPl®I,hr^Ubf'ITY

OF

Furniture

W the rory best stock and warranted work.
WINTER STOCK FOR

danger
setting
b/ sparks
°
engines, which will add muchI value to
this invention, besides the saving 1-a the tag 1.
no27<13w
For particulars Inquire of
no

DAYS

The undersigned will sell from their

Square,

any temperature desired; the remainder • carried oy ENTIRE NEW STOCK—OLD STOCK ALL
BURNED.
through the water heater, using up all thf waste
heat but 200 degs.; the heat being reduced so low
Bemember the Number.

Particular Notice.

FOB THE NEXT

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers.
j

on Dan 1’ortli St.
for Sale at Auction.
IWBSUANT to a license fr„m ,he Judge of Proi bate for tlic County ot Cumberland, the subset'under the Will

ESTABLI SUED 183t.

DEALERS IN

octTdly

t9n9'1

"• BAILEY &
SON.,
___Office 176 Fore street.

no28.1td

Taunton

—

Sons,

,'i"inK

fl"a

0,19

REDUCED PRICES ^Applyw',

HANGINGS,

Elliot & McCallar,

No.

1'EA Be PEBBIYSj Worcester.

PianTami'pi^™,’"0

““

Confectionery Saloon for Sale.
QITUATED on Factory Island In tho town of Saco
O—has a good run of trade—is well fitted up f„r Lee
*n'1 al*° fOT * I)intng ur
LooetaSaluon.

—AT—

call.

jy3ntt

Manu&ctured by

Tab}^.uperTo’rV^k slov“&rie
,Ul

nov

DRAWING PAPER OF ALL SIZES.

the Wrap-

upon

Household Furniture at Auction.
Dec 4th, .t 10o’clock A. M., wo
O^KSDAY,
3"V* *> '! the Furniture in House No 5 Henry St.,
lledn, Bureaus, Sola, Easy
Ch.iri'w. “r. H?tb,teiwlH,
StuljB'l and Cano Seat Chaii t, M arbio TnnTn?li’No,t’
ar^U'‘

to my

full supply 0t

New patterns and Choice
Styles.

caused

are

brought home

FURNITURE

We have Just rccleved from New York a full
supply ol

esteemed in
India, and le in mv
opinion the most palatable as well as the
most wholesome
Sauce that is made.”

Lba 4 Perrlns

was

dash, Post Offioe and Envelope daaes, Let*
ter Pregges, Pen Backa, &o.

Ms

per, Label, Stopper and Bottle.

PEARSON & SMITH.

seplidtt

„

ZORING,

El

She

STATIONERY OF ALL KINDS,

many unprincipled dealers
to apply the name to Spurious Compounds, the public is respectfully and earnestly requested to see that

STAND,

house lots lbr sale on the corner ot
Decking and Henry streets. ’JTie mort desirable
lotsnow in the market. Inquire of
HANSON * DOW,
Real Estate Agents No. 846 Congress St.
83F”Housos and lots in different parts or the city,

at

School, Miscellaneous and
Blank Books.

this most delicious and unrivaled

having

recovery.

Rit

MANUFACTURE,

! X

her

house In Pliipsliurg. Me. Wc I rle.1 Cod liver Oil, but
the effect seemed rat her opposite from good. She now
coiddnotmove her liaud, so redtteoil was she. 1 was
taking larookah’s Syrup at the time, aoil eommeuved
giving it io her, and in a week, she nhowod unite a
change for the lietlor, and we continued giving it to
her. She grudually improved, and is now a perfectly
healthy child. People were astonished to see what
effect the medicine liad on this child, and to see her
well by the use of T21 rook ah’s Syrup, which we
slieve to tie tlio best medicine for Pulmonary complamts in tho world.
H. LARABEE, Pliipeburg, Mo.
Fours,
Space will permit ttie publication of hut a tithe 0
the certificates wliicharc constantly coming in from
all quariers of tho glotie. Patient* w1U rind the most
conclusive evidence of Ilia value of ties temodv, In a
trial or’ It, which will cost but a triite, and which may
yield pr iceless results.
Large bottles $1,00—medium sire B0 eonts. Prottfuedoy E. R. KNIGHTS, M. D., Chemist, Mclroso,
Mass., end sold by all druggists.
^jysold by W. F. Phillips A Co., W. W, Whipple
& Co., J. W.Perkins A Co, Portland; George C.
Goodwin A Co, Boston, and by all Druggists snd
Merchants.
no2 eod&vvti

Fit*, Corner Center Street*.

higMy

Maximum
efficiency, dura
boilers
COMBINING
bility and economy with the minimum weight ON
degs. heat
making loss oil-3
feel.
and price. They
widely and favorably known',

cheap.

to

“Tell Lea A Perrins that their Sauce

condiment

BUSINESS

Lawrence,

HUMP

OenlUman

Anil applicable to

DISH.

The subscriber having disposed of bis Bakery to
Messrs. Pearson * Smith, would cheerftilly recommend them to Ids former patrons, being assured that,
from their well known reputation, they will continue
the business acceptably.
And be will take this opportunity to gratefblly acknowledge the many lavors bestowed upon him by
Ms patrons for many vears.
REUBEN KENT.
October

3md.

OWN

center of trade, we think we can offer such inTa* ue,

a

Worcester, May, 1851.

The

NO. 107 FORK, COR. TINE STREET,
Where we shall be liaapy to see onr old customers,
and as many new ones as may fevor us with tlietr pat-

Nov. 6, 1866

OUR

Law,

Good Sauce!”

or

Notice.
undersigned having purchased the Bakery,
Mr.
R.
of
&c.,
Kent, will continue the

Wonderful Cure of a child Two and a
Half Years Old. Gent*:—My grandchild, a Utile girl of 2 1-2 years old, was taken sick in PorlLaml,
Me., In January, 185e. No one could ted what was
(be matter with her. But she was much pressed lor
breath: bad a hard, (tght cmigli; could not
raise; her
throat troubled hor greatly; slie seemed Io lie
rilling
ttp. and though attended by tl.o best physician* In
Porlland, they could not help her, and she declined;
anil lor some three months was not
expected (0 live.
Her doctors, and at length her iYieiuls. gave up sll

Booksellers & Stationers,

Brother at

EVERT VARIETY

Which will he sold Cheaper than the Cheapent.
J. lfEWNAlV.
Portland, Nov. 22, d3w

a

Medical

The “Only

CUTLERY, HOSIERY,

1^1866. dtf_
Portable Steam

SUITS t

SHORT Jt

EXTRACT

PBOHODJtCID BY

exam-

Boots, Furnishing Goods !

dtf

„r

Have on hand

HATS AND CAPSl

ronage.
October 1, I860,

&:

Worcestershire Sauce !

CLOTHING !

AT THE OLD

THE

CELEBRATED

Congress Street,

BAKING

8“Cl'

Kennebec St., opposite foot of Chestnut Street.
I
octlB
WALTER COBEY & CO.
eodtf____—

CALIFORNIA CHEAP JOHN

YANKEE

re mov

“ON

dtf

invites all to call and
ine the large and assorted stock of
RESPECTFULLY

"

CHAMBER

from
ducemente that our friend* will take the trou

FIXTURES

335

AND

Wholesaleto

GAN

I believe the Syrup Iho surest rein civ for Pulmonary Complaints tnatjm* ever been made avails
ole to the afflicted.”

lmpcs of

X

—AT—

Lowest !

What-Nots, Extension lames,
Dining Chairs, &c.

JOHN KINSMAN

20

the

E. W. Field, Esq., write* ilom
Virginia City,
Colorado, Mare'1 11, le«: -I feel very grateful ror
having Laruokah’s Puhnmde Syrup near me. mv
lungs 1 icing weak and demanding the most vigilant

CONSUMPTION

Sofas, Easy Chairs, Centre Tables Etergeres,

HORTON.

DEALER

than

From Rev, Is A. Laupiikr, North Hero, Vf. “I
have used Larooknh’s Syrup, and feel under obligation Rankly to acknowledge its excellence. Wliito
using your syrup, i have enjoyed belter health than I
bad eujoyoddbr year s. I bavo bad slight attacks of
hoarseness, but Uie Syrup would soon remove it. I
find It Is a mild ami safe remedy also In Spasmodic
Bilious attack* to which I am constitutionally sub-

care.

CASH l

In.-* — .*———--

prices.
A Catalogue, with full description of Sizes and
Prices, sent on receipt ot letter postage.

Aug

•

quality of goodsl

Lower

same

A.

CO.,

THAN

The Best Pens in the World!

no20d&w6m

&

BRONCHITIS AND CATARRH.
A. W. Harris, writes from whale-ship “Eldoi.a
tin.” Maicli 11, let'll: “Havingsuffered tor tour tears
with Bronchitis and Catarrh 7u llieir most aggravating forms, 1 leclit my dutvto state that 1 Lave boon
permanently cured by the tiso 01 Larookah’s Pulmonic Syrup.
I had paid large sums to physicians
and 101 so calod Uatarrah Remedies, but until I used
tho Syrup 1 experienced no relief.”
spitting of blood, pleurisy, inflation OF THE LUnVss, PAIN fN THE
SIDE
NIGHT SWEATS, HOARSENESS. Sc.
From Rev. B. F. Bowles, Manchester, H. H.:
“Tliobottle of Dr. trerookah’s Pulmonic Syrup, you
so kindly sent me, has been tried tbr
hoarseness, with
very
results; (br this I would coniidentlyrecom-

pood

FURNITTRE

GEO. F. BLAKE* Co-,
sepl2d3m14 ProvIncoSt. Boston.
THE

Washington Street,

distressing

case. 1 gave him Larookali’s
Pulmonic syrup according (o directions and soon boffin to sco Improvement. The Cough bocumu easier—
1110 expectorationtlccr, and in two weoks the malady
was entirely overcome.”

er saw a more

A„p,.^BiR0A™““

or which was used to teed the
late
Mechanic’s Exhibition, and received a Medal. The
Committee of Examination sav ot It, that he arrangement ot the valves is such, that the steam is
always in communication with the piston in one end
or the other of the cylinder, which renders It certain
anl positive in itsoperation.

PEN

all kinds of

WAliTEB^OBBlT

eight

attacked with Croup, and from the violence
of the symptoms, they wore pronounced to lie in
much danger. At the Instance of our
pastor. Rev.
Mr. Stiles, I tried Inrookah’s Pulmonic
Syrup, which
promptly relieved them, and in a very short time they
entirely recovered. In gratitude lor tlio benolit conferred, I cannot refrain from making tills testimony
ureii were

BOSTON.

-n

nov27dtd

W. It.

BOWEN, 80 Itanovcr St.
CROUP.
Mrs. J. R. Bmtsis, 114 East 23<l St„ N. Y., writes
Oct. 9, ltC4: “During last winter three of my eliil-

Decorators

464

ON

public.

___

Feathers, &c.,
Liberty Tree Block,

Machines,

12 M in about

one

sale

_~

Upholstery Goods,Looking-Glasses, Mattresses

Pumps,
boiler in the

“THE

P.T.DEIS & CO.,

and dealers in

Blake’s Patent Steam

!

139 Commercial street.

expected in Rich and Low

Manufacturers of Furniture,

CASCO.

hours.
We alsomanuiaciure

Pai<1 fOTca,t-°ff
Clothing.

LYNCH, BARKER & CO.,

be

CR LAROOKAirS

a

Upholsterers,

SELL!

and believe them to he the best Brick Machine in use
lor several reasons; 1st, their simplicity of construction. rendering them sure in their operation, and not
liable to got out of repair; 2nd, the amount ot work
done by each machine daily, and finally, the low
price tor which they are sold.
These Machines are the only ones used by the Bay
State Brick Company of Boston, in their 'extensive
Brick Yards where 350 M are manufactured in a day

I

To Rent,

B«gaine may

KHIIBALL &

The undersigned manufacture

the

iCvKsm0*811

P™C

a

per Cent.

Blake’s Patent Brick

Temple Street,

j

DAYS !

Cloakings, Shawls

M0cf2Q—dtf______

manu-

Brick -Machines !

to

i

3‘fhebbt.,

oat oar

ABATE

dtT

CLEANSED IN
First CLASS STYLE I
Give ,ue a “»> »»<11 Will
endeavor to please.
CHARLES H. NAHONEY,

Co.,

"Ew 8tobe

W“r*nWd ^ "Te

Nov 17—dim

STREET.

Saeques

TEN

&

HOUSEKEEPING APARTMENT

CONGRESS STREET, 333,

333

Cleansed !

Ladies’

i

ONE PRICE,
VESTRY casco street church.
inn Dozen Brunei's Balmoral Cfriw.
™
Skills, Peru
Under Price,
Very Afwcfc

ANDERSON & CO.,

DEErTnG BLOCK,

20

ElcLen

Under-Clothing,

SATURDAY next, December 1st, at 10 A. M.,
an assortment of Dry Goods of every description.
Also at 11 A. M., 50 boxes Tobacco, 5!) boxes Bread,
with a variety of Furniture, Bedding, &c.

Vo Variation! 5|DreD.

m!‘cotb.

THE

more

DAYS!

efurch^''

New Store and yoa will
be Uloaey ia Pocket.

ftfattenUon

Amaranto,
FOB SALE BY

guarantiee

GOODS

ALL

CST’Fiud

CHILDRENS’

place where it cat* he done
their satisfaction than at

GOOFS

MOIJBWIWO GOODS.

Come and See and be Convinced!

Second Door from Congress st.
GarmeIlt wil1 receive prompt and faith-

Trapical,

Drowns & Hanson
Churchill,
aug7dtf

a

TEETH 1 TEETH 1 TEETH 1
Dr. D. still continues to Extract DeeUi
by Electricity without PAIN. Persons Ian
Ing decayed
tieth or stumps they wieli to have removed for resetting he would give a polite invitation to call.
Superior Electro Magnetic Machine* lorsah
lor family use, with thorough Instructions.
enn accommodate a few
patients with board
nd treatment at his bouse.
0®ce
from 8 o’clock A. M. to 18 M.; from I
hour»,
to 6 P. M., and 7 to 0 in the
evening.
Consultation free.
novltl

DOWN!

DRESS

TO THE BUYER,

AND REPAIRED,
Cannot find

FMl\*

v"go*ofiiealth,h0"

Gr O O D S

Competition.

Saving of Twenty

Garments

Clothing

most

T. Harrison A Co..
Plants. Eaglr y
Brilliant XXX,

nov2Gd.,t

are

Goods ! Morton’s

dtf_181
_oct23_
Saint Louis Flour!!
GENTLEMEN WISHING

T.

IN OUR

facilities for purchasing in quantity and

facturing

short notice and in all the newest styles.

5

OF

and

FOR

Ladies, c$me and see our New Store.

PRICES I

CONGRESS

E.

E*

CL9AKISTO

at

1860.

satis taction.

UNION WHARF.

again.”

Pull we did, hard and strong, making the
the ashen blades bend like reeds. A most exciting race wo now bad; and, cheered by the
promises and energy of our officer, on we sped
the oars springing and buckling, promises anti
threats sounding, when, as we come nearer the
object of onr pursuit, the officer’s voice falls to

all

Defy

WOOD!

Outside

Sdd,

Portland!

Cloths,

AND

Price

Flannels,

FLANNELS I

Southern Pine Lumber
j

of*

T>

LADIES’

Stairs.

*

Clmrelt.

TENT

The Prices will be such as to

BLANKETS !

SIMEON SHURTL.EFF A CO.

Up

fo,ore!,t0re''’

..

WHOLESALE OR RETAIL,

Down to your oars, you devils

SAFE

DRY

EVER OFFERED TO THE

cloths, Tricots, Tweeds,

HEAD

One

CORSETS

CLOAKS

man,

,

A FULL ASSORTMENT OF

s- »«"■■« * SON.

WOOD! WOOD I WOOD!

Street

FOR

AND

Goods

LOWEST

CFOSIJYG

HAVE OPENED THE

Notice.

JUST

COAL ANH

Casco

HOOP SKIRTS

Fall and Winter Dry Goods

HAVE

Days—November

jxdsaKSsssr“ovaltathet

GOODS t

Reavers,

oct24dtf

JL

BAILEY & SON, Anc‘g

PATTEN A CO., Auctioneer*.
Plumb Street.

E. Ifl»

Dwelling' Houses

Klectricity

e Bhuumatle. the
the lame and the lazv
leap wUh Joy, and movegouty,
with the agility and elasttrItyot youth; the heated loain■‘iscooled; the (lost*
,t,B ',ncou,1> deformities re.
t*Bn,
m >ved, faintness converted
to vigor, weakness to
strength: the blind made to see, the deal to hour and
the palsied form to move upright ; the
blemishes ol
youth are obliterated; the acotiients of mature lire
prevented; the calamities ol old age obviated a,“
and an
an
active circulation maintained.
hi I) I E S
Who have cold banns anil tret; weak
stomachs 1amaud weak backs; nervous and sick
headache dlulness aud swimming in the
head, with Indlge-.lton and
constipation of the bowels; pain In the Bide anil back
leucoiiliQja, (or whites); falling of the womb with in’
terual cancers; tumors,
and all that long
train of diseases wlU Bud polypus,
in Electricity a sure means
of cure. For painful menstruation, too ...nfuse
menstruation, and all ol those long line ol trouble,
with young lailies, Electricity Is a certain
specific.
l,m®’ re8tore the "utferer to Mm

CALL !

S T

be presented; asthma, bronebithe chest, and ail forms of feiuaie

can

ed

NOW

Head Union Wharf\

F R

Priced

Reduction in Coal!

GEO. GILMAN A CO.,

B.

that

case

Hv

Garment

pur-

Beckett, Administrator,
<lidH.

27

nov

vVk'.,,'lty'
m!r™e

t s, strictures oi

Yourself.]

Q
CONGRESS STREET,

332 1-2
Ten

Judge for

every

can

on Winter street
Bosfit nny Lady’s Over
of any

A

p^uarlfl?p':r',‘ulJy.»n»0""»e

complaints.

Establishment,

ME

At a great reduction from their former LOW PBICES.

Leach, Parker & Co.

W

P.

BEST ASSORTMENT

THE

COAL, COAL, COAL,

GIVE
And

Portland I

ol

opportunity

r rare

chasing an elegant establishment.

irfng or hesitancy of speech, dyspepsia, indigestion, constipation and liver complaint, piles—we cure

Street,

Congress

%

Co.,

Housekeeping

C1°»k

CUt and

Electrician

m

c“t0n*
department, I think I can assure the Ladies
a style garments as
good ?*,
tney can procure in any other city.

PLEASE

Removed !

AND

LEHIGH,

Dress

as

HARKED
333

WE

Coal.

ot°

LANKTON,

iwfefto ta&KS

TO THEIR NEW STORE

$8.

Coal,

e

I

--

Have

THE

Coal,

Srothem
teem
gi

SHADE CARRIAGE, recently drovo by the lad
CuHrleu L. Beckett, Fsq„ together with a Sleigh liar-

8“%. L-p Robe' Ac., &c., will be sold on SATL'Rr,AXdP
oC* FUtST» at 1* o’clock M., at Sagerofs Sea
ble, Oak street. This is
B-

W

!

I

MADAME

n7 DEWING,

W.

to
om«na ut
tha* **B
*
permanently locale.! In u.is c'u
years we have been In tlriscltv**. iuliI*K the three
curBj *>nle
oftbe worst tonus ol disease iiT
tried other forms ot treatment tnv3?,ni_1!ho h?Te
cur,ny
patients in so ehort a time that the a,.I,*,
asked, do they stay cured? To answer This
that
do
not stay cured1*,?1 “*
we will say that all
°
*
doctor the aecond time without chaige.
Dr. D. has been a practical Klectrn-ian tor t wen tv
oue years, aud is also a regular graduated
physician
Electricity is perfectly adapted to chronic distasesin
the ton a of nervous or eicic headache; neuralgia ir
the head, neck, or extremities; consumption »bei
lu the acute stages or where the lungs are not fully
Involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scrofula, nip
diseases, white swellings, spinal diseases, curvature
of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs,
palsy or paralysis, St. Vitas* Dance, deafness, stain-

29, 1866,

having*secured

Administrator's Sale at Auction.
beautiful SORRELL 1LAUE AND SENTHE
A

m MIDDLE
STREET,

OVER-COATS

■*-m

MEDICAL ELECimCITV
DR.

GOODS!

October

..

AtCTION SALES.

^Medical

of Ladies' Over Garment* for the
tVe*u,nj“
,the manu&cture
have selectai the largest
and choicest
stock of goods ever offered in Portland comDiialntr
s ng pvor» I?*?*’ color
*
p
and fabric known to the trade, and
every style,
the services

ANDERSON & CO.,

Copartnership

DRY

LADIES’

Notice Extra S

Slease

Copartnership

OF

Monday,

sep12dtf

Or-.-bu,.n^pHEij

$8.

On

Improved Roofing,

CAR and STEAMFor buildings ot all kin«ls.
BOAT BECKING. HOOFING CEMENT, for coatroofs.
all
kinds
of
and
PRESERVArepairing
ing
TIVE PAINT for iron and wood work, Metal Rooft,
&c. COMPOUND CEMENT, for repairing leaky
shingled roofs. BLACK VARNISH, for Ornamental lion work &c. Full descriptions, c rcular, prices,
&c. furnished by mail or on application at the office,
where samples and testimonials can be seen.

Notice.

Dyer

OPK^INO

toFLMte,^kton *• had ch“«®“dSf'®*e
“ C°mpetent *°

WALKER,

241 COMMERCIAL STREET,
Foot of Maple Street.
General Agent lor the State for
JO HNS *
JET. W

Copartnership

Morgan,

Vicinity!

Inducements

PARTIES W13HING TO BUILD.

—

MEDICAL.
_

1|„.|

il

Celebrated Steinway Instrument,

Copartnership

and

n

GlI.IA'F FAFF A.YF WIJYTFU

ffIHE subscribers otter for sale a large quantity ot
J. desirable building l its in the West End ot the
city, lying on Vaughan, Pine, Neal, Carlton. Thomas,
West, Emery, Cushman, Lewis, Bramhall, Monument, Danforth, Orange and Salem Streets.

piano fortes

[

DYER*
No* 0| Union Wharf*

auglltf

■Ti nr»

-—-

to
ISAAC

material

■■■■—*■*»•■«•

«—

all area

of

on

|

Copartnership

---—

To the Ladies of Portland

Wholesale and Retali.

— — ■

■

rpHE copartnership heretofore existing under the
1 name of CALVIN EDWARDS & CO., is this
aloft
out
look
there,
lad,”
my
Keep sharp
<lay dissolved by mutual consent. All persons holdof our natty little
ing bills against the iirui, are requested to present
rung out the cheery tones
them tor payment, and those indebted will please call
skipper, as he turned his gaze upwards to the
and settle at
fore topgallant croas-trecs—“a sharp look out—
and do you hear, a double eagle to the man who
337 CongrttBB Street.
out of our first peril.
^Ain^\„
sights the first whale.”
Upon being struck, the whale
The good ship Champion, ot New Bedford,
CALVIN EDWABD9.
and
resistance,
of
sounded, making no show
eleven mouths out and “clean,” was at this
WILLIAM G. TWOMBLY.
an easy
we began to feel that we hadmade
time rolling lazily along before the wind, makhis face towards
with
sat
man
Each
ing passage towards the off shore ground, conquest.
The subscriber having obtained the fine
the head of the boat, waiting for the animal to
ana
upon the edge of which she was but entering.
337 Congreee Street, will continue the buaineaa,
finish sounding, while the line with its single
To the master of a whaler, on his first voyage
will keep constantly on hand
run out through
the
loggerhead
turn around
I
in that capacity, the days that creep slowly
with incredible speed, the slight
along after bidding farewell to the owners, seem the “chocks”
check bringing a wreath of smoke irorn the
as weeks, until, with his first whale alongside,
them
timber around which it spun. Our work soon
Horn the BEST MANUFACTORIES, among
iie finds his voyage fairly begun, and something
the
commenced, however, for “slack line" quickly
else than salt water filling the casks from which
proclaimed the whale to be tired of “plumbing
he has been obliged to abstract “provisions and
it,” and that he was now coming again to
profits to no small amount.”
the surface. Gathering in the slack which
Somcwnat despondent, though generally
coiled down
was
in
the
stern
which he can «ell at the manufacturer's
hopeful, Captain Hazard looked, as lie stood sheets, we commencedloosely
to haul line, the boatthere on the try-works, the very picture of a
LOWER! PRICE*.
steerer
keeping a sharp watch at the loggerman battling courageously withtortune. Turnand MELODEa
head,
the
line
beaten
as
the
whale
would go Also, good assortment of ORGANS
checking
ing at last to the mate, an old, weather
ONS. OLD PIANOS taken in exchange.
Nantuckctman who stood at the vise-bench at ahead, and again coiling down as we would
atall I
gain ground.
work on a steering-strap,—“Mr.
jpjr'* Orders for tuning and repairing promptly
Another boat’s waif set—and another, three tended to.
ask is hut a commencement; let me but put two
©. TWOMBLY.
wn.
under
boats
fast
to
whales.
Good bye company, for
streaks of the old ship's copper
water,
us. The Captain and first mates had each
November 26, 1866. dtf___
with oil ballast, aud over to the Saudwicli
struck a fish, having raised a school just after
Islands we go to recruit for a season in the
Notice !
the boats had left the ship. Three hours had
Arctic.
“Sperm oil or no port,” was now the subject passed and we had been unable as yet to get
near enough to throw a lance, and the whale
of much discussion, especially among us of the
New Provssion Store.
forecastle, and many an eyo was strained over making a straight wake for the windward. He rrtHE stibscribera have this day farmed a Co-partwas now
the green bosom of old treachery,” to catch
thoroughly aroused, and as our offi[ nersliip under the name of YVIXSHIP fa
&
cer expressed himself, was going “eyes out.”—
the lifting spouts that would give us a run
lAIGHTOY, for the transaction of Provision
Produce Business, and have taken the Shire
the
W
e
Since
had
him
at
a
Country
ashore.
held
short line, hut through
leaving
Azores, a month afNo. 351* C.airru Street, recently occupied liy
ter our departure from home, we had “banged
repeated soundings and sudden darts he had Mr.
Wm. M. WTSWELL, and hope by strict attenit about” for ten weary months, from the coast
kept out of the reach of our lances. The ship tion to business
and fair dealing, hi merit and secure
was now but a speck «n the
of Africa across to the Biver La Plata aud
horizon, and the a fair share of patronage.
and
whale
still
but
Now
I
^
around Cape Horn,
sixteen barrels of
moving.
prayed within myANDREW LEIGHTON.
blackfisb oil had passed through our “cooler.” self that those irons would “draw.” but Ned
nov 22 d3w
Portland, Nov. 12, 1866.
Jack, with less interest in the success of the had buried them to the “hitches,” and with us
it was either “cut or kill." To cut the line was
voyage than the officers, is a sorry biped after
our “labor for our pains.”
To kill our fish was
ten months fare upon hard tack and salt beef.
Brooding through the day watch upon his un- three thousand dollars worth of oil, and a sure
this day formed a Coparthappy lot, and growling along in his night run into port.
rpiiE underaiguel have of
“We’ll nave that whale, even if we never see
X nCTShip under the firm
vigils, he becomes thoroughly morose aud selmothers
our
fish, and losing all care for the present, thinks “so hold on again,” exclaimed Mr. Brown,—
WEBB & FOGG,
to him Ned, if he takes ns to Tahionly of the future and a run ashore.
and have purchased of AI.BBBT WEBB Mr
“Sperm oil or no port’’—and our thirty-six ti.”Slack line
again; and we hauled with a will. CO., their Stock and lease of Store
malcontents before the mast, opened wider
The whale was getting fatigued, and we were
their eyes as each in turn took his look-out
HEAD OF HEBBIIiIi’R WHABF.
the
distance between us.
shortening
from mast-head.
“Haul hard, my lads—two boats’ length more for the purpose of transacting a wholesale Corn,
Three days after the golden promise of the
and I’ll fix his
grave/’ saying which, with lance Flour ood
skipper, my turn came tor a look-out, and in in
& wj.BB
hand, and motioning to Ned he jumped upthe middle of the morning watch was sent
JAMES L. FOGG.
on
the
bow
of
the
and
with
the
near
the
aloft. We were then
middle of what
noSdlm
boat,
strength
Portland, Nov. 6, 1866._
of despair hurled the weapon through the air a
is called the “off shore ground,” and since our
distance of fifty feet and buried it deep into
The subscribers having disposed of their stock in
entering it had seen not one blow or “white the
vitals of the monster.
trade to Meases. WeW A Fogg, would recomwater” save that made by a solitary tin-hack
“Sla-k line—slew round and take your oars
mend them to their former patrons.
and a school of porpoises.
All persons having business with onr firm wm
mother’s son of you—hard, boys hard."
eagerly, then, as cue sun painted up the Bast, j every
call at the Counting Room of Messrs. WEBB
**•••*##
did I scan the magnificent expanse before mo; ■
r FOGG, Head of Merrill’s Wharf.
I remember the flight of the lance
and as the morning’s glory crept down from
through
AtBEST WBBB fa CO.
truck to top-mast, from top-mast to yard and I the air—the orders of the mate,—the boiling
Nov 8—dim
thence to the hull of the old Champion, the j and bubbling of the waves—the sight of the
as with open jaws he rushed
Notice.
upon us.
twinkling, dancing, rippling wave seemed like | monster
and I still hear shrieks and the
a coquettish belle throwing about her face a
crashing of
the cedar as the enraged whale in his
veil
with
which
to
her
charms.
heighten
agony
pink
undersigned have tliis day termed a copaitstruck the stern of the boat, and I see a bruisNothing, nothing; and I was fast relapsing ed
nership in business under the name of
and
lifeless form floating near me as I
into reverie, in which my friends, like shadUPHAM & ADAMS,
clutched the oars, from which I had parted beows, passed before mcj their f.iaes daguerreoFor the transaction ol a general C< mmission Busifore being rescued by the waist boat. Poor
brain
in
tho
same
sad
typed upon my
ness, and have take the Store and Counting Booms
expres- Ned and two others had
sion as at parting, when my eye became rivetperished, three only lately occupied by Messrs. E. E. UPHAM & SON,
of
us
Liberal advances
having been saved, by the most oppor- bead ol Rich aid soil’s Wharf.
ed upon something on the horizon which seemtune arrival of the second mate’s boat, which
made, and con iguments solicited.
ed like a sail, disappearing at intervals, and
E. E. UPHAM,
had worked up to windward during the latter
which I accounted for by the heaving and
oct4dttCHAS. H. ADAMS.
of the contest.
rolling of the sea. Again, again and again— part
One
hundred
and fifty barrels of oil, came
and by the bushy appearance of the fancied
sail, I knew, I/elf, that a veritable sperm whale along side of the Champion before sun down,
and the skipper in the goodness of his heart
With my eye still
had made its appearance.
gave me a double eagle, as I stepped aboard
fixed upon it, I gave the peculiar cry, apprecimHE undersigned have this day lormed a cothe boat to spend on my “liberty-day” ashore at
X partner slip under the style and firm of
ated so fully by wbaemeu,
Talcaho.no.
There she blows—blow-o-o-s—blow-o-o-sl”
&
Firemen at their work, soldiers in battle, polAnd have purchased ol Messrs. LORD Si CRAWiticians in debate, could not he more alert,
FORD their Stock and*lease of store
MERCHANDISE.
more determined, more excited, thau were the
forty-five souls comprising the crew of the
No. 143 Commercial Street,
Champion, as that sound broke upon tlieii
For the purpose ol transacting a general wholesale
CHEAP COAL l
unprepared ears. In less than ninety seconds
business in
every man was on deck, the watch belowW. I. Goods, Groceries, Flour and
having hurried up with their unmentionables
can now offer nice CHESTNUT CUX,
in hand, hardly knowing, in their drowsiness,
at $8.00 per ton, delivered at any port of the
Provisions,
whether the ship or themselves was overcity. Also for sale at the lowest market price,
Siy Consignments of Cooperage. Lumber, Country
board.
Produce. A:solicited, and shall receive personal
A. P. MORGAN.
Old
afld prompt attention.
Co.
Where away?” instantly demanded the
Lehigh,
J. W. DYER,
third mate, who headed the larboard watch, to
J. K. HANNAFORD.
which I belonged, mounting th. main rigging
SUGAR LOAF
Po t and, Sept 10,1866.
sep25dtl
as he spoke, nor stopping till well over the
For Furnaces.
futtock shrouds.
Two points on the lee beam.”
For Ranges and Cook Stoves, John’s White
Keep her off a couple of points.”
Ash, Diamond, Bed Ash, which are free of all
The
olu man,” (as the captain is usually
impurities and very nice. Also Cumberland! A
undersigned have this day formed a copartnership under the name of O’Brios, Pierce &
called, with spy-glass in hand, soon stood on cargo just landed, fresh mined, for Blacksmith use.
ibr.the
purpose of doing a wholesale Flour and
the fore top-gallant yard by my side, in a
Co.,
Lehigh Lump, for Foundry Use! Oraln Business, as successors of L. &.E. A. O’Brlon,
most ridiculous style of undress uniform, and
No. 152 Commercial street, and hope by strict attenas his eye caught the welcome white-water
•Wekeep constantlyon hand a fhll assortment of tion to business and fair dealings to merit and reChoice Family Coal. Those wishing to purahead, he called out:
ceive a &lr share of patronage.
chase
large lots will do well to give us a call before
Get your boats ready, fore and aft!”
LEWIS O’Brion,
Edwin A. QSBrion,
With ready will the tubs of line were passed purchasing.
Marshall Pierce.
4d3m
n
into the boats, oars unlashed, neglected boatsep
HARD AND SOFT
WOOD
kegs refilled, while the several boats’ crews Delivered
at any part of the city at short notice.
on
the
rail
near
their
resgathered together
pective stations, were eagerly looking out for
Randall, McAllister & Co.,
the time when the spout should be seen from
No. 60 COMMERCIAL ST.,
off deck.
oc25dtf
n
Head of ffirine Wharf.
Aloft, sundry exclamations were heard at
Would respectfully invite purchasers of
intervals, such as there she white waters,”
or “there she lop-tails,” while perhaps a soliloquy might be heard from the captain of
The undersigned will sell their McNeal Lehigh
“there’s his old hump."
Coal from this date until farther notice at
Haul up the mainsail, Mr. Carey; we are
*9 lO per ton of 9000 lb* delivered.
full near enough,” said the captain as he kept
Also now unloading a cargo of Locust Mountain
his eye still fixed on the leviathan which
to call and examine their
continued to gambol, unaware of the approach Coal which they offer tor
99 per ton of 9000 lbs delivered,
of its pursuers.
/
There goes flukes,” shouted a dozen voices
PERKINS, JACKSON& CO.
at once, as the mighty fish throwing its huge
GOODS AND PRICES
oct2-dtf
n_High gfr Wharf, foot of High Street.
flukes high in air, descended into the depths
below.
Forge Coal.
belore making their selections. We have one of the
Who’se got that wheel, there,” shouted
landing from schr. John Crooker. 303 tons
best stocks of
the skipper, thoroughly vexed, as the ship
prime CUMBERLAND COAL, fir m Hie Midland
yawed off a point or two from her course.— mines. It is fresh mined, t>f extra strength, and just
Throw the lubber overboard, and put a man
the article for heavy work.
in his place;” and Bill Barker, thoroughly
Also the usual variety of Anthracites, viz:—
abashed at this rebuke, gave up the wheel to J.Kiurm—Harlcigli, L high Nav. Co’s. Hazclton and
Sugar Loaf.
a boatsteerer.
White Asa—Locust Mountain, Johns’ and Broad
Ever opened in this city, and we feel confident that
“Haul back the main yard!” now came
Mountain.
our prices will be found to
compare favorably with
from aloft, and
clear away the bow and waist Red Ash—New
England &c.
those of any other establishment.
boats soon followed.
JAMES H. BAKER.
We have in stock a beautiful line of
Come on here, bow-boat’s men,” shouted
8Cpl4dtfRichardson’s WliLri.
the third mate.
“Where’s my boat’s crew?” yelled the second officer, and hoist and swing, lower away
fore and aft, and over the side jumped the
RECEIVED and tor sale by the undersigned
lads, tumbling over their oars, stepping into
at their Wharf,
of every variety, such as
the line tubs, jamming their fingers against the
Cor.
Franklin
Wharf
in
their
various
&
to
Commercial
side,
attempts
put
ship’s
St, BEAUTIFUL COLORED
in their boat pins, while with a smothered
SILKS,
275 Tons Hazclton Lehigh,
PLAIN AND PIQU’D BLACK
curse at I heir stupidity from the boatsteerer,
SILKS,
BROKEN AND EGO SIZE.
and a thump or two from the boat’s-header,
RICH SILK AND WOOL POPLINS,
the boats finally shove astern of the ship, 300 TONS LOCUST MOUNTAIN
PINE ALL WOOL POPLINS,
where their oars are shoved out, and “lined”
PLAID A STRIPED WOOL
POPLINS,
EGG AND STOVE SIZE.
and the order given to pull ahead.
BLACK ALPACCA,
instructions
to
to
the
Receiving
pull
spot
COLORED
300 TONS LOBERY,
ALPACCA,
from which the whale disappeared, the boats
THIBET! in nil .bade, Ac., Ac.
proceeded but a short half mile, when the or- Free burning and VERY PURE, and all kinds
to
heave
der was given
up,” and each man
White and Red Ash Coal.
We have also a full line of
was cautioned to look over his oar for the reThese Coals are of the very best quality, and warthe
whale.
The
of
irons,” as the
appearance
1 ogive satisfaction.
anted
harpoons are technically termed, were now
of HARD and
Also, 600 cords ot best
placed in their crotches or rests, while the SOFT WOOD, which quality
we will sell at the very
lanoes were cleared away from the sides of the
lowest prioe and deliver it to any part ol the city at
short notice.
boat, to serve for ready action.
Table Linens, in bleached, half bleached and brown,
Six persons comprise the crew of a whaleS®”Glve ns a call and try us.
Bleached and Brown Covers, Napkins and Doylies,
made
at
both
ends
which
is
to
sharp
boat,
English Toilet Quilts, Manchester, Lancaster ana
obviate the necessity of turning around when
Bates Quilts.
necessary to remove from too close proximity
The boatsteerer pulls the forto the whale.
ward, or what is called the harpooneer oar.—
No. 1 pulls the how, No. 2 the midship, No. 3
The boatthe tub, and No. 4 the after oar.
all qualities, very cheap.
header, or officer in command, takes the steer-AND-1
until
the
it
boatsteerer
(who
ing oar, holding
in
time
his
oar
to
strike
the
refinquishes
The tub, containing
Domestics, Hosiery and Gloves !
i
O O
whale) has fastened.
many fathoms of compactly coiled line, made
of manila, occupies a place between Nos. 3
and 4. A loggerhead, shaped something like a
hat block, stands in a firm position in the stern
sheets of the boat, ami close under the boatA complete assortment. And a full stock of
header’s right hand.
From tne tuD, tne line takes one turn around
Pilot
Broadthe loggerhead, back again, and acrcss the oars
to the forward part ot the boat, in which is
taken the stand formerly occupied by the
cut a slot or groove.
Through this the line
MUTUAL COAL CO., and are
passes and is bent on to the “irons.” These now CONSUMERS’
prepared to furnish the different varieties ol
latter are light, slender barbs, into the sockets
Doeskins and Cassimeres
of which are fitted oaken poles, eight feet in
length, for the purpose of giving additional
force and impetus to the instrument, which
both Plain and Fancy, and all at the
is intended merely to fasten to and hold the
OF THE BEST QUALITY,
whale until the lance takes its life. They may
be thrown by a strong arm with tolerable corDelivered in any part of the cita which we will sell
rectness of aim to a distance of thirty feet.
at the LOWEST CASH
We are nffw disWe would also call special attention to our fine seUpon fastening to the whale, the word is charging from vessels RedPRICES.
Ash, Egg and Stove, free
to “change ends” at which the officer
lection of
given
burning and pure: White Ash. Egg and Stove Also
leaves the steering-oar and takes his place in
of
the
different
ro>
furnace
and
stove.
Lehigh,
sizes,
Our Coals are kept under cover, screened and dethe head of the boat, the boatstcerer’s further
duty being simply to tend the line and to steer liver od in the best possible mar tier. We intend to
spare no effor on our part to please those who may
the boat.
patronize us with their orders.
It was ray lot to be bowman of the third
June 11—dtt
—AND—
I
sat there looking over
mate’s boat, and as
my oar, and wondering where the whale would
“break water,” it seemed to me as I gazed, that
MATERIALS
the bow boat never looked so small or the ship
subscribers
has
The
received
a
lot
of
from
just
viewed
our
good
little cockle shell,
so large, as,
every description, which we are able to ftirnlsh at
she graceiuUy rolled and lifted upon the heavNOVA SCOTIA WOOD t
summer ocean.
of
that
breast
ing
and intend to keep constantly on hand the various
We had waited perhaps half an hour, when
kinds and quality to oiler their customers at the lowMr. Brown, our boat-header, suddenly exHaving engaged some of the best Clonk makers in
the city, we are prepared to mannfhcture
claimed with the tone and gesture of a mad- est cash price.
a
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Dissolution of Copartnership

—

MISCELLANEOUS.

BUILDING.

<f Co.

^

octl2dtf

OIL and

Dental Notice !
CANDLES.

LARD, SPERM AND WHALE OIL,
OLIVE. ELAINE AND RED OIL.
KEROSENE AND MACHINERY OIL,
SPERM & ADAMANTINE CANDLES, A SOAP,
For sale by BRADSHAW & PATCH,
No. 7 Central Wharf, Boston.
aug 9—6m

ronsthat I

Dentistry,

have^^t?
»K.

ALBERT

*

EVANS,

Formerly ot Bangor, a skillful dentist of long txper.
ence, ana take pleasure ti> infp rtwhiT
mending him to them. Ether and Chloroform admit.*
*
{stored when desired.
C. H, OSGOOD,
n
octCdtl
No. 8 Clapp's Dlock, Congress St,

Nasby.—The “Lalt pastor” of the church of
the ”Noo

Dispensahuu”

tells

us

that he deemed

it proper in view of the great calamity, the
elections, to hold a special service in his church,
and that he preached a sormou on that occasion.
After setting forth that the sad result was “a
chastism sent onto us for our sins in permitting
uigoers to run about free, and allowiu skoolsto
cniue in and unfit em for their normal and

ekriptural coudishen,” he continued:
My brethren, go to Esq. Mcfiavitt’s

and get
the township Bible and search till you find this
vertex;
"Aud no man putteth new wine into old bottles, else the new wine doth bust the old bottles, and the wine is spilled.”
My brethren, wich is the bottles'. The Dimof oni
be
ocriaey. uv coars*?, and the mostactid as inay
bottles,
considered old ones. We hev
carrying about fiooids, not precisely wine, but
Ihe modern substitute therefor, from our earliest infancy. Wich is new wine? The Ablishnists wich fullered Johnson, uv coarse. New
wine is frothy—so wuz they. New wine fizzes
th?y. New wine hoz strength for a
—so did
minit—so heu they. New wine is unreliable—
At Philadelphia, the puttin uv
so wuz they.
this new wine into old bottles wuz accomplished—at that accursed place, anshent Dimocrisy
wich beleeves in Ham and Hagar, met and fell
onto the nex uv Seward and Doolittle, wich invented Ablishinism, and we miuglcd our teers
the vantogether—the new wine wuz put into notwtfnerable old bottle uv Dimocrisy, and
it
etaodin we hooped it with Federal patronage
and
ousted, ami great wuz the bust thereof;
the lragments uv the bottle wuz prone onto the
earth, and the now wine is runniii round pertniscus. So wuz the Sfcripter fulfilled.
And my brethren, while yoo arc at the squire’s
liuntiu up that tex, keep on till yoo find anoth-

wit;
“No man also sewetb a piece uv old cloth
onto a new garment, else the new pieces that

er, to

filleth it up taketh it away from the old and the
rent is made worse.”
My hearers, Dcm .crioy went to Philadelphy
in a soot of gray, wich it bed bin a wcarin for
five years. It was trooly old and thcr wuz
greevious rents in it, made mostly by bayonets
and sich. Oh, whywuznt we content to wear
it? Why wuz we not satisfied with it? Agin
We patched up
wuz the skripturs fulfilled.
the Confedrit gray with Federal blue; we put
onto the back, Seward; onto the knees, Itundall; onto the shoulders, Cowan; and onto the
seat, Johnson; and they wuz stitched together
The
But it didn’t hold.
with Postoffices.
skripters wuz fulfilled—the old cloth wuz rotsomewhat
fell
one
and
one
olf,
ten,
patches
by
dit tied, and takin with em a part uv the old,
Our coat
and the rents is bigger than before.
is busted at the elbows, our pants frayed round
the bottom, out at the knees, and lrom behind,
the flag uv distress waveth drearily in the cold
wind.
My brethren, we will succeed when we
stick to our integrity. Wat wuz the yoose uv
Wat wuz
our assomin what we did not hev?
the sence uv our askin our people to vote for
Kernels for Congris1 wich bed, doorin the war,
Wat wuz the yoose uv
drafted their sons?
talking eonstitoosional amendments to men
that
Internal
who spozed
Improvements and a
Nashnul Bank wuz still the ishoo? Wat wuz
the yoose uv letting go our holt on nigger
equalite, wich is the right bower, left bower
and ace uv the Dcmoerisy, its tower uv
strength, its anker and cbeefest trust, and
wich is easy of comprehension and eminently
adapted to the Democratic intelleck, and takin
up questions wich will all be settled ten years
afore they begin t<vcomprehend em? In breef,
wat wuz the sense, my brethren, in puttin new
wine in old bottles, uv patchiu old cloth with
Let us be warned aud never repeet the
new.
fatle error.”

TlIIl iUAltlillTS.

New Yoke, Nov. 28.

Money is getting easier. The Banks are offering
freely at 6 per cenp., and leading stock firms
no difficulty in supplying their wants at finer
The Banks are receiving
cent, on stock collaterals.
amounts

find

The rale on call ranges
c urrency from the Interior.
from 5 to 7 per cent. Discounts are moderately active;
names are current al
@ 7 per cent. Foreign
Kxcltange nominal. Gold has taken a sharp downward turn. The improvement mode in Stocks yeslorday was not sustained to-day. The market is generally weaker. There is a disposition to defer operations until the opening of Congress, and until some
iizlct is throwu on ihc tntnre policy of the Treasury
Department. Gold at 1.30 P. M. was 141 j. The rail
road list is 1 percent, lower, and after the Board a
Governments aie
s'ill f arther decline took place.
The miscellanefairlv active at yesterday’s prices.
ous list is dull and lower.

prime

Market.

New York, Nov. 2*.
MidCotton —declined J (gjlc; sales 1,200bales.
dling uplands at 34 ut 344c.
Flout—dull and 20 @ 30c lower: saleB 4,100 bids.—
State at 7 80 C«i 11 40; Bound Hoop Ohio 10 GO <l
13 28: Western 7 80 @ 12 10; Southern at 11 10 a
10 25'
Wheat dull and 2@4c lower; Bales 1,700 bush.—
Milwaukee No. 1, old, at 2 00; new Milwaukee Ko, 2
at 2 30.
Corn—heavy aud 3 @4c lower; sales 71,000 bush.—
Mixed Western 1 21; While Western 1 22f; Southern
White, new, 1 12.
Oats—dull and le lower; sales 29,000 bush. Chicago
and Milwaukee at fit @ C3c. State at 66 @ 67c.

Pork—heavy and lower:

new- ntess

22

Lard—quiet and steady.

12J.

Butter—(lull.

Whiskey—without change.

Groceries—dull.
Nav.d Stores—quiet; spirits turpentine 72j Ur 73;.
Rosin at 4 60 Q 10 00.

Oils—quiet;

Benzine 1 43

@

1 45.

Petroleum—dull; crude 21J [a) 22; refined bonded
@ 33.

314

Tallow—quiet.

Wool—domestic dull; foreign more active a previprices; sales 140,009 lbs. at 45 tg! G4*for domestic
tieeee; 40 Iffi 30c lor pulled; 50c for tubbed, and 05c
for combings, Mcstiza and Cape.
ous

Freights to Liverpool—firmer.
Chicago

Market*.

Chicago, Nov.

28.

Flour quiet and unchanged. Wheat 3 & 4e lower;
sales at 2 10 for No. 1 and 1 85 for No. 2. Corn weaksales at 86} @ 87ifor No. 1.
Oats a shade lower;
bales at 87 }c for No. 2.
Rye a tiille otf and quiet at
87c for No. 1. Barley nominal at C6 for No 2. High
Wrnes at 2 33 fi)ee.
Provisions dull; sales
boln
mess pork at It) 50.
New strain Lard 13; old prime
12; old No. 1 1L£. Green tarns 9.
er :

1,000

Milwaukee

Market**

Milwaukee, Nov. 28.
Flour firmer; extra spring at 9 25 @ 9-10. Wheat
dull; sales at 2 06 tor No. 1, and 1 82 for No. 2, and
1 70 lor No. 3. Oats sales at 53c for No. 1. Corn sales
at 90 for No. 1.

Receipts 2,000 bbls Flour, 27,000 bush Wheat.
Shipments, 7,060 bble Flour, 2<;,000 bush. Whea.
Cincinnati Markets*
Cincinnati, Nov. 28.
Flour firm; sales at 10 0) @ 10 50.
Whiskey steady
at 2 34 in bond.
dull
and
Hogs
lower; sales at 5 25
^ 5 61) gross. The weather is uniavcrable for packLord dull.—
ing. Mess Pork dull at 19 50 @ 26 00.
Gold 140.

Augusta Cotton Market.
Augusta, Ga., Nov. 28.
sales ot ICO bales; strict

declined }@lc!

Cotton

Middling ar

81 ru) 32c.

Mobile Markets-

Mobile, Nov. 2*.
sales to-doy 1,100 bales, at yesterday’s

Cotton
rates, the market closing easier*
—

Middling Uplands

at 32c.

Commercial—Per Cable.
Liverpool, Nov. 27, Noon.
The Cotton market opens dull but steady.
The
sales to-day will approximate 8,000 hales.
Middling

Uplands at
The

the

opening were quoted at

Breadstuff's market

change.

14d.
is without any material

London, Nov. 27, Noon.
The money market is quiet. Consols closed at 90 for
money.
American Securities.—The following are the
quotations for American Securities: Erie Railroad
Shares 48. Illinois Central Railroad Shares 78.
United States 5-20’s 70}.
Liverpool. Nov. 20, Evening.
The Breadstuff's market closed with a downward

tendency.

The latest

quotations of Corn

are

40s per

quarter,
The Provisions market closed with Lard inactive.

London,

Nov.

27, Evening.

Consols are quoted at 89} for money.
American Securities.—The following were the
opening prices of American secuiities: Erie Railway
s tares 48.
Illinois Central sharer 78. United States
6-20’s

70}.

Liverpool, Nov. 28.
quiet at yesterday’s quotaSales te-day 8,000 bales. Middling uplands

The market tor Cotton i9
tions.
are

quoted at 14}d.

Consols for money
89}.
United States 5-20’s 70}.
shares 77}; Erie shares 47.
JVcw

London, Nov. 28, Noon.
Illinois Central Railroad

Second Board—Storks dull

sad

b^r.’

1'0T-28'

American Gold.
j4ji
Ohio and Mississippi Certificates.
291
U. S. Five-Twenties, coupons, 18C2..1083
U. S. Five-Twenties, coupons,
U. S. Five-Twenties, cou|K)iis, 18o5, new.ltm <m io«4
U. S. Ten-Forties,
Treasury Seven Three-Tenths, 1st series, 105 @105
Treasury Seven Three-Tenths, 2<l series,.. .105 r«> 1051

($109*
1804,.loStWlott

regestored.j03

j

Missouri Sixes,.
87I
Cumberland Coal Company preferred. 70*
Western Union Telegraph,.464

7o|

Krie,.

Hudson,.
121
Reading,... .!.!!!!!!!’!.!.. .11 u

Michigan Central,..

Brighton and Cambridge Market*.
Amount of stock at Market for the w ek endinr
November 21: Cattle. 2773: Sheep anil Lambs !W02
Shotes, 200; Fat hogs, 43(H). Tbo following’table
b
shows the amount from each Slate.
Maine. 400
94g
New Hampshire,.213
1533
Vermont... 602
rwni
Massachusetts. 10
00
New York. 120
1436
146
Western States.1352
G98
Canada. 76
Prices, Beef Cattle— Extra, $13 00 @ 00 00; first
Quality, $ 12 00@12 75; second quality. $10 0fl@l1 5C;
third
9 50 @ 10 00 per 100 lbs (on total weight
ot hides, tallow and dressed beef.)
Extra and first
Beef, m hides nothing but
the best, large tat stall led oxen ; second
quality in
eludes the I>c9t hay-fed
oxen, best st Jl-fed cowes
sma.best three-year o d steers
; ordinary consists of
bulls and the rehise ol lot*.

quality,

quality

teSrfc'SJS? *f"

Smrefviwrmk"
smle—From 11
Sheep

“COTdi"«10

5(1 to *1 50

nr

* ,b;
Tallow—Country, k@10c

f

lb;

hen

1

"wBrighton "Uiam
-®1'

Pelt*—$1 MSI25.
Swine—Wholesale, ll@12c ^ ft; retail,

Fat Hogs, 8)@9J

United States 5-20*, 1802.
small.
1*04.
1805.
United States Teu-lorties.
Western
I a tern

Railroad.

113

I05J
100

I05i

105}
109

iiiairr
C

benefit lire insurance co.
The numoroiis Policy holders In Mile popular
Company: and the public generally, are inlonned
that Its office is now established at No. 80 Commercial street, iu Thomas' Block.
WAltREN 8PARROW,

Mortgage Bonds..loo

this city, Nov. 27. bv Uov. Hr. i;nrg,-. !>. lieovgo
or Portland, and l'leanor© EHct, °* Quebec,
Canada Kant.
In Biddelord, Nov. 19. John 1?. Bradburj', of Buxton, and Miss Betsy A. Dresser, of .Standish.
In Auburn, Novll*, « yruB Hall, of Auburn, an,1
Mrs. Lydia A. Mar*(on, of FarrnmEton.
In Poland, Nov. 14, .Iiwper 11. Ifiuraton and Afro.
Lvdla K. Beal, botli ol Minot
In Woolwich, Nov. 17, Allred M. Day and OoorIn

Trudelle,

ljaovi'Ie, Nov. 4, Walter U. Buckley and Alias
Abbie A. Heed.

jnl

In this city, Nov. L'8, ilia. Lolly
the late Joseph Foyc, aged 75 years.

Fove, widow of

[Western papcis please copy.]
[Funeral on Friday afternoon, at 24 o’clock, at No.

Spring street.]
Cape Elizabeth, Nov. 2fi, of congestion of the
lungs. Mr. Samuel Butler, aged 70 years 3 mouths.
In Norrtdgewock, Nov.
9, Miss Sarah A. T. WesIn

luMiarance-Coiupitny,
IIEPI'BLIC
t York City.

<

Oct. 29, Mrs. Lucinda Peavee, aged

In Skowhegan, Nov. 10, Miss Lucy Mclntire, aged

84 years.
lu N or ridge wock, Nov. 9, Miss Sarah A. T. Weston, aged 39 years 6 month'

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN STEAMERS
NAME

FOR

FROM

DATE.

Hibernian.Poofclanu... .Liverpool.Dec
City Washington. ..New York. .Liverdool.Dec
Hibernia.New York. .Glasgow..Dec
Bremen.New York. .Bremen.I>ec
Fah-kee.-.New York. .St Jago.Dec
Ocean Queen.New York. .California.Dec
Corsica.New York.. Havana.Dec
A fHca.Boston.Liverpool.Dec
Cityo Dublin.New York. .Liverpool.Dec

Columbia.New York..Havana.Dec

Belgian.Portland—Liverpool.D< c
City of Baltimore..New York. .Liverpool.Dec

Manhattan.New York.. Hav & VOruz.Dec
Henry Chauucey. .New York.. Aspinpall.Dec
Moro Castle.New York. .Havana.Dec

1
1
1
l
1
1
3
5
5
C
8
8
10
11
13

Mibtialnre Almanac.November 29*
bun ri- es. 7.07
Sun set^.4.29

Moon rises.12.10 AM
High water. i>.;*0 PM

Total caati Assets,. 575,000
;
The loss by tills' Company la the Portland lire is
•aboul $28,(sin, or about one tenth or its si ktli y.
All claimants ior los;.
tile recent tire, who have
not already receive ! their monev,
are invited lo
hand in their proofs without delay. Those
wishing
insurance in u Company, First Class, In every respect, at Utir rates, arc invited to call at my office
No. 80 Commercial stieet, Thomas Block.
WARREN SPARROW, Agent.
jy-'3

Ar.ni pe Magnolia.—The prettiest thing, the
‘•sweetest tiling,” ami the most of it for the least
money. It overcomes the otlor of perspiration; softens and adds delicacy to tfbe skin; is a delightful j*srfuino; allays headache and indamation, and is a necessary companion in tlie sick loom, in the nursery
ami upon the toilet sideboard. It can l»e obtained
everywhere at one dollar per bottle.

by

Saratoga Spring Water, sold by all Druggists.

Tvvomblcy, General Insurance Broker,
inlorm

would
LSI.

llis many friends and the pubi c
he is prepared to continue the InsurBusiness as a Broker, and can plan: Fire Life
and Marine Insurance to any extent in the best
panies iu the United States. All busiuess entrusted
touiyc re shall he faithfuly attended to.
Office at C. M. ttice’s Paper Store, No. 183 Fore St
where orders can be left.
jullfitf

generally that

ance

S. T.—1860.—X.—The amount of Plantation Bitters sold in one year is something startling. They
would fill Broadway six feet high from the Park to
4th street. Drake’s manufactory is one of the institutions in New York. It is said that Drake painted all
the rocks in the Eastern States with his cabalistic
the old granny legis“S. T.—1860—X.,*’ and then
lators to pass a law “preventing disfiguring the lace
of nature,” which gave him a monopoly. We do not
know how this is, but we do know that Plantation
Bitters sell as no other article ever did. They are
used by all classes of the community, and are death
on Dyspepsia—certain.
They are very invigorating
when languid and week, and a great appetizer.”

’com-

Sarato

a

SPECIAL NOTICE

The

unbearable.

was

PORT

OF

Wednesday* November 28.
ARRIVED.
Si earner De Witt Clintou. Prince, Camden.
Sell Sedonia, Simmons, Georgetown, DC.
Sell Georgie Dcerinc, Willard, Philadelphia.
Sch Ethan Allen, Blake, Philadelphia.
Sch Convoy, French, New York.
Sell Kiclid Bull winkle, French New York.

Sch
Sch

Saginaw, Roberts, Plymouth.

Tiiton, Freeman. Bangor.
CLEARED.
Brig/»genora,(new. oi Porila id) While, Havana—
E J Knight.
Sch William,(Bi) Outhous Amherst, NS—Twitch
I cil Brothers A Cliamphn.
S.b Ben Bolt, (Br) Drake, St George, NB—J B
ams.

New

York—Berlin Mills

Steamer Gen Berry, (stern wheel) about 250 tons,
built at Cape Elizabeth in 1SG4, was sold at Savannah
2lst inst, by auction, lor $4800. She cost, with her

by death. It has now a well-invested accumulated
The Co. formerlv made
and paid its dividends once in Ave years. A Dividend will be made up in Nov. 1800, and annually
thereafter, and available one vear from date of Policy- ^ppiicntlons ibr local Agencies will be made to
RUFUS SMALL & SON, Gen'l Agents,
no21d3m
Biudeibrd, Me.
es

Mexican Mus-

Capital of over $4,000,000 00.

tang Liniment relieved the pain almost immediately,

it healed rapidly and left very little scar.
Chap. Foster, 420 Broad street, Philadelphia.”
This is merely a sample of what the Mustang Liniment will do. it is invaluabe in all cases of wounds,
swellings, sprains, cuts, bruises, spavins, etc., either
upon man or l>east.
Beware of counterfeits. Nono is genuine unless
wrapped in the steel-plate engravings, bearing the
signature of G. W. Westbrook, Chemist, and the private stamp of Demis Barnes & Co, New York.

ATLANTIC

Mutual Insurance

Saratoga Spring Water, sold by all Druggists.

W Urann.
At Trenton 10th, by H
named Monnlain Laurel.

Cousins, a sclir of 171 tons,
She is owned at Tremout,
Trenton, Ca'ais, and New York, and is to be commanded by Capt Edw Langley.
DISASTERS.
Barque Jus E Brett, Horn Shields for New Haven,
pnt into Queenstown 14tb inst leaking badly and
with loss of bails and spars, h living been in collision

the 9ih, in lat 4» N, lou 11 W.
Sch Union, of Harrington, which recently put into Savannah, in distriess, having experienced severe
weather, has sailed for a Northern port to make re-

All who value a valuable head of hair, and its preservation from premature baldness and turning
grey,
will not foil to use Lyon’s celebrated Katharion. It
makes the hair rich, soft and glossy, eradicates dandruff, and causes the hair to grow with luxuriant
beauty. It is sold everywhere.
E. Thomas Lyon, Chemist, N.

Saratoga Spring Water, sold by all Druggists.

)

What Did It? A young lady returning to her
country home alter a sojourn of a lew months in New
York, was hardly recognized by her friends. In place
of a rustic Unshed face, she had a soft ruby complexion of almost marble smoothness, and instead of ?o,
she really appeared but 17. Sbe told them plainly
she used Aagan’s Magnolia Balm, and would not be
without it. Any lady can improve her appearance
very much by using this article. 11 ean be ordered
of any druggist lor 50 cents
Saratoga Spring Water, sold by all Druggists.

pairs.

Ship Anna

Kimball, from New York for
a leaky condition.

spoken (no date) in

Shan^hao,

DOMESTIC PORTS.
PENSACOLA—Cld lOlli, barque Henry Fliiner,
Park, Fagua.
SAVANNAH—Ar 21st, barque Mai v C Dver,Wallin on, Ne-/ York; brig E H Kennedy. Geyer, do.
Cld 26tli, barque Thos Fletcher, for Liverpool.
GEORGETOWN, SC—Ar 12th inst, brig Paragou,
Shute, Charleston.
CHARLESTON—Ar 25th, brigs Potomac, Snow,
and Maiia Wheeler, Wheeler, New York; sch Mattie E Taber, Arnold, do;
BALTIMORE—Ar 2Cth,lu:ig Emily Fisher, Sliackfoid, St John, NB.
Cld 26th, brig Romance, Duncan, Navassa.
Below, ship Union, from Liverpool.
PHIL ADKLPttlA—Ar 26tb, brig .Mecosta, Norton, Mobile.
Ar 26th. brig Grace 1 at ling. Martin, Boston.
Cld 26th, sch Hat tie E Sampson, Blake, Portland.
NEW YORK—At 26th, och Reno, Fo3ter, Rondout
for Boston.
Ar 27th, barque Lucy Frances, Allen, Sagua; brig*
Lizabel, Patterson, do; Abby Thaxler, Lane, an !
Elmira. Hamilton, Rondout lor B.*sion; sch Carrie
Ilever, Poland, Savannah, (with loss ot part of deck
load )
C:d 27th, barque J H Moljaren, Corning, Ph ladelI liia: sch Mary A, Merrill, Portland.
Old 2Cth, brig Isabel Bouxman, Small, Boatun.
Ar 28th, barque Istria, So wall. Leghorn.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 27th, sch H P Cushing, Wood.
Elizabethnor!; Panama, GetheU, Rockland.
NEWPORT—Ar 26!h, s« bs Emily Fowler, Holbrook, Calais for New York ; Deliance, Knowlton;
Bengali, Stetson, and Oregon. Gott, Rocklan for do;
Maria Lunt, Boynton, Bangor for Norwalk.
HOLMES’ HOLE—Ar 26th. brig Nellie Gav, Gay
Millbridge for New York- sebs Dresden, Smith, bn
Shuleefor New York; Agenora, Means, Ellsworth
tor do; Thomas Hix. Perry; Planet, Dcrmolt; Bav
State, Carle, and R Rantoul, Jr, Ames. Rockland
tor do; F Arthemius, Mitchell, Shulce tor do; Pacific, Wass, A ddi on for do; R S VYarren, Bickford,
Belfast tor Providence; Ociau Star, Lurvey, and
Minnie Cobb, Ingraham, lin Rockland lor Norwich;
Grapeshot, Dunbar, Buck sport lor Washington.
Ar 27th, sells Win H Ma ler. Haleb; Martha Ma
ria, Carle, and Jit ia A Decker, Douton. Portland for
New York; Fannie May, Buckmun, Addison for do
Adeline Townsend, Nickerson, Bangor for do; Bil'ow, Cozens, do tor do; Lamart;nc, Greggs. alais
for do; Bowdoln, Band nil, Portland for Wash! .ton;
Trident, Smith, fiockl-md lor Philadelphia.
BOSTON—Ar 27th, brig Cun-lace. Johnson, Miragoane; schs E N Perry, Hamilton, Rondo t; Sarah
E Jones. Fish, Albany: Ehcn, Hughes, Gardiner;
Charter Oak. Allen, Waldoboro.
Cld 27th, ship Winged Hunter. Raynor. Ca cut/a:
barque Commerce, Robinson. New Orleans; schs Susan West
McFadden Aux Caves; S S Hart, Ilall,

Philadelphia.
Ar 28tb, barque Mary, Moon, Sagua; brigs Cliiwborazoo, Hatch, Newburg; J Means, WeOs. Philadelphia; sAsDelmont. Orr,Wilmington, NV; Whilney Long, Hava.--, Baltimore; Maracaibo, Henley,
Port Johnson; Nancy R Hoagan, Bunker, Rondout;
Redondo, Lord, Elizabclhport ; Damon, Johnson,
Je seyClty; Smrdoa, Steele,do; Fair Dealer, Smith,
Ell worth; N Berry, Coomb'. Bangor; Boxer, Sut-

ton, Wiscasset.
Below, ship Nevada, from Shields.
( id 2sth, oarnue Mary C Fox,
Rosa, Portland; sell
Romp. Mitchell, Lukec.
GLOUCESTER—At 24 th, selis It Rantoul, Jr, and
Thos Hix. Perry, llockland tor New York;
Laconia,
Wilson, do for Fall River; May Queen, Cotton, Orland for Boston; Brilliant. Pool, Bristol;
Pavilion,
Parker, Augusta: Jos P Ames, Turner, Bucksport;
Emily, Brown, Ellsworth
Ar 271 h, selis Governor, Dunbar, fm Deer Isle tor
Boston; Coquette, Merry, and Tasso, Short well, Im
Wiscaeset tor Boston.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 26th, sch Erie, Fowler, from

Bangor.

Kl NNEBUNKPORT—Sid 25th,schs Fred & Fima,
(new) Butler, of lor Provincetown: Came A Clark,
Wormwood, Philadelphia; Eliza Matilda, Bragdon;
Mart a. Crcdiford, and Superior. Weils, Boston.
BANGOR—Ar 26th, cu Madonna, Homer, from
New York.
Old 24th, brig Model, Johnson. Porto Rico; schs.
Azelda & Laura. Mclndoe, Baltimore; Mary Alice,
Newark, NJ.
Perry,
Cld 2Cth, brigs Charlotte, (new)
Stupell, New Y ork
C Matihews, Cox, do.
27th. brigs Alls/on, Sawyer, Bermuda; Monica, Mitchell, New York; sell Onwaid, Wardwell,
Portland.
i-OKfolGA PORTS.
At Melbourne Sept 27. barque Anna, Wats n, Ini
San Francisco, ar 24th.
At Shanghae Sept 26, sh ps Golden State, Delano,
and America. Morse, unc-, and others.
At Whampoa Sept 2f., barque Powliattan,

in dock.
At Hong Kong Sept 27, ships Martha Riheout, Jel
lerson, lor Havana; Pocahontas, Graves; California,
Barber; Viscata, Drummond; Charger, Hatch; lielvidtoe, Jackso ; Hickd III, Greentmgh, and Windward, Barrett, unc.
At Manila Sept Is, ship Golden Hind, Davis, unc;
Fearless. Drew, for Boston; Arraean, Crowell, lor
New York.
At Singapore 5th nit, ships B Dudley, Barrett, for
Liverpool, wtg; Tennyson, Graves, unc.
Ar at Ponce, PR, 21st ult, brig Mariposa, Nash,
Macbias.
Ar at Havana 17ih lust, brig Benj Delano, Wilson,

Apalachicola.

Sid tin Cardenas 14th
inst, barque John Gridin,
snout, for a port North of Hatteras.
14 h inst- brigs Anna M Knight,
Knight,
J “ Brom>. «»ln, Horn do, for

T>aR'.‘,a

Baltimore

"dg’.di8e:

Carver"linston I,lan<lK> ino date)

barque Trovatore,

AratSt Jnhn.NB,24,1 inst
brig Caledonia, EdgPorttend, »ch Mom mg Star,
do.

ett.

Ar at

Miller,

[Per steamer Sc^fo, at New York.l
Livetpool 13th nit, Belle Creole, Knowles,

Maulmain.
Old 4th, Premier, Taylor, l’.uenoe Ayres.
Bnt tor Idg 14th, John L Dimmock, Ilarward for
Philadclphisi; Kate Davenport, Oils, tor do; Virginia, Card, »or do.
Ar at Lon-lon 14th inst, Mary Bentley. Clark, irom
Santa Cm, Cuba : Elcano, Patten, St John, Nit.
out fordo.)
indent
Sid tm Penarth Hoads
12th, C II Soule, Sinnott,
Panama.
Falmoutl1 lctll> Annie Size, Shields, from
Baasehi

Liverpool'for Charleston.

Y°”Uri’ Th 'mp6°n’ fr0m

built last year by the dav, and is well built. Has a
brick clsteru. Lot 38 by 821 loot. A
pleasant
W. U. JERRIS,
Apply to
nov 27 dltv
Real Estate Agent.

location.

PATTERSON & CHADBOURNE,
DEALERS

3^550

TRUSTEES:

1

Rubt. B. Mini urn, Jr,
Gordon W. Burnham,
Fred*k Chauncey,
James Low,
Geo. S. Stephenson,
Wm. U. Webb

James Bryce,
Leroy M. Wiley,
Daniels. Miller,
John D. Jones, President.
Charles Denni", Vice-President.
W. H. H, Moore, 2d Vice-Prest.
J. D.

Lyon’s Extract of Pure Jamaica Ginger—
for Indigestion, Nausea, Heartburn, Sick Headache,
Cholera Morbus, &c., where a wanning, genial stimulant is required. Its eareiUl preparation and entire
purity makes it a cheap and reliable article for culinary purposes. Sold everywhere at 50 cents per bottle.

Hfw;lett,

Houses on State, Danforth, Lewis,
Brown, Cumberland, Oxford, Middle and other Afreets, at prices
ranging from $1,900 to $15,000.

John W. Hunger,
Corrcapondenl.

apHdimcodOm&wGw

Abstract of ihe Annual Statement
or

AND FRUIT LiAN'D*,inamildand

The Phoenix Insurance

healthful climate. Thirty miles south ol PliilFARM
adelph.a, by Railroad, in New Jersey, on the same
line ol latitude ris Baltimore, Md.
The soil ik rich and productive, varying from a clay
to a sandy loa
suitable tor wheat, Grass, Coir
Tobacco, Fruit and vegetables. This is a great fruit
-hundred
Five
Vineyards and Orchards
Country.
have been planted out by experienced fr uit growers
Grapes, Peaches, Pears <Jtc., produce immense proii s, Vineland is already one of tho mow: beautiful
The entire territory,
places iu the United States
consisting of titty square miles of iand, is laid out
The land
upon a general system o« improvements.
is only sold to actual settlers with provision lbr public
adornment. The place on account of its great beauty,
as well as other advantages, lias occome tho resort
oi people oj Caste.
It has increased five thousand

OF HARTFORD, CONN.,
On Ihe lsl Dnr of November, 1866,
TO

Hartford Bank Stocks.160,975.00
Other Bank Slocks,. 50,250.00
Bonds—State, City and Water,.292,220.00

Accumulated Interest,.
Total

79 romiERCIAI. STREET.

November 24.

is

this

THE CUMBERLAND BANK

IN

November 6,1868.

dtf

IMRORTAJST to LUMBERMEN

of the

-AND-

Owners of Hemlock Lands!
rilHE

AMERICAN PATENTED IMPROVEMENT

1 TANNING COMPANY, of New York, own the
exclusive right in the United States for the manufacture of an imperishable “EXTRACT” from Hemlock

Bark for tanning purposes.
now

used among

extensively

This

Bark Extract is
and the <le-

Tanners,

mand lor it rapidly increasing. It commands a ready
saio in the Boston, New York and Pliiladelpliia markets, at sixty cents per gallon. The appliances for
manuiacture are simple and not expensive, costing
but little more than the
leaches used byTanners. By tins process, two cords of Baric may be reduced so as to concentrate the entire strengch into
forty gallons of extract, without in the slightest degree injuring its tanning qualities, and at a cost not
exceeding one dollar per cord. The saving in freight
alone, between the transportation of the Extract and
the bark, will range from six to eight dollars per cord,
so that any one who may get out but three hundred
cords of bark per year, may save from two thousand
to twenty-five Hundred dollars in the difference in

ordinary

freight.
The Company doe9 not propose to sell Territorial
rights, but will grant exclusive privilege to manufacture in certain localities, charging a small royalty per

FREDERICK RICHARDS.$100
SAMUEL NEVILLE. 100
CHARLES BRAINARD. 50
MELVIN KENNISTON. 60
GEORGE W. PARKER,
Sheriff and Jailor.
nov21d4w
Portland, Nov. 20, 1806.
For

gallon

the amount manufactured.

on

The Company will send competent men to superintend the construction of the works, where parties desire to enter into the business, ami to instruct in the
manufacture of the Extract.
As a guarantee of success to parties entering into
tliis business, the Company will contract to take all
the Extract manufactured under their process at fifty
cents per gallon, delivered in Boston or Ne\v York.
Parties in New England desiring further information as to terms, &c., may call upon or address Mr.
Thomas W. Johnson, General Agent of the Company, at the American House in Boston, where models of ihe apparatus mav be seen,
nov 13 <13m
S. H.
Pres’t.

J. & C J. BABB OUIt,
Manufacturers and Retailers of

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers,

KENNEDY,

NO. 8 EXCHANGE STREET,
PORTLAND, ME.

Jackson’s

Catarrh

Snuff I

ELEGANT TROCHE and SNUFF

Ladies’ and Mines’ Serge and Calf Roots.
Men’s Find 'Calf nud Thick Bools.
Boys’, Youths’ and Children’s Bools anil
Shoes.
Rubber Boots and Shoes of all kinds.

Combinad tor

Coughs, Catarrh,Bronchitis,
Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma,
Bad Breath, Headache,Ac.
relieve# annoying Cough* in Church.
Iii^tantjy
Cures Catarrh# positively

OAK AND HEMLOCK BELTING.
LEATHER.

without sneezisg.
Valuable to Singer#, Clergy, Ac., clear* and
strengthen* the voice 5 acts r.nickly; tastes pleasantly; ever nauseates.
Prevent* taking coin from Skating, Lectures
Sold by Druggists or sent by mail ^
&c.
En lose 35 cts to

ENGINE HOSE
RUBBER PACKING.
Robber Hose.
R. BARBOUR.

Hooper, Wilson & Co.,

dtf

PHIlxA DELPHI A.
(sepl9eodtjunel8’fi7)
W. W. WHIPPLE, Portland,Wholesale Agt.

I HAVE FOUNDS
The place to buy Whips and Cigars, cheap at whole-

Portland Laundry.
Orders received at tlie Office of the Forest City
Dye House, No. 316 Congress Street.
Notice is hereby given that, the Portland Laundry
has been reopened by the subscriber, who has been

sale and retail.

LEE &> STEBBINS,
360

BUILDING,

59^~ Parties preferring first class insurance, are respectfully invited to call.

I otter the following rewards lor their apprehension,
or such information as shall ensure their arrest:—

nov26

Street,

where he is now prepared to place insurance, in all its
forms, and for any amount, in companies second to
no others on the globe, and on the most favorable
terms.

JAILl

E.

removed from No. 80 Commercial
to the new and commodious rooms

NO. 66 EXCHANGE STREET,

o’clock.

BARBOUR.

Insurance Office

Sparrow’s
day

know' of this

Congress Street,

lathe place.
THEY WARRANT
all goods as represented. Don’t forget the place. Sign
ot the Indian Queen.
n
septl8d3m

many years connected with the well known Chelsea
Dye House and Laundry, and with the experience
thus acquired he is now prepared to do all descriptions of Laundry work in a
manner.
A. T. CRAWLEY. Agent
jy9d6m

satisfactory

Special

Notice.
Notice.
business man or concern wanting the services j
undersigned otter their services to the pubof a young man of good character, ability and
rpHE
I_ lie as Heal Estate Agents. All persons desiraddress, willing to work, will please address
ing to buy, sell or lease property, are requested to
COWAN, Box 2121 Portland P. 0.
All
call at our office 345 Congress street up stairs.
no27diw
Ample Reference.

ANY

Furnished House to Let.
Story HOUSE, centrally located, neatly !
A furnished,
and well provided with hard and soil I
water, lhmace, gas. &c. For further particulars, !
Two

“Ppl> at the “Press office.”

nov27cllw*

F°£„y°.r

bu Iness
tention

entrusted to

have prompt atHANSON & DOW.

aug27-dtt

M. G. Dow.

Inquire
>

our care shall

I.C. Hanson,

SUITABLE
0 business.

Go to Adams A Purinton’s

d2w.

Seven $104)0 House Lots
Tj’OR sale on Congress street, near the new Park.

A line location for a block of houses. Now is
Jthe time to purchase, preparatory for building in the
spring. Apply to WM. H. JERRIS, Real Estate

Agent.

Store to Let.
Fancy Goods or light Stationery

for a

ot

J.

n^lOdtl

J W. REEYES,
No. 9 Green St.

'Spruce Flooring: Boards.
4 quantity of well-seasoned, clear Spruce FLOORA. ISO BOARDS, 10 feet long, six inches wide,

for sale by
nev2Tulm

HENRY BULLARD,
Smith’s Wharf.

House tor Sale.
subscriber otters for sale his dwelling House
situated near the corner of Oxford and Wilmot
street*. It i* a two and a hall'
story House, thoroughly built, nearly new, finished in modem style.
It has a largo cistern, and a good well of water.
Apply to J. PENNELL, on the premises, or W. H.
JERRIS, Real Estate Agent.
nov23d2w*

For Sale,

rilllfi

tine Lot comer Fore and Deer
streets, 53 by 71
iOet. Suitable for stores and
dwellings. Will
sold on favorable terms.
Apply* to WM H

A

EstateAgent._“

clearing the rnins or digging cellars can
"PERSONS
1
find a
to
on

good place

Franklin Wharf.

•BptlO-alff

notttkUw

$1,OOOJ~

Only

and a half story HOUSE in Bidfive years old—contains 7 rooms,
good cellar, and excellent water. Fine garden with
young fruit trees. Lot 42 by 98 feet.
Apply Immeto»teiy to
W. H. JERRIS,
^
nov 22 d3w
Beal Estate Agent.
0

one

Houses

a wo

lor

Sale for $1700

Each,

On Oxford street. Lots 33
by 70 teet. Also
tone lot corner Oak and Prospect
streets, with
the dwelling house thereon; the lot is 80
by 90
teet; a line location. Also good building lots on An.
derson and Cleaves streets on favorable terms. Apply to W. H. JERRJS, Real Estate Agent.

rods

across

Elizabeth,

Portland Bridge,

Lot of Laml SO by
M. U. Cumming,s
Enquire at
November 5,186C. dfiw*

lOO.
Store.

deposit their rubbish
S. ROUNDS,

Wharfinger.

Commercial St., Portland,

Philadelphia

Masonic and

opportunity is hero offered to any one wishing to build in the vicinity of the Park.
Apply to either of the Committee,
J. E. FERNALD,
DAVID TUCKER,
rare

WM. H. JERRIS, Real Estate Broker, at Railroad Olliee. under Lancaster Hall.
August 25,18CU.
dtf
Or

Having prepared
Philadelphia, they

desirable, medium sized dwelling
Houses will be sold at low prices and on very
favorable terms if applied for immediately.
This
property is sit uated on Congress street and Congress
place—no better location in this city—and adjoins St.
Luke’s Church lot, and will be sold in lots to suit
purchasers. Inquire of WISWELL & REED, No.
336 Congress, entrance on Oak street, up stairs.
novlBdtf

SEVERAL

or-

and

Corpornlioas

\ ACRES pasturage and woodland in Westbrook.
Lot oi land on Foplar street.
Hou-e aud land on Washing cn street.
House and lot on Brown street.
House and lot on St Lawrence street.
Darius 11 Ingraham,
113 Federal St.,
or W. H. JERRIS, Real Estate
Agent, under Lancaster Hall.
oc22—d.t

THE

for Male.
The subscriber offers his
or will exchange for city
properly.
first rate farm oi 110 acres, with a two
etory
House, in good lepair and a new Barn with cellar,
40x00. There is a never (ailing supply ol good water
and wood lot. Said (arm is situated on the road
irora Saccarappa to Gorham Corner, about one mile
from the latter place. For further particulars applv
to DOW & JOHNSON, Moulton street, or 0. H.
Cook." on the promises.
jy27-oodtf

SCAU3S
iinx

Every variety, as Tiny, Coal, Kail road, Platform
Druggists’, Confectioners’, Butcliors’,
Grocers’, ana Gold Scales, Beams, Spring Balances,
&c, for sale at our WAREHOUSE,
118 MILK STREET,

particulars inquire oi
HORATIO BOOTHBY,

Proprietor.

Or Han son & Dow, 340 Congress st.
Fryeburg, Sep.. 29,18C6.

dtf

sell my farm bear Allen’s Corner Westbrook, about three miles from Portland, one mile
from horse ears, and Westbrook Seminary.
Said Bum contains about 100 acres, part of it veryvaluable tbr tillage, and part of it for building lots.
There is a good house, two large barus. and outhouses ou the premises.
11 will be sold together, or hi lots
to suit, piuclusers
CYRUS THU BLOW,
11
Hitt
105 Commercial St.
sep

1WILL

Brick Houses tor Sale ou Spring St.
rpHREE story brick dwelling Houses, with over
A
8000 feet of land, pleasantly located. Price reasonable. Terms liberal. Inquire of
JOHN C. PROCTER,

Tilton & McFarland's Celebrated Safes.
sou’s Gas

For sale in
nold3m

Regulator*.

Portland by
Emery, Wntn Sioiihf &r Co.

large lot

A

of

GOODS !

Western

UNDER I.ASVASIRR

one of tlie very best stock9 ever offered in the Portland Market!
83P*Also a superior stock of pure Drug3 and Medi-

ROLLINS

&

Lot for Sale.

ONE

THE
tale of

Men’s
At 293

GILKEY,

Grloves

Block,

FOR

nov28—d3t

on

Elm Street,

comprising over 280flt> loci ef bind, together
Brick Houses, liable &e. This property is located on Elm and Cumberland streets all siiseeplihle
of improvement, ami lias a li'ont on Elm street 01 282
with

and
FOR

Hack

ol Middle and
of years. Enquire
C. C. MiTClll'XL & SON,
i;a Fore Street.

And

OLD

WORSTED

PRICES!

Only $4.73
I*.

NOTICE.

House Lots.
House Lots tor sale

£L1GABLECongress
ery and

State street.

aCeets:

one

Thomas, Emneari.be head ol

on

W.H STEPHENSON,
Portland, Ang 8.—dtl
2aNatioual Bank.
AND LOT lor sale at
Cape Elizabeth Ferry,—house nearly new. Enquire ol A .P. COLE
at the berry,or W.
H.MANSFELD, Portland Steam
Packet
u dtf
FOR SALE—House corner ol Congress
and Merrill streets;
also, House adjoining the
same, with 10,000 leet of laud. This lot will be divided to suit purchasers. Terms easy and made
known by applying to W. W. Carr, at W. A. Duran’s
Clofhin Stoic, foot of Exchange stree
jnll9-dtl

HOUSE

Co.__jal

HOUSES

House anti Lot for Sale.
story brick house and store No. 419 congress st, 25 feet front occupied only as a garden.
For particulars enquire on the premises.
aug7ii
House for Sale, No 32 Myrtle Street. En■[;;! quire at No. 8 Central Wharf.
JHL July 12—dtl

I

1&7

rnnE

X

M.

81IULL
All

r.v;;

PORTLAND, MAINE.
subecrilvcr. recently Proprietor of the COMHOUSE. (Which was destroyed in
great lire.) begs to announce to his oM patrons
and the public that he has leased the above hotel and
will open for the uccomm«Hlation of the public generon Saturday August 11.
ally,
Thankful to his old customers lor past patronage,
ho would solicit a continuance of the same.

THcMERCIAL
the

TERMS FAVORABLE.

which

!

Lowest

wininhop house.

The undersized hae recently thoroughly renovated and refitted thif establishment and will hereafter
conduct It for the accommodation of the

Cushion !

lias

29

over

or

septa—d3m

WILLIAM
BROWN, formerly at 91 Federal street, is now
permanently located at his new store No 64 Federal st,
a few doors balow Lime street. He is now prepared to

RKADY

RI'SIIVKS*.

attend to the wants of his numerous customers and
In the way of
the
cleaning and repairing Clothing ot all kinds, and will be attended
to with his usual promptness.
Also second-hand
Clothing for sale at lair prices.
no- g^tf

public'generally

For Baltimore.
splendid Packet Sch. WILLIAM ARTHUR,
rpiui
I Capt. Ant>i?ew8, will sail as
above, having part
ot her cargo
For freight or passage, apply
engaged.
MOSES B. NICKERSON & SON,
nov2<diw
No.

two

f

103 Commercial street, up-stairs.

For Sale.
BTiLS. APPLES, in quantities
V_/ purchasers, by
JEREMIAH HOWE & CO.,

no24dlw

27

of

otter at the

Marlset

Prices /

to suit

Commercial st.

Street,

opened a splendid stock

uf

Millinery & Fancy Goods
;uul

having bought them
'vllJ sell

J
SClAItf

at

find tbc

Quiet, 4/ouvenieoi and Central,
being within five minutes walk of the principal
business portions of the city.
OTTerua $3.00 per day.
n

Help!

W.

Help!!

F.

DA VI*.

Help!!!

TliHE most reliable place in New England to get
X good male and female help, is af the General Agency and Employment Office, \m. :t$| |.'J i'onsre**
$tr«wf, Portland, Me.
Tlie subneribers respectmIlyin form all parties wishing to secure
good girls for any
respectable employment, tl>at through their extensive
advertising throughout the Frovinces and In New
England, there are arriving daily at their office nuinbersot good American and Provincial girls, wanting
situations in private families, hotels, boarding bouses
and saloon*. Also hi store*, offices, «£c., and as housekeepers, nurses, seamstresses, &c., &c. All those
wanting any such, will do well to apply soon, with
their fee, fifty cent*. If you want men. also, for any
we will supply you, free or charge, only
let us know vou want them.
53T* The firm is only changed In name. Mr. Whitney could not come, and Mr. Ox has conducted tbc
business alone until the 1st of October, when lie took
The firm
Mr. Powers Into the busines* with 1dm.
COX A POWARS,
now is
Late Whitney & Co.
Portland. Me.. Nov. 1, IK*,

Auction iu Now York,

dtf_

The Portland Glass

correspondingly low.

Rich

AMERICAN LLODYS!
hereby give notice that he has
THEbeenundersigned
appointed Agent of American Lloyds
vessels
the
lor

Stale of Maine, ana is prepared to Inspect
of all sizes In course of construction and rejKirt the
same for classification.
Ship builders and owners would therefore confer a
favor by sending me earlv notice of the vessels they
are building for which a class is desired.
WILLIAM ROGERS, Insye< tor.
Bath, Me., Nov. 10,1M«.
_Bovt9dlm»

Southern Pine.
no M verv superior Flooring ami Step
Boards now lauding al Cusiain House Wlmrl,
and for sale In lots to suit purchasers. Applv to
C. M. DAVIS
CO.,
1,7 Commercial street.

ABOUT

A

noT22dtf

Company

prepared to fhrnish
Cut Dinner and Tea Sets!
Arc

D. M. C. Dunn.

Portland, Not. 21,168*.

Public.
Boston will

employment,

removed to

J. R. Corey A Co..

Where lie hn»

rejects. Every

n

assortment

WABKR,

Free

Prevents

snow and ice from adhering to tho shoe
hoof of the horse; prevents lameness, in tender or
sore-footed horses: keeps gravel and sand from getting beneath the shoe; prevents the horse from interfering, and in lkct is invaluable in all
horse should have them. Send for circulars, or call
and see samples and judge for yourselves, at principal office of Elastic Horse Shoe Cushion.
Mo.»7 WaobiiiKtoH Mt., J«hI«i>, lffnM».
B.—No State, County, or Town rights for

it

oct2f>—dim*

C7 Di n

II. M.
I

(Patented May 1st, 1866.)

VOK

G O ODS !

we

N. J. DAVIS.

ang29-fim

Country merchants visiting
Winthrop House singularly

MILIXERYandFAXOY GOODS

CONGRESS STREET.

Horse Shoe

of

EL,

Travelling

l's }V —ulm

HILL’S ELASTIC

sale.

undersigned

Bowdain Slreci,

as

Together with a large

FROST’S,

Nov 27—dtf

Washington Street,

IIOT

Breakfast Shawls, Scarfs, &c

Pair,

DEERIXG BLOCK,

WE

sell on tavorable terms as to
payment, or let for a term of years, the lots on
the corner ol Middle and Franklin streets, and on
Franklin street, including Hie comer of Franklin and
Fore streets. Apply to VI It. HILLIARD, Bangor,
REED Attorneys, Portland. Jyl2ti
or SMITH

,PARKS HOUSE,

\

BOSTON.

Nubias, Hoods, Son tags,

-AT-

First Class Houses tor Sale.
offer lor sale the eight first class brick houses,
recently built by us, situated on Pine Street,

1 will

Per

HOUSE,

reception of guests, having made extensive hlterations, improvements, and reibrnished it throughit
is
now in capital order, and
out,
every exertion will
be made to render it acceptable to his
patrons.
nolOeodOm
JOSEPH PERCELfo.

Goods!

Hosiery
Such

Gornain,

between Clark and Carleton Streets.
These houses are thoroughly built, with slate roofe,
brick drains, and marble mantelpiieces throughout.—
They will be sold at a low price, aud on very favorable terms. Apply at our office, No. 274 Danforth St.
JRROWTN & SONS.
^
October 16, 1866. dtt

MILLS

CHARLESTON,.SO. CAROLINA.
proprietor has the pleasure to inform the
THE
traveling public that the above house Is now open

IIand and Machine Made

liiteen minutes walk
Depot, a nearly new, neat Cottage
House, Burn an«l outbuilduigsjmving all ti e conveu
ienoesand iu prime conditio.1. It is situated near a
grove and a snort distance from the Countv read.
J. E. STilVENS.
Apply to
Gorham, duly 17.
m

Fancy

GLOVES

BLANKET8

corner

blAJLfc,
|?OK
J1
from t ic

from

Hoop Skirts & Corsets,

a

Aug. 28, lftMi—dtl

HOTELS.

JOBBERS OF

Rouble Sleigh*;
anil Rouble Harue**;

Robe* and Blanket*.
Also, one Tilton & McFarland Saie, and good Office
Desk. Persons wishing any of the above stock, would
do well to give me a call.
J. F. LIBBY.
November 2C, 18CG. dlw

For Lease.
valuable let cl land
THEITumh
term
Strcels, for
of

EATON,
Agent.

0

sep25-dtf_

UNITED STATES

CALIFORNIA!

* Wheel narks;
1 Sleigh Hack*;

Meet.

The above property is oilercd for saleoilhcr in portions or collectively, on liberal terms. Apply to
augilfl—if
_JOHN C. PROCTOR.

ftjjr*Freight

Bowen & Merrill,

o

Open Baggie*;

Single and
fO Set* Single

auti

_

WEST!

Fancy Goods!

Top Baggie*;

lO

OK

W. D. LITTLE & CO., Agents.
September 3, lfCC.
<ld wtt

cember.
The stock comprises fifteen Horses, some of them
of tlie first quality, and all good ones. A Isa,

‘i

ENGLAND,

iastpwt t?d *St.

ALL POINTS

York
secured by early application to

Stable

ALL
7

WINCHESTER, ami

B.

B O 8 T O N

New
the 1st. 11th and 2ltt of each month, may be

SALE!

J Jeuny I.ind*;
£ Carryall*;

WEEK.

h. rJELD will leave Kail
d
wi
Road
Wharf
foot ot .Si ate .Street every MONDAY anti
THURSDAY, at 5 o’clock P. M for
John.
RETURNING, will leave St. John and Eastport
samedaya for Portland and Boston.
At Eastport the Steamer QUEEN will connect
tor
St. Andrews, Robbinston, Calais and New
Brunswick
Railway to Woodstock and Houllou Stations,
Stage Coaches will connect lor Machias.
AJ St. John pussengers take E. A N. A.
Railway
for Shedtac, and Horn thence for Snmroerside and
Charlottetown, P. E. Island, and Pictou, N. 3: also
at St. John the steamer Empress for Windsor and
Hahthx, every Tuesday an«l Friday evenings, and for
Dlgby every Monday and Thursday momihgs.
received on days of sailing until 4 o’clk.
F*
C. C.

TICKETS

Passage Tickets by tlic sleoniers.snilmg
on

the stock in my stable, Centre Street, will be |
sold at. private sale, during this week, if possij
ble, in order to vacate the stable by the 1st of De-

Elm St.

HALF.

Cai t.E.

i?®,
Capt.

83?** All Travellers will find it greatly for their advantage (o procure tickets at this otlice, or at
79 Commercial Street, (IJp Stairs.)

FOR

Livery

PER

On and alter Monday, October 1st.
the steamer NEW Bit OHS
WICK

Neat the Head of Milk Street,

South and North-West

SOtJTH

Fastis & Co.

Charles

ARRANGEMENT.

TRIPS

TWO

and 8t. John.

i

Pennsylvania

Congress St.,

jVTorton

v

A PORTION of the "DAY” Estate

Oalai

would respectfully state to the
cithern ot Portland and the East generally that
have
leased
ti
c above well known Hotel, and
they made
nre prepared to furnish passage tickets at
improvements in the saute, are preparhaving
ed to entertain them in the best manner and at reaTHE LOWEST BOSTON RATE.
sonable prices.
Merchants flrom the country m d Travellers generBY ALL THE
ally, will find a pleasant home at the PARKS HOUSE
Popular aud .Hot! Expediti.ua Route*! ! during tlwjir sojourn in iLc city.
Terms : $3,00 a day, including meals and room..
via Bail or Stcnmer to Boston, (hence via the
T. H. Ac J. II. RANH,
G. Ftsii. Clerk.
New York Central,
Proprietors
Central, I S.
aug29d:;m
Erie nnd Baltimore A Ohio Railroad*,

West,

TO

hrec siory brick house on Danforth
E^OK Sale,
J? Street. The house is nearly new and in fine order. immediate poscesston given.
W: G. <JHADBOURNE.
juilGtl
on

Eastport,

the-

-to

Caracr Coagram and Preble St«,
no2?dlwteodlw
Old Stand of E. DANA, Jr.

oi

Valuable Heal Estate

International Steamship Oo.

for the

HALL, (UAIUIXOTOX’S SALOON

THROUGH

follows

run as

U»ck,.

R.

subscribers having resumed the Agcurytichleit
ii.ee the great lire hat been suspended) for the

E3F* All tlie Olioice Brands of Imported and Domestic Cigars.

A rrangement

Uf Panama tickets to be had ol tbs Agents at reduced rates.
Freight taken as usual.
1 BM-MWa». Agent
May and.iece—dtf

market Square,

ON

the beat building lota in the city, situated
on the north side ot Deering Street
adjoining the
residence of Gen. J. 1). Fessenden. This lot is sixtytwo teet front ou Deering Street, extends back one
hundred feet, and is bounded on the east side by a
street fifty teet in width, making it a corner lot and
S. B. HERSEY.
very desirable.
No. 4 Galt Block. Com. Street.
Oct 17 dU

REDUCED TO BOSTON.

Leave Atlantic Wharf for Boston
evening, (except Sunday) at
7 o’clock. Leave Boston the same days at 5 p. hi
Cabin tare. *1.60

Ticket Office 11

Railway

Host on.

ive^-y

LITTLE & CO’s !

Foreign and Domestic Perfumeries, Pomades, Hair
Brushes, Pocket and Toilet Combs, Soaps, Pun-Boxes, Tooth Brushes, Portraonnaiee, «S:o, <vc, composing

SAMPSON,

Agents, 70 Long Wharf,

will

will
sta-

Important to Travelers

JUST JUECJEIVLH!

SALE,

THE

WHITNEY A

29—dlyr

Until mrther notice tlie Steamerot the Portland Steam Backet Co.

THE

Lots

COill DIE R C I A L STREET.
subscribers oiler for sale the lot of land on
the southerly side ol Commercial Street, head ot
Dana's Wharf, measuring 72 by 150 teet.
For further particulars inquire
JONAS H. PEKLEY,
Oct 18 tf
or W. S. DANA.

M
Nov

Summer

IV O TIC e

White’. Paten I money Drawer., nod Or,-

PhilaleipLiwt

'_
The Steamers IiOMAN, SAXON, ami AKIE5
now torra the line, and h steamer leaves each
nor
1
EVEUT FIVE DAYS.
From Long Whar 13* aton,.at 12 M
From Fine St. Wh.irt,
10 A.M
Freight lor the West forwarded by the Pennsylvu
uia Railroad, and to BaHimore and
b(
Washington
Canal or Railroad, tree cl commission*.
For freight, apply to

Philadelphia,.ai

P. Railroad.

&

ao«]

fitaamuhip Lifcj.

Express Trains between Portland and Boston, leaving Portland at 6.0U and Boston at 7.*0 P.
81. will be discontinued after Saturday, the 13th lust.
iiy'On and after Monday, 18th, the Evening Train
for Saco and Biddeibrd will leavo Portland at 5.48, instead of 6.05 as now run.
F. CHASE, Snpt.
Portland, Oct 5,1866.
oclOdtf

Agents for sale ef

Middle street.

Store

S.

BOSTON, MASS.

cines.

Farm lor Sale.

nov!9d3w_

JP.

Fairbanks, Brown & Co.

a

outbuilding*.

Boston

^“Freight trams for Water* llie and all Intermediate stations, leavo Portland at S.i'5 A. 11,
Tram uom Bangor is due at Pordand at 1.48 P.
81,
in season tofonnect with train for Boston.
From Lewiston and Auburn onlv, at *.10 A. 81
EDWTN NOTES, Snpt.
Nov. 1,
no9dtl
1866__

rs, under the supervision ol
THE OBKOHVAE IWEWTOK.

,itf

FREIGHT FOR THE SOUTH AND WEST.

! j-Mi.

of the best materials, in the molt thorough
MADE
manner, and receiving constant Improve-

FARM.
farm for sale

1 (age oi Fryeburg, Oxford county, Maine, is otiered tbr sale at a bargain, ii applied tor soon.
The House is large, in good repair, with lurniture
and fix lures throughout, together with all
necessary

_

On and alter Monday,November 12tb,
cnlrrent. tixli.8 will leave Portland (br
and
all
intermediate station on this line, at
Baujroi
M .dally. Fur Lewiston anil Auburn
only, at

and Counter.

lot ot Land on the westerly corner of Congress and Pearl Sts., iron ling on Congress street
ab.ut 111 leet ando.i Pearl about 90 teet.
CHARLES E. BAliRETT,
ipply to
At office Grand Trunk Railway Station.
Portland, Aug. «, 1860.
augOti

Portland, Nov. 17,18Cr.

l

...

For Sale

ia^t,

WINTER ARRANOEMENT.

PREMIUM STANDARD

commence

Returning, will leave I angor every Monday end
Tlmr day mornings at 6 o’clock, and W tat
export
at 7 o’clock, toucting at
Hampden, Buckspork rfelCamden and Rockland, each
way.
For freight or pasaace
plea- e* apply to ottic% on
Railroao W hail, toot ot State btr.el.
A. SOMERBI. Agent.
->
>T

FALL

S7

will

o’clock.

UEftNEBEClu!

MAINE CENTRAL

Whitmore,

L.

the Winter tripn on
.MONDAY,
'Nov. 19th, Will leave Portland for
'Wangoi (or as tar as the iec will
nd
permit) every Tuesday
Friday evening-; at ft

W. HATCH, Superintendent.
Augusta, Oct. 27,1$U>.
novl2dtf

FAIRBANKS’

Week.

a

The Steamer LADY LANG, Capt.
A.

and^ewiston

be supplied wltb a strong and durable
Hose, warranted 6<|ual to any made elsewhere, and on as reasonable terms.
N. B.—Fire Buckets. Spanner
Belts, Flexible
Pipes, Knapsacks, Cartridge Boxes, Pistol Holsters,
&c., made to order. Couplings, Pipes and Nozzela
furnished and Hose repaired.
novlTdtf

ABBANGEMENT!

To Penobscot River twice

Trains I com Brunswick
are due at
Portland at 0.20 A M., and from Skowhegan and
Farmington and all intermediate stations at 2.00 P.
M. to connect with trains for Boston.
Stages for Rockland connect at bath; and for Belfast at Augusta, leaving daily on arrival of train from
Boston, leaving at 7.30 A. M.; and lor Solon, Anson.
Norridgewock, Athens and Moose Head Lake at
Skov. began, and for China, East and North Vassalboro’ at. Va-salboro’: for Unity at Kendall’s Mill’s,
and for Canaan at Piahon’s Ferry.

Double and single riveted, and of all sizes, as used on
Steam Fire Engines, Hand
Engines, Steamboats and
Force Pumps.

Cities, Towns

WINTElt

dtf

Freight Train, with passenger car attached,
leave Portland for Skowhegan and inte mediate
tions every morning at 7 o’clock.

Fhila lelphla Oak Tanned Leather
Fire Engine Hose,

For Sale.

FOR

execute all

NTEAMBOAT NOTICE.

and intermediate stations. Fares as low
by this route
as any other.
Leave Portland lor Bath, Lewiston, Augusta and
intermediate stations on Saturday only at 7.46 P. M.
Mixed Train leaves Portland ibr Brunswick and intermediate stations daily, except Saturday, at 6.30 P.

Oak tanned Leather in

ready to

ders for

leave Portland.
For
&&& orApassage apply to
FOX, brown’s Wharf, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Pier 3S East River.
May'.'!), Iwb.
dtt

£'i»endall’s Mills with Maine Central R.K.) for Bangor FARE

STREETS,

van

Houses for Sale Low.

Desirable

OF

a stock of
are now

ai, Quebee, Bangor, Bath; Augusta, Eastpoitaml
n.
Shippers are requested )o send their Height to the
steamers as early as 3 P. M. un the
day that I hey

sc. »jo

Passenger Trains leave Portland dally
at 1.00 P. M., lor Bath, Augusta, Waterviile, Kendall’* Mills,Skowhegan, and intermediate
Stations,(connecting ut Brunswick with AndroscogB. K.. for Lewiston aud Farmington, and at

J. TEWKSBURY & CO.,

Capt.

TV0

Director.

BAILEY, Local Superintendent.
Nov. 2, 1866.

Shkk-

JifJJ. >VrA

WINTER ARRANGEMENT,
Commencing Monday, Not. IJih, 1866.

store of

FORE

P** DOES, Managing

rw

4

t apt. II.

F«AaNroNlA,

W

tr«

follows:—

POiiTUND

after haring been burned out of Federal
street, July
4th, have resumed business in the room over tli*

CORNER

n

M1\K.

These vessels are titled up with fine ac.vou>limitations tor passengers,
making this the most
«aio and com tor table route tor travellers speedy,
between
aud Maine. Passage, in Slate Boom,
*
Labin pat-sage $5.00. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded
by this Hue to and itvm Mon-

RAILWAY,

^Portland,

!

OPPOSITE THE NEW CITY MARKET.

Y'lONTAINING about IL’jlOfl square feet, on Congross Street, just above Hampshire Street, is ot-

For full

rr
H.

Messrs. John JL. Shaw & Co.,

AJTD

tered tor sate.

It is

Firemen’s

YORK

Shkawood, will, until
further notice, run as follows:
Leave Brow *s Wharf,Portland,every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY, at 4 P. M., and leave pfo,
.‘W Fast River, Nrw York,
every WEDNESDAY an.i
SATURl A Y, at 4 o’clock P. At

Ihe Company are not responsible for
baggage to
any amount exceeding #30 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate of
one passenger for
every #500 additional value.

HOSE!

EQUIPMENTS

NEAU TOE

A

Oak Tanned Leather

FIRE
Military,

FOSTER, PBOPBtKTon.

A.

0,1,1

w.

Train lor South Parts and
Lewiston, at 7.40 A. M.
Mail Train for Watervllle,
Bangor, Gorham, Island
Pond, Montreal and Quebec at 1.10 P M
Tlds train connects with Express train for Toronto, Detroit anil Chicago. Sleeping care attached from
Island Pond to Quebec and Montreal.
Train ror South Paris at 5.0o P. M.
No baggage can be received or checked after the
time above stated.
Trains will arrive as follow^:—
From So. Paris, Lewiston and Auburn, at 8.10 a. m.
From Montreal, Quebec, Ae.,
1.45 p. m.

Press Job Office

__N.

•hips DlKlOQ,

Camilla.

Bflff^SfStrains

NEW

Tlie splendi.i and last Steam-

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
after Monday, Nov. 12,1666,
rjinAjra^ On and
will run as

C37“ Orders from the country solicited, to which
prompt attention will be paid.

paaa‘i» a^pVy to

SOII-UmLY

0

A.Iteration of Trains.

Which lor neatness and dispatch cannot be surpassed.

New Park, lor Sale.

Lot9

TRUNK

its couiviilent

STEAMSfilft* COMPANY.

FRANCIS CHASE, Supt.
29, 1866.
uoldtf

GRAHD

BOOKS, PAMPHLETS,
Catalogues, Sec.,

Valuable Building Lot
The Swedenborg* an Ch urch

Printing.

Oct

or
or

PORTLAND AND

and Saco at 840 A.M.
...

cabin, (acS7I) to fao.

NqT.\^;

Portland,

MECHANic’a S' d Ladobkk’s Train will leave
Biddelord daily, Sundays excepted, at G A. M and
Saco at 6 08, arriving in Pori kind at 6.40.
lteturuing, will leave Portland for Saco and Biddetord and intermediate stations at 8.50 P. M.
A special freight train, with
passenger ear attached, will leave Portland at 7.10 A. M. for saco and
Biddeford, and returning, leave Biddelord at 8.30

Ol

179

9K6laK0,
Payable in Gold
Mr *nr f reight

A

Portland,

Montreal,

tho Ktli.

on

eording to accommodation)

WaCfSBpBostoii at 8.40 A. M., and 2.20 P. l|
Leave Boston Hr Portland at 7.30 A.
M.,and 2.30

We have superior facilities for the execution ot

novl0d3w

a few

our

by the Belgian

Londonderry and Liverpool,

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
CMMiwcIni Monday, Nov. Dll., 18od.
hBiajSgSaa Pasaenget Trains leave Portland fui

And every description of

Daily

ed

SAIO 4 PORTSMOUTH R. R.

Cards, Tags, Blanks, Labels,

M

For Sale In Cape

Despatch,

■BILL-HEADS, CIRCULARS,

Mercantile

«nhf,e™a.?‘,"h‘p for
Liverpool, .SATURDAY, 1st
‘•/'’.port
alter the arrival of the
SSte'ilrof’
“fMranuaUatel,
train ol
previous itav Irr.iu
to he follow-

By order ol the President.
»
n
April
28,18GC—dt!
1M

ilo.ked I* UndMdcrrr and
Krfuru Tltltla graaiul at
Hale..
HIBERNIAN, Capt. Dutton, will

Krducrd

m

r O x TL

Posters, Programmes,

A

p

Portland,

Having completely refurnished our office since the
Great Fire, with all kinds of New Material,
Presses, &c., we are prepared on tho short-

nov24d.3w

rilHE

THE

Notice.

•-

BOOK, CARD, A JOB PRINTING,

possible notice to accommodate
friends and the public with

_MAILS.

m

rarsuustield and O&sineo
At
Saccarsopa for South Windham, Windham Hill
and North Windham,
daily.
lolir.«.toaI r^a‘ aQ<* Accomodation trains will runM.as and
for Portfard at 800 A
u^i~’Lea»e
Lea' e Porr,un<1 for Gorham at 12 15 P. M.
and 4

Valuable Hotel Property lor Sale.
f I HE Oxford House,
pleasantly situated in the vil-

KE3IOVAL.

faded to a dull brown; panis and vest dark mixed,
new shoes W’itli brass buckles, and an imitation Scotch
cap,
lMELVIN KENNISTON, about 5 tect 8]
inches high, pretiv stout build, dark complexion',
with heavy and rather sunken black eyes, and thin
moustache. Wore short dark coat, pants and vest
dark, white bosom shirt, with scarlet neck-lie, and
black cloth cap.
The above pri-oners escaped last night about 1

C. J.

CO., Agents,

November 19, 1866, d3w

FREDERICK RICHARD*, about 5 feet
9 inches high, of medium build, slightly stooping
shoulders, had on gray sack coat, biaCk vest end
pants and brown neck-tie. He wore a silk beaver hat.
CHARLEN BRAINARD, about 22 years
old, six feet high, dark complexion, one eyo sightless,
ami has a heavy swinging gait, of powerful and wiry
build. He wore a coat originally dark blue, but now

JOHN BARBOUR.

LITTLE-*

W. D.

complexion/

Rubber Clothing,

CLARK, Sec’y.

HENRY KELLOGG, President.
A. W. JILL SON, Vice-President.

WARHJEE NEVILLE. 27 years of age, 6 feet
8 inches high, dark
black curly hair,
chin whiskers. Had a brown broadcloth coat, grey
pants and vest and round top hat.

BELTING,

Assets.*1,061,273.16
WM. B.

$300 REWARD !

RUBBER

4,627.33

Amftunt of Premium Notes,.None.
Total Amount of Liabilities,.*59,636.97

Steam Power with room can be rented.
For persons who desire mild winters, a healthful
climate, and a good soil, in a country bcautiinlly irnprov d. abounding in fruits, and po sessfng all other
social privileges, in the heart or civilization, it is
worthy oi a visit.
Letters answered, and the Vineland Rural a
paper
givingfull information, and containing reports of Solon Rob 11*011, sent to applicants.
Address CHAS K. LANDIS, Vineland P. O.,
Landis Township, New Jersey.
From Report ol Solon Robinson, Agiicultural Editor of the Tribune; “ft is one of the most extensive
tortile tracts, in an almost level
and suitable

MOLAS8E8 ROSE,

MAINE.

United States Securities,.141,047.50
New York Bank Stocks. 88,025.00

Fruits and Vegetables ripen earlier in tins district
than iu any other 1 calily, north of Norfolk. Va.Improved places lor sale
Openings tor all kinds ol business, Lumber Yards,
Manufactories, Foundries, Stores and the likr; ana

LACE

OF

Assets:

for sale.

Escaped from the Portland Jail, on the night
19th, the following desciibed persons:—

TIIE STATE

Cash on hand and in Bank.*42,968.67
Cash in hands of, and due from Agents,.120,669.76
Loans on Real Estate.1:5,000.00
Loans on Real and Personal Security,. 24,890.00

people within tli3 past three years Churches. Stores,
Schools, Academies, Societies oi Art and Learning,
and other eiemsnts ol refinement and culture have
been introduced. Hundreds ol people are constantly
settling. Hundreds of new houses are being constructe t. Price of Farm Land, twenty acre lots and
upwards, $25 per acre. Five and ten acre, and Vil-

FROM

Company,

Daily Press Job Office,

est

a

W'"'Stanoe connect at Got hum for West Durham,
ritandlsh, Steep Falls. Baldwin, Denmark. Seh*go,
BridgUm. Lovell. Hiram, Rr< wnfield, Fryebnrg,
Donway, Bartlett, Jaoksoii Liming ton. 4k>rniah,Porter Freedoiu, Madison, and Baton. N. 11
At Buxtou «ton tor for Wost Buxton,
Bonny-Eagle,
fcoutii Limington
Limington, Limerick, Nowfteld,

^kmhmhmhui

Executed with Neatness and

CARRYING THE CANADIAN
AND UNITED STATES

attached

PAYson’
Excitative Street.

iltf

Nov. 21.

mm mmmmmmrnmmmiiim

■

P. M.

River for Portland at 5 30 and 9 00

Leave Portland for Saco River at 7 15 a.
m.,‘2 00 and
5 45 p m.
I lie 200 p. m train out and the a.m. train in to
Portland will be freight halos with passenger oars

H. M.

Portland,
mi (vim

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF

Also, two two and a half story houses on Wilmot
and Franklin Streets, eighteen and nineteen rooms
each. Both arranged for two families. Priee *5,000
eacb.
Terms only $1,500 down; balalanco in lour
yeara.

340

CONANT & RAND,
163 Commercial Street

J
or on

House !
for sale two and a half story house on Atlantic Street, containing twelve'finished rooms
in
perfect repair. Arranged for two families. Hard
and soil water, gas and all modern conveniences.—
Lot 51 by 70. Price *3,000. Terms only *1,300 down,
balance In two years. This is a most desirable bargain, and situated on one of the best streets in the

OFFER

Leave Saco

OT

India St., fop sale.

on

of

EINQUIRE

ARRANGEMENT.

f>n and after Monday.
April 30, Dec
sHCSSBftrama will leave as follows:

RY “■ & EDWIN LIBBY

nov*eo,1&W3w.

17!) Commercial Street.

Applications for Insurance with the above named
and forwarded by

VINELAND.

ESCAPED

Vlce'-Prest.

wtSSwRYU“B 1'r0mi,ieS’

REAL, ESTATE.
Morton Block, Neat Above I be Ifreblc

Company received

Saratoga Spring Water, soid by
Druggists.
n
June 14, 'GG—eod&wly

condition for pleasant farming
side of the Western Prairies.’’
sepdrdJrwfim 37

3d

J. H. Chapman,Secretary.

all

position
that we

Benj. Babcock,
Fletcher Wcstray.

^ehfiaralnw,

Saratoga Spring Water, sold by all Druggists.

lage lots

VVm. Sturgis
Henry K. Bogeit,
Joshua J. Henry,
Dennis Perkins,
j08. Gallard, Jr.,
J. H.nry Burey
Cornelius Grmnell,
C. A Hand
B. J. Howland,

A. l.Pillot.
Wm. L. llodgo,
Geo. G. Hobson,
David Lane,

J

IN

SUMMER

itw0^ reJ>a*r>

good

good
I^OB
deibrd, only

The
ComJi»ny has Awctt, Over Twelve
Million Dollars* viz:—
United States and State of New-York Stocks, City,
Bank and other Stocks,
$4 828,585
Loans secured by Stocks and otherwise,
3!330,350
Premium Notes and Bills Receivable, Real
Estate, Boud and Mortgages and other aecur .ties,
3.650,025
United States Gold Coin,
80 460

SCARBOROUGH,

•TEAM THU.

iGRTURDA ROCHESTER RJ. Montreal
OceanSteamship Co-

T"
nbout 7 miles from Portland,
A ou
Beech Kidge,” (so called,) contains about 75
acres mowing, tillage, a
good Orchard and pasture, and
30 acres wood and timber.
Buildings finely situated
®ac*
with a go 0(1 cellar and cistern.
Good Dairy ami convenient wells of water.

House Loti

House for Sale
\! EW twojboiy HOUSE on Cushman Street, con1-5 mining Twelve finished Booms. This House was

RAfLIlOAm,

Safet

for

__Farm

C. PROCTER.

JOHN

The whole profits ot the Company revert to the
Assured, and are divided annually, upon the Premiums terminated during iho
year; and lor which Certificates are issued, bearing Interest until redeemed.
The Dividend was 40 per cent, in each oi the years
1863-4, and 5, and 36 per cent, in 1866.

NV.H.H.ivl°ore,
Henry Ctoit
Win. C. Pickcrsgill,
Lems Curtis,
Clias. H._ Bussell,
Lowell Holbrook,
B. Warren Weston,
Koval Phelps.

JOHN Ct PROCTER.

1CAN

JERRIS, Beal

Charles Deimta,

of

A ltare Chance.
sell a three story Brick House, with all the
modern improvements, together with a large lot of
land for *10,000. Inquire of

Insures against Marine and Inland Navi
gation Risks.

•John L>. Jones,

Inquire

__

*12,199,970

Heimstrect’s inimitable Hair Coloring has been
over twenty years.
It
acts upon the absorbeuts at the roots of the hair, and
changes to its original color by degrees. All instanumcous dyes deaden and injure the hair.
Heimstiocts is not a dye bulls certliu in its results, promotes its growth, and is a beautiful Hair Dressing,
Price 50 cents aud #1.00. Sold by aii dealers.

House-furnishing Goods of all kinds:
kinds of Crockery, Glass, Tin,
at,’41?™"*'1’ anil allWoollen
Helena Sept 30,
from
Luzon,
Robinson,
Ware, taper HangHong Kong (and sld uct 1st for Liverpool )
ings, Window Shades, &c, &c.
no23d3m
Sld fta Alicante 13th lust,
for
AdelaideVPlummcr,
New York.
For Sale Cheap.
Bid ftn Cadiz Bth inst, Ellen Dver, Clapp Malaria
Black Wafnnt SHOW CASES, 9 feet long
Ar at Bordeaux 15th inst, Lisbon, Cnnha ftn
L'lVE
bew
F each, and one counting-room Desk, a very nice
Orleans.
one.
F. INGRAHAM.
Ar at Havre 14th inzt, Jacob A Stamler. Samnsnn
„„„
New York; 15th. Marcia C Day, Chase, New Ortf
Yarmouth, Nov. 19,1806.
leans, (in quarantine.)
H." FESSENDEN^ Attorney and CounAr at Hamburg 10th hut, Winfield Scott, Rand
sellor, Deerlng Hall, opposite Prehle House
Callao.
1
dtf
JulU
4r

(Jompany.

William, NEW YORK,
January, 1806.
cor.

Cash in Bank

steadily growing in lavor for

House and Lot iu the Westerly

a

be

on

was

Wall St,

5i

machinery, $35,000.

Lyunched-At Franklin £4th rest, a schr of 200
tons, named M C Moseley, owned by parties in Sullivan and Franklin, and to be commanded by Caiit J

for

New England Mutual Life Ins. Co.,
Of Boston, Mass., being the oldest purely Mutual Life
Ins. Co. ill America, wo wish Arty good, active agents
to work in the dtlfercnt cities and villages
throughout
tlic State. None need apply unless good reference
can be give.
glie Vo. is 23 years old and has paid In
Dividends $1,247,000 00 and over $2,000,000 00 in lov-

NEWS

PORTLAND.

General Agents

Maine
HAVING

“In lilting the kettle from the tire 1 scalded myselt
to a crisp. The torvery severely—one hand* almost
*
*

ture

Insurance!

been appointed
of the old

print? Water, sold by all Druggists.

btiy good
WILL
part of the Citv.
no28dlw

city.

—OF—

Life

REAL ESTATE.

$1,500

no28dlw

Surplus,.275,000

\

MARINE

New

oi

Cash Capital.$300 000

ton, aged 39 years o months.
In Lewiston, Nov. 18. Mr. William Brooks, aged 89
3 tars 11 months.
In Waterville,
84 years.

10_State Agent.

got

__DIF 1).

UK A I, ESTATE.

Mutual

__

JO,}

MARRIED.

II

(NSI’KANCE

102
1451

Railroad.mj
1st

tigdensburg

RPOKEX.
Oct 16,1st 22 N, Ion "4 W. lisrquc Maniiots,
tVom Portland Sept 23 for Montevideo.
Oct 2n, 1st 13 39 N, Ion 33 16 W, ship Rival, Doolie,
ti om Pliilmlelplda for San Francisco.
Oct 23, lat 16 09 N, Ion 30 14 W, ship Gen Sheplev,
from Philadelphia tor San Francisco.
horn
Nov e, lat -jj 16, Ion 65 40, briR S J Strout,
Jacksonville tor Bur'.ianoc^-

107}
1(»71

Patten,

York «u>ck Market.

anil I

2d series.
3d *crioe.

*•

Typhoon, Wili
Company.

F inane ini.

Beet—heavy,

at

Knight.
Sen

TELEGRAPHIC REPOBTS.

Hew Fork

E3j*M»ii KgorU Llii*
the Brokers’ Board. Nov. 28.
American Gold.
United States Coupon SIxcb, 1881...
United States 7 3-foths, 1st series
email.

Sales

And ail kinds of Cut Ware suitable for the HOLIDAYS; also GAS SHADES of various pattern*.—
Samples may l>e seen at their Manufactory. nol7dfm

notice to Land Holders,
O’DUROCHER. Builder, is prepare*! <o take
MR.
contracts tor building, either bv JOB
by
HAY
or

w

WOltff. (’an furnish First Class workmen
•ml matoihil of alldescription.
Residence, AM ERR 'AN HOUSE.
India Street, Portland.
nu #0—1 f
August 17tli, 1D*C

For Sale.
M.ifaii.'as. U3 tons.

Soli. Leesburg, 174 tons.
SCHOONER
Seh. Win. H. Mailer. 1f£ ton*.

Sell. Splendid, 58 ton*, old measurement. ail well
SAMPSON A CONANT.
Enquire of
No. 01 Commercial Wharf.
ait|ft3

found.

